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Summary
Evidence from the Center for Strategic and International Studies and the Defense Science Board
starkly illuminate serious shortages in the talent available in the United States for cyber defense and cyber
operations. The need for technically skilled people crosses both the government and private sectors. Faced
with an aging power infrastructure, the U.S. has embarked on an epic program of grid modernization and
expansion that will result in a fully digital, highly adaptable and demand-driven smart grid. But grid
modernization and smart grid initiatives could be greatly hampered by the current lack of a viable
workforce development framework for cybersecurity and infrastructure risk-management personnel. Grid
modernization efforts require very advanced and continually maturing cybersecurity capabilities; without
them the power system will not be resilient or reliable.
In the spring of 2011, the U.S. Department of Energy awarded a project to Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory in partnership with the National Board of Information Security Examiners to develop a set of
guidelines to enhance development of the smart grid cybersecurity workforce and provide a foundation
for future certifications. The initial scope of the project is limited to operational security job functions.
The primary purpose is to develop a measurement model that may be used to guide curriculum,
assessments, and other development of technical and operational smart grid cybersecurity knowledge,
skills, and abilities. ―Knowledge‖ is defined as the understanding of a concept, strategy, or procedure;
thus, knowledge is measured by depth of understanding, from shallow to deep. ―Skill‖ is defined as the
reliable application of knowledge to achieve desired outcomes; thus, skill is measured by the degree of
reliability, from inconsistent to consistent. ―Ability‖ is defined as the application of skills to new
domains; thus, ability is measured by the extent of skill transfer, from narrow to broad. Unlike traditional
credentialing instruments that provide simple pass/fail results, this measurement model is expected to
identify the position of an individual along the progression through novice, beginner, proficient,
competent, expert, and master levels of expertise. Our review of both the smart grid and job analysis
literature suggests this is the first comprehensive analysis of smart grid cybersecurity tasks.
The project has three phases. The first phase produced an exploratory Job Performance Model based
on a factor analysis of responses to a multi-page survey, the Job Analysis Questionnaire (JAQ). The
second phase will seek to validate the exploratory model in laboratory simulation studies of a small group
of critical incidents. A ―critical incident‖ is defined as any event or situation that threatens individual or
organizational harm. The third phase will involve analyzing the data generated in the previous phase to
produce and validate a measurement model for calculating potential performance on the job.
The initial Smart Grid Cybersecurity panel included 28 subject matter experts (SMEs), a panel chair,
and a panel vice chair. This panel included nine members (32.1%) from energy industry end-users; eight
members (28.6%) from the professional services sector; seven members (25%) from electricity industry
vendors; three members (10.7%) from academic or corporate research organizations; and one
representative (3.6%) from government.
The project has already begun defining performance and establishing the building blocks for
measuring it across three highly technical cybersecurity roles. The process for the elicitation of job goals
and tasks can be accomplished in six weeks and begins with the identification and elaboration of security
scenarios to drive the remainder of the process. The level of detail that is produced provides a
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comprehensive look at the tasks to be performed and the underlying knowledge and skills. The panel and
broader community rank the tasks (over 500 identified) to understand which are critical and how
competency impacts execution.
Project preliminary results:
The factor analysis process began with a detailed literature review and collection of job descriptions
and individual development plans. The National Board of Information Security Examiners developed an
innovative process for eliciting predictors of job performance combined with a group decision-support
system to accelerate the competency modeling process. This cycle-time reduction from months to weeks
supports the infusion of ground truth—information on the latest vulnerabilities, adversary strategy and
tactics, and best practices for detection and defense—that determines the fundamental and differentiating
factors that predict job performance.
The background information, developed from the literature review, provided the context for the
definition of vignettes (i.e., real-world security workflow initiating scenarios). A ―vignette‖ is a terse
statement that identifies a critical incident or activity which provides the context for job performance. The
panel identified a total of 109 vignettes, which were sorted by the program manager, the panel
chairperson, and the panel vice-chairperson, into 13 master vignettes that were used to classify the work
in smart grid cybersecurity jobs. The roles identified during the Job Classification step (over 40) were
then categorized into functional roles aligned with the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education
(NICE) Cybersecurity Workforce Framework.1 The list of roles was discussed with the panel of SMEs,
and ranked by them based on vignette interaction; they selected three job roles to focus on for the
remainder of the modeling process: Security Operations, Intrusion Analysis, and Incident Response.
During the next step, the SME panel developed a list of goals and objectives that could establish a
criterion for assessing performance in the selected job roles. The panel identified a total of 108 goals and
objective measures. The goals were sorted into primary, secondary, and tertiary levels. Primary goals
must be accomplished to achieve the organizational mission. Secondary and tertiary goals must be
accomplished to successfully achieve a higher-level goal. This ranking resulted in a list of 27 primary
goals.
Finally, the tasks necessary to fulfill this mission were elicited from the panel. A total of 516 tasks
were identified as potentially relevant for determining the level of expertise and predicting performance.
These tasks were included in the JAQ, in which panel members and invited industry experts rate the
frequency and importance of task performance by individuals at one of three levels of expertise: novice,
intermediate, or expert. Response to the questionnaire will continue into the second phase of the project.
The main body of the JAQ is the task-statement ratings. Our goal is to collect sufficient ratings to
support inferences regarding the criticality and differentiation of each task in determining the factors
impacting performance of individuals with varying levels of expertise.
The respondent data also suggests which tasks should become the focus for Phase II activities and
further analysis by the SME panel. These results arise from an innovative new technique for identifying
influential task performance, the Critical-Differentiation Matrix (CDM). The CDM identifies the
1

NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Framework: http://csrc.nist.gov/nice/framework/
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fundamental and differentiating tasks that should best predict job performance. We define ―criticality‖ as
the product of the arithmetic means of frequency and importance across all levels of expertise. We define
―differentiation‖ as the slope of criticality scores relative to level of expertise, signifying the frequency
that a person with a given skill level must be involved, and the importance of that task for determining the
performer’s skill level. ―Fundamental‖ tasks are defined as those that are rated as highly critical but show
little differentiation across these three levels. Performance on these tasks is essential and should be
considered minimal entrance requirements for the field. Finally, ―differentiating tasks‖ are those that
exhibit both high criticality and high differentiation scores.
The CDM analysis revealed 83 tasks as fundamental to job performance across the three smart grid
cybersecurity job roles that were studied. Twenty tasks were identified as indicators of the development
of individual competence along the six levels of expertise.
In brief, this project developed a new approach to job task and competency analysis that is intended to
identify the knowledge, skills and abilities necessary to successfully perform the responsibilities of three
smart grid cybersecurity job roles: Security Operations, Intrusion Analysis, and Incident Response.
The next phase of the project will involve a practice analysis to guide selection from the list of
fundamental and differentiating tasks. These tasks will be further elaborated using cognitive task and
protocol analysis. The primary outcome from this effort should be the development and validation of a set
of proficiency and situational-judgment-test item pools, as well as simulation configurations that may be
used to validate the construct and predictive validity of the Job Performance Model and the test items.
The confirmatory analysis performed during this phase will prepare the material necessary to develop a
potential performance analysis that can distinguish the contributions of knowledge, skill, and ability
factors in producing effective smart grid cybersecurity job performance.
A summary version of this report titled: Smart Grid Cybersecurity Certification Phase 1 Overview
August 2012, document clearance number PNNL-21638 is available. Please contact Lori Ross O’Neil
(lro@pnnl.gov) for a copy of this report.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AMI

advanced metering infrastructure

ATR

Advanced Threat Response

CDM

Critical-Differentiation Matrix

CIA

Critical Incident Analysis

DHS

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

GDSS

Group Decision Support Systems

GWA

General Work Activities

IT

Information Technology

IDS

Intrusion Detection System

JAQ

Job Audit (or Analysis) Questionnaire

JPM

Job Performance Model

KSA

Knowledge, Skills, Ability

KSAO

Knowledge, Skills, Abilities and Other

NBISE

National Board of Information Security Examiners

NERC

North American Electric Reliability Corporation

NESCO

National Electric Sector Cybersecurity Organization

NICE

National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OST

Operational Security Testing

OT

Operational Technology

PNNL

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

PPA

Potential Performance Analysis

PPIK

Processing, Personality, Interests, and Knowledge

PRISM

Premier, Robust, Improved, Satisfactory, and Moot

SCA

Sub-Component Areas

SCADA

supervisory control and data acquisition

SGC

Smart Grid Cybersecurity

SME

subject matter expert

VUCA

Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity
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1.0

Introduction

1.1 Impetus for the Study
Faced with an aging power infrastructure, the U.S has embarked on an epic program of grid
modernization and expansion that will result in a fully digital, highly adaptable and demand-driven smart
grid. But grid modernization and smart grid initiatives could be greatly hampered by the current lack of a
viable workforce development framework for cybersecurity and infrastructure risk-management
personnel. Grid modernization efforts must include very advanced and continually maturing cybersecurity
capabilities or the power system will not be resilient or reliable.
With thousands of generation plants and many thousands of miles of delivery lines, the North
American power grid presents a vast and ever-growing cyber-attack surface that may never be fully
mapped and documented from a vulnerability-, asset- and risk-management standpoint. The mapping of
assets, vulnerabilities and dependencies will continue indefinitely, but meanwhile the grid is increasingly
vulnerable. Cybersecurity experts and operational staff must protect the grid until the perfect security
automation model and the ideal threat-response reference library are developed. The protection of the
smart grid network and core supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) control systems requires a
very challenging blend of control engineering and security; this can only be executed by senior security
engineers who have a very special mix of general abilities, acquired skills and knowledge.
Government and industry executives now largely agree that the deficit of workers with sufficient
cybersecurity expertise is approaching a crisis point as grid complexity increases and the current
generation of grid security experts retires. Usually it takes many years to mature a cybersecurity worker's
knowledge, skills and performance. Senior cybersecurity professionals possess a special mix of
information security, technology infrastructure, risk, operations, social, analytical and organizational
skills. To reach peak performance, senior security engineers had to first become highly proficient
information technology (IT) professionals. Years of accumulation of IT knowledge are then enhanced
with years of additional security experiences, which eventually produce mastery of the principles of
forensics, risk management and business impact. This path ultimately allows a seasoned information
security expert to perform highly skilled actions that protect grid control systems on infrastructure in a
way that is aligned with organizational and regulatory policies and goals.
Recently, the North American Electric Reliability Council’s Long-Term Reliability Assessment
Report noted that the potential loss of this expertise as industry’s workforce ages poses a long-term threat
to bulk system reliability. There is a growing need to not only replace large numbers of departing
cybersecurity workers, but also to greatly augment the workforce with new skills and advanced
capabilities. Thus, the energy industry needs a large-scale transfer of expertise plus increased agility and
productivity of the cybersecurity workforce to bridge the gap.
The U.S. Department of Energy recognized that the electric industry needs a workforce development
program that can make up for the accelerating loss of security workforce professionals, while at the same
time building substantial new cybersecurity expertise capabilities to protect the expanded attack surface
of the modernized smart grid. Accordingly, in Spring 2011 a contract was awarded to Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) to develop a set of guidelines for the development of a certification program
for smart grid cybersecurity specialists. The initial scope was defined as the operational security functions
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for day-to-day operations, (but not engineering and architecture), and smart grid environments. The
project would examine the technical, problem-solving, social and analytical skills used by senior
cybersecurity staff in the daily execution of their responsibilities. The primary purpose is to develop a
measurement model for assessing technical and operational cybersecurity knowledge, skills, and abilities.
A workforce development program must be holistic in the way it measures, develops and supports
cybersecurity expertise (Assante and Tobey 2011). ―Holistic‖ in this context means:
 addressing all human factors of accelerated expertise development (book-knowledge, hands-on skills,
innate abilities, cognitive/behavioral influences)
 including all phases of the workforce development cycle (assessment, training, certification, retesting, professional development, communities of practice, etc.).
Existing cybersecurity training and certification programs focus on the job of testing the
―book-learning‖ of security engineers who often study preparation guides before taking the certification
tests. Certification bodies (the Information Systems Audit and Control Association [ISACA], the
Computing Technology Industry Association [CompTIA], the International Information Systems Security
Certification Consortium [ISC/2] and many others) provide a gauge of intellectual knowledge in specific
cybersecurity areas. However, existing certification solutions do not measure or certify competence in the
real world where multi-discipline problem solving and social and intuitive analytical skills are used by
senior security engineers in the daily battle to protect the grid. Even the most advanced ―performance
based‖ certifications (e.g., Global Information Assurance Certification [GIAC] or GIAC Security Expert
[GSE]) have not kept up with the latest research advances in the cognitive science of human expertise
development. Traditional security certification organizations cannot create an adequate cybersecurity
protection workforce for the modernized smart grid.
In addition to the lack of comprehensive assessment and testing, current approaches do not provide a
blueprint or roadmap for a life-cycle program of workforce expertise management. Current assessment
and evaluation services have these deficiencies:
 Competency measurement gap (What competencies do we need to test for?)
 Assessment gap (How should we conduct tests so they are holistic and accurate, differentiating
between simple understanding of concepts and skilled performance of actions that effectively resolve
problems quickly and despite distractions or the stress surrounding an attack?)
 Training gap (How do we prepare professionals for the tests and the real world?)
 Certification gap (What is the best framework for security certifications that integrate both knowledge
and skill while predicting constraints of innate abilities on performance?)
 Support gap (How do we support the certified cybersecurity elite with advanced problem-solving
tools, communities of practice, canonical knowledge bases, and other performance support tools?)
The National Board of Information Security Examiners (NBISE) was formed to leverage the latest
advances in performance assessment and learning science toward the solution of one of the United States’
most critical workforce shortages: cybersecurity professionals. NBISE’s mission, working with program
participants, is to analyze and design assessment instruments and practical challenges that are both fair
and valid and to enhance the confidence of skill measurement instruments as predictors of actual job
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performance. In fulfilling this mission, NBISE is developing methodologies for defining and measuring
the factors that determine successful job performance. Because this project required the use of new
techniques to support workforce development that impart the knowledge and include the practice
exercises that foster skill development, NBISE was selected to partner with PNNL to conduct a
three-phase study for the U.S. Department of Energy.
This report will consist of a cumulative analysis and report of the three-phase study to produce a
comprehensive Job Performance Model (JPM) for Smart Grid Cybersecurity: a list of competencies, often
organized into five or more groupings or clusters, attributable to satisfactory or exceptional employee
performance for a specific job role. The first phase produced an exploratory JPM based on a factor
analysis of responses to a Job Analysis Questionnaire (JAQ), culminating in the Smart Grid Cybersecurity
Job Analysis Report. During this phase, critical incidents (Flanagan 1954; Klein et al. 1989) captured as a
series of vignettes, or deconstructed stories (Boje 2001; Tobey 2007), of a significant or potentially
significant event transformed into a detailed list of goals, objectives, responsibilities, and tasks for the
functional and job roles involved in smart grid cybersecurity. The second phase will seek to validate the
exploratory model in laboratory simulation studies of these critical incidents. Protocol analysis (Ericsson
2006; Ericsson and Simon 1980, 1993) and confirmatory factor analysis (Brown 2006; Long 1983) will
be used to validate the exploratory JPM. The third phase will involve analyzing data generated in the
previous phase to produce and validate a measurement model for calculating potential performance on the
job (Tobey, Reiter-Palmon, and Callens, forthcoming). Based on all three phases, a final report will
provide guidance on the development of assessment instruments, training modules, and simulation
practice environments that may be used to accelerate proficiency in smart grid cybersecurity jobs.
The sections below discuss the science behind the development of JPMs (adapted from Tobey, ReiterPalmon and Callens, forthcoming), the method that will be used to develop a job description report and
task analysis, and provide preliminary results for the definition of functional and job roles based on a job
classification analysis.

1.2 Job Analysis: Early Attempts at Performance Modeling
―Job analysis‖ is a method by which we understand the nature of work activities by breaking them
down into smaller components (Brannick et al. 2007; McCormick 1979). As the name implies, many job
analyses focus primarily on the attributes of work itself, and then link these work attributes to job-relevant
knowledge, skills, abilities, and other work-related characteristics including attitudes and motivation
(KSAOs). Collectively, the KSAOs represent the competencies required for a job. An individual
employee would need to possess these competencies to successfully perform the work (Shippmann et al.
2000). The purpose of the job analysis is to provide detailed information about the job that will guide
various aspects related to managing performance such as the development of training materials, testing
for selection and competency evaluation, and developmental plans.
Information about the job may be gained from focus groups, surveys, and interviews of job
incumbents, supervisors, and others that are familiar with the day-to-day task requirements of the job.
Sampling subject matter experts (SMEs) with different levels of expertise and who work in different
organizational settings allows the results to be more easily generalized across domains (Morgeson and
Dierdorff 2011).
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Historically, work-oriented job analyses began by using general work activities (GWAs) as a
framework to capture position-specific job tasks. These GWAs are broad collections of similar work
activities such as ―interacting with computers‖ or ―getting information‖ (Jeanneret et al. 1999). GWAs
were designed to be applicable to all work domains and allow for comparisons across dissimilar jobs
(Reiter-Palmon et al. 2006). Work tasks, on the other hand, are more specific to a given occupation than
are GWAs. For instance, most occupations share the GWA of ―interact with computers;‖ an associated
task of ―analyze output of port scanners‖ would only be required of a rather limited subset of jobs.
Typical job analyses yield between 30 and 250 work tasks that are somewhat unique to a specific industry
(Brannick and Levine 2002). After describing and evaluating work tasks, the focus of many job analyses
then shifts to the KSAOs that are needed to complete job tasks. Like GWAs, KSAOs are standardized to
facilitate generalizing them across job domains. As such, KSAOs may be appropriate when comparing
across jobs, but more specific work goals may be necessary to adequately capture worker requirements
within a given occupation. It is important to note that in many cases only one component (tasks or
KSAOs) may be the focus of the job analysis. However, obtaining both types of information is critical for
some uses of job analysis.

1.3 From Job Analysis to Competency Modeling
Compared to the ―historical snapshot of work‖ produced by a job analysis, competency modeling is
considered a more employee-focused examination of working conditions because it actively links
employee behaviors to business goals (Sanchez and Levine 2009). Competency models ―typically
include(s) a fairly substantial effort to understand an organization's business context and competitive
strategy and to establish some direct line-of-sight between individual competency requirements and the
broader goals of the organization‖ (Shippmann et al. 2000, p. 725). By focusing on clearly defined
business goals, managers are then in a position to distinguish between levels of performance in goal
attainment (Campion et al. 2011; Parry 1996).
In practice, there can be significant overlap between job analysis and competency modeling. For
example, Campion and his associates (2011) suggest that competencies be developed using job analysis
procedures such as observations, interviewing, and focus groups. Similarly, applied research by Lievens
et al. (2004) showed that providing SMEs with the tasks derived from a job analysis enhanced the quality
of the competencies they identified.
Despite this progress in the development of job analysis and competency modeling techniques,
concerns continue to arise about their ability to capture the relevant requirements of a job necessary to
accurately predict performance. These concerns are especially pronounced in highly technical jobs
involving hands-on skills (Arvey et al. 1992). Current methodologies have frequently failed to capture
dynamic aspects of a job, especially those involving integration across job roles and the interpersonal
processes involved in such collaborative work (Sanchez and Levine 2001; Schmidt 1993; Schuler 1989).
Since existing methods focus primarily on GWAs rather than the goals and objectives of a job, they may
fail to identify the practices that differentiate levels of expertise and performance (Offermann and Gowing
1993). In summary, research suggests that innovations are necessary to increase the depth and complexity
of these models to match the increasing complexity of today’s jobs (Smit-Voskuijl 2005). In a recent
summary of best practices in competency modeling, Campion, et al. (2011) identified 20 critical
innovations that would address deficiencies in identifying, organizing, presenting, and using competency
information (see Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1. Best Practices in Competency Modeling
Analyzing Competency Information (Identifying Competencies)
1. Considering organizational context
2. Linking competency models to organizational goals and objectives
3. Starting at the top
4. Using rigorous job-analysis methods to develop competencies
5. Considering future-oriented job requirements
6. Using additional unique methods
Organizing and Presenting Competency Information
1. Defining the anatomy of a competency (the language of competencies)
2. Defining levels of proficiency on competencies
3. Using organizational language
4. Including both fundamental (cross-job) and technical (job-specific) competencies
5. Using competency libraries
6. Achieving the proper level of granularity (number of competencies and amount of detail)
7. Using diagrams, pictures, and heuristics to communicate competency models to employees
Using Competency Information
1. Using organizational development techniques to ensure competency modeling acceptance and use
2. Using competencies to develop Human Resources systems (hiring, appraisal, promotion, compensation)
3. Using competencies to align the Human Resources systems
4. Using competencies to develop practical ―theory‖ of effective job performance tailored to the organization
5. Using information technology to enhance the usability of competency models
6. Maintaining the currency of competencies over time
7. Using competency modeling for legal defensibility (e.g., test validation)

1.4 Adapting Competency Models to Understand Cybersecurity Jobs
There is perhaps no more complex and dynamic work environment than cybersecurity. Further
exacerbating the challenge of defining such a dynamic job is that little is known about the competencies
required to meet the new vulnerabilities introduced with the advent of the smart grid. Extant research has
focused mainly on cybersecurity policy or the technological manifestations of these threats, rather than
the individual competencies necessary to identify, diagnose, and effectively respond to such threats. In a
recent essay recounting the past 30 years of cybersecurity, Ryan (2011, p. 8) argues that the thinking
about computer security needs to change. She says, ―it is critical that the security community embrace
non-technical aspects as part of the whole problem space….A focus on enterprise security goals rather
than security technologies would be a good start – when security is an architectural goal, there is less
temptation to try to bolt on exotic solutions focusing on tiny slivers of the technological challenge.
Instead, holistic and synergistic solutions must be developed. It is increasingly important that we architect
solutions that incorporate human brains, taking into account intellectual property and human inadvertent
activity.‖
MITRE Corporation has developed a framework intended to improve the preparedness of
organizations to meet the challenges of the cybersecurity threat. In their description of this framework,
Bodeau et al. (2010) propose a five-level model delineating the strategies and objectives comprising
effective cyber-preparedness. The levels correspond to ―distinct break points in adversary capabilities,
intent, and technical sophistication, as well as in the operational complexity involved in an attack‖ (p. 2).
This model suggests that developing a secure cybersecurity posture requires development of capabilities
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in foundational defense, critical information protection, responsive awareness, architectural resilience,
and pervasive agility. Organizations may experience increasing cost and coordination to raise
organizational preparedness to match the level of threat. According to Bodeau et al. (2010, Table 2),
based on the level of adversary capabilities, organizations must:
1.

Prepare for known external attacks and minor internal incidents;

2.

Prevent unauthorized access to critical or sensitive information;

3.

Deter adversaries from gaining a foothold in the organization’s information infrastructure;

4.

Constrain exfiltrations of critical data, continue critical operations, minimize damage despite
successful attacks from adversaries who have established a foothold; and

5.

Maintain operations on a continuing basis and adapt to current and future coordinated, successful
attacks, regardless of their origin.

However, typical of the few studies in this area, the model concludes with a listing of technologies
that can safeguard critical assets, rather than a specification of the competencies needed by the
cybersecurity workforce to address the growing threats to critical infrastructure.
In a study of the recent attack on RSA, Binde et al. (2011) suggested that a complex set of
competencies is required. According to their findings, an effective threat response must include the ability
to identify phishing campaigns, recognize and block malicious traffic, and monitor operating systems for
attack signatures. However, they offered no guidance as to the specific KSAOs that may support
development of these abilities.
Frincke and Ford (2010) indicate why the development of a competency map for cybersecurity
professionals has been so difficult. Even the development of a simple depiction of knowledge
requirements is challenging. First, it is difficult or impossible to define a typical practitioner. Second, it is
not known how practitioners derive their knowledge—from books or on the internet through tweets or
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds? Finally, it is unclear what differentiates foundational knowledge
from specialized knowledge. They conclude that a competency framework must determine whether the
knowledge needed is universal or changes based on role and responsibility. For instance, a researcher
trying to design a lab test of an advanced persistent threat would need knowledge of past attacks in order
to design a test that could accurately respond to an attack. On the other hand, a security expert would not
only need the basic knowledge of past attacks but also the knowledge of how to detect an attack and
produce the right defenses in real time.
Therefore traditional job analysis or competency modeling based on surveys of job incumbents may
fail to fully capture the job of a smart grid cybersecurity specialist. As Campion et al. (2011) have
suggested, competency models in such a dynamic and ill-defined domain must employ unique methods
for eliciting job context, goals, objectives, tasks, and KSAOs across different roles and proficiency levels.
Accordingly, to fully understand and model success in these jobs, NBISE is innovating many of the
20 areas shown in Table 1.1. In this section, we will describe some of these innovations used to develop
the beginning of a Job Performance Model. The JPM seeks to predict performance and assess aptitude
necessary to not only understand past performance, but also develop a profile of future abilities.
Accordingly, the JPM that will evolve from this Job, Task and Competency analysis will include:
 context elicitation through vignettes and responsibilities
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 the Premier, Robust, Improved, Satisfactory, and Moot (PRISM) method for eliciting goals and
objectives (Tobey 2007)
 models that include both technical, operational, and interpersonal skills
 functional responsibility analysis that recognizes the collaboration that occurs among roles, and the
consequent overlap in task performance
 competencies defined at novice, apprentice, journeyman, and expert levels for multiple roles based on
industry vernacular
 exploratory factor analysis to develop a causal model of performance that can be subsequently
validated and used to support design of instructional modules, proficiency and performance
assessments, and lab exercises that facilitate converting knowledge into skill.

1.5 Developing a Job Performance Model
Developing a list of tasks or competencies necessary to perform a job requires a greater depth of
analysis than that identified as the current state of the art in Table 1.1. First, and perhaps most important,
is the transition from descriptive models of job performance to prescriptive or predictive models. The
traditional approaches tend to produce lists of job duties and KSAOs that are sufficiently general to apply
broadly but lack the detail necessary to predict, based on an assessment instrument, how an individual
will actually perform on the job. These techniques tend toward a focus on frequent and important tasks,
obtained through a factor analysis, as a descriptive model of the responsibilities which must be executed
by a job incumbent. An exception is models that combine factor analyses with logistic or structural
regression analysis. While inductive in nature, this approach may identify and subsequently confirm a
model of job performance over two or more studies. Thus, one step toward moving from modeling
competency to modeling job performance is to create a nomological network of factor relationships that
fits the patterns derived from a statistically valid sample of incumbents on the job. Figure 1.1 shows an
example of such a model for Operational Security Testing (OST) prepared recently by NBISE.
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Expert

Journeyman
Apprentice

Figure 1.1. Example Job Performance Model
For example, Dainty et al. (2005) used this approach to develop a predictive model of the
construction project management job. Their study demonstrates that an important benefit of such an
approach is the creation of a parsimonious model of job performance. By identifying the critical factors, a
JPM is able to focus training, skill development, and assessment on the few variables which explain the
most variance in job performance. Consequently, investment in workforce development can become more
targeted, efficient, and effective in accelerating proficiency (Hoffman and Feltovich 2010).
The transition from competency to JPMs is also facilitated by a more detailed understanding of the
building blocks of competence: knowledge, skill, and ability. Le Deist and Winterton (2005) reviewed
definitions of competence from around the world. While the U.S. and the U.K. have primarily focused on
functional or occupational definitions of competence, which tend to conflate the definition of the
knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA) elements, other European countries have moved toward a
multidimensional conception of competence. For instance, France has created the triptyque: a threedimensional view separating knowledge (savoir), experience (savoir faire), and behavior (savior être).
This multidimensional view is consistent with recent development of an engineering model of learning
(Hoffmann 2011, p. 270) that defines: knowledge as ―retrievable information‖ created through learning;
skill as ―courses of action‖ (or habituated behavior) created as a result of practice in applying knowledge;
and ability as the application of knowledge and skill to ―novel and unusual situations‖ (thereby showing
the benefit of experience in adapting to unforeseen circumstances). Similarly, Trafimow and Rice (2008,
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2009) recently proposed Potential Performance Theory to explain and provide independent measures of
knowledge (strategy), skill (consistency), and ability (potential). Based on these, and other findings from
study of expertise (Chi et al. 1988; Ericsson 2004; Ericsson and Charness 1994; Ericsson et al. 2006;
Hoffman 1992), we have developed a tripartite competency framework in which knowledge, skill, and
ability provide distinct contributions to the development of mastery over time. As shown in Figure 7.1, a
JPM using this framework may extend job task and competency analysis by differentiating the expected
performance of novices, apprentices, journeymen, and masters through the values of three distinct but
interacting variables: ―knowledge” defined and measured as a depth of understanding, “skill” defined
and measured by the consistency by which knowledge is applied, and “ability” defined and
measured by the adaptation of skill to address novel or unusual situations.
As expertise progresses from novice through master levels, the relative contributions of knowledge,
skill, and ability to performance change. Also, the progression may take any of several trajectories inside
the ―competency box:‖ a specialist may be positioned more toward the upper front of the box,
demonstrating deep understanding, consistently applied across many projects; however, specialists are
limited in the application of this knowledge and skill to a narrow domain. A master may not have
substantially greater knowledge than a journeyman, and perhaps less than a specialist, but demonstrates
skilled application of expertise across a broad set of domains.
Figure 1.3 below shows an example of using this framework to perform a Potential Performance
Analysis (PPA) adapted from the study conducted by Trafimow and Rice (2009, Table 2). In PPA,
potential performance is assumed to be a function of the knowledge (strategy employed), skill
(consistency of knowledge application), and ability to adapt to new situations. Each of the three
dimensions is separately measured: knowledge is measured by the observed scores; skill is measured by
the consistency coefficient; and ability is measured by the rate of change (slope of the line) in the True
Score, or potential, over time. This study showed that knowledge, skill, and ability are not simply separate
components of competence. Each dimension provides a unique and differential impact on the overall
potential for an individual to perform the job over time. Somewhat surprisingly, Trafimow and Rice
found that an individual who has become skilled in using a less effective strategy may underperform a
less skillful person who can more easily adapt to novel conditions.
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Figure 1.2. Potential Performance Analysis
This can be seen by comparing the scores over time of Participant 17 to Participant 10 as shown in the
diagram in Figure 1.3. Even though Participant 17 employed a less effective strategy at the outset, the
lack of skill and a greater ability to adapt to the new job over time enabled this individual to outperform a
worker who had a reasonably effective strategy which was skillfully applied, but who lacked an ability to
adopt a more effective strategy. Thus, we propose that when defining a JPM it is essential to identify
those tasks in which performance greatly differs among those with varying knowledge, skill and ability.
The traditional focus on importance and frequency of tasks is necessary but insufficient to develop a
predictive model of job performance.
Each of the detailed analyses presented above increases our understanding of the antecedents to job
performance, the factors which define the job and the dimensions which affect behavior, but to predict
performance we also need to understand how variance in performance is evaluated. Some advanced job
task and competency models (for example, Dainty et al. 2005) have incorporated better factor analysis to
improve their prescriptive value. We have yet to see one which combines advanced factor analysis with
multiple methods for assessing the differential impacts of knowledge, skill and ability. However, even
doing so would only improve the definition and measurement of the independent variables comprising a
performance model. To determine aptitude and proficiency to perform a job, we must accurately measure
variance in the dependent variable—job performance—as well.
Robert Mislevy and his colleagues have been studying methods for assessing and tutoring technical
workers for more than 30 years (for examples, see Behrens et al. 2006; Mislevy 1994, 2006; Mislevy and
Bock 1983; Mislevy et al. 1999; Williamson et al. 2004). This work has culminated in the development of
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an evidence-centered design approach to the development of training and assessment systems that has
recently been adopted by Cisco Systems to increase the predictive and prescriptive value of their Cisco
Networking Academy program (Behrens et al. 2010). Central to the success of this program, deployed in
over 160 countries, is the clear understanding and modeling of the context of the job: ―the ways people
use [their competencies] and the kinds of situations they use [them] in‖ (Behrens et al. 2010, p. 11). These
and other studies increasingly show the context-sensitive nature of expertise. Consequently, we propose
that a JPM must explicitly explore how tasks and KSAO usage differ by scenario, what job roles perform
these functions, and how they interact. Finally, we seek to extend traditional job task and competency
analysis by defining the set of goals, objective metrics, and performance against these metrics that typify
workers at different competency levels.
The next section will report our application of these new methods. We will begin with a review of the
composition of the SME panel, attendance and constituencies represented in each focus group session,
and changes made to the panel roster to improve participation or representativeness of panel members.
We will then describe the methods to be used during the elicitation phases. This will be followed by a
review the four steps of job and task definition: context definition; role definition; mission definition; and
process definition, which collectively form the basis for the Job Description Report. This report will be
appended during the next phase of the project during which the SME panel will elaborate the process
definition to produce a detailed list of tasks, methods, and tools. During the final phase of the exploratory
JPM development, the panel will define a set of KSAs that are expected to determine performance on the
job.
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2.0

Panel Composition

The initial Smart Grid Cybersecurity panel included 28 SMEs, a panel chair and a panel vice chair
(for a complete roster, see Appendix A). The panel (28 male, 2 female) is advised by the NBISE and
PNNL project team (3 male, 2 female) and five outside advisors (all male) representing industry,
government, and academic perspectives. The initial panel was formed with nine members (32.1%) from
the energy industry; eight members (28.6%) from the professional services sector; seven members (25%)
from technology vendors; three members (10.7%) from academic or corporate research organizations; and
one representative (3.6%) from government. The selection of panelists was based on their expertise in the
relevant fields, availability of sufficient time to commit to the project, and maintaining a diverse
representation of the interested stakeholders. The panelists are also widely distributed geographically.
Since the panelists are volunteers it is expected that their involvement may change over time. The
cybersecurity profession is in high demand and the need for cybersecurity skills is unpredictable. Previous
SME panels have seen participation rates drop dramatically after the first focus sessions, often with more
than 50% attrition as the volunteers find that their primary work activities will no longer permit continual
attendance on weekly panel calls or making contributions between calls necessary to complete assigned
activities. Accordingly, NBISE maintains a list of alternates who may be added to the panel if
participation rates fall significantly.
Over the first four sessions, five panel members withdrew from the panel and two alternates were
added, bringing the active roster to 25 panel members. The greatest change occurred in industry
representation as year-end business planning and plant maintenance reduced the time available to
participate in panel activities. Table 2.1 shows the changes in panel composition over the first four
sessions, and that at the conclusion of this period the panel composition had become six members (24%)
from the energy industry; seven members (28 %) from the professional services sector; seven members
(28%) from technology vendors; three members (12%) from academic or corporate research
organizations; and two representatives (8%) from government.
Table 2.1. Changes in Panel Composition
Initial Panel Representation
Total
28
Service
8
Government
1
Industry
9
Vendor
7
Research
3
Changes to representation over the first four sessions
Total
25
Service
7
Government
2
Industry
6
Vendor
7
Research
3
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28.57%
3.57%
32.14%
25.00%
10.71%

28.00%
8.00%
24.00%
28.00%
12.00%

3.0

Elicitation Methodology

Throughout the process, a collection of collaboration tools is used to facilitate the thinking and
contributions of the SME panel. The online collaboration environment has been designed and configured
based on dozens of years of research on Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) (Nunamaker et al.
1997). GDSS has been found to dramatically increase the productivity and scale of processes similar to
job performance modeling which involve complex intellective tasks requiring collective intelligence
(Briggs et al. 2003; Briggs et al. 2001). The GDSS tools are embedded in a web portal that also includes a
clear statement of the SME panel’s purpose, the steps in the JPM process, and links to the activities the
panel is to complete each week.
Typical of cycle-time reductions found in other uses of collaboration engineering environments
(Tobey 2001), the process for eliciting job performance constructs can be dramatically reduced from
months to weeks. Figure 3.1 below shows the time line for the preparation of a job, task and competency
analysis using the traditional techniques developed for the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (ReiterPalmon et al. 2006). This process uses GWAs to provide the context for task definitions which are
analyzed using frequency and criticality ratings. The result is a database of job descriptions called O*NET
which is a publicly available reference for personnel managers in government and private sector
organizations seeking to develop job specifications. When used to develop the Job Description Report for
OST (Tobey et al., forthcoming) this approach required six months to produce a task list suitable for
including in a JAQ. While this is much too long for a dynamic profession such as cybersecurity,
traditional approaches using face-to-face interviews by industrial psychologists, rather than focus groups
supported by a GDSS, have often taken years to accomplish the same results.

Figure 3.1. O*NET Methodology Timeline
The elicitation method used in this study, and piloted during the development of a Job Competency
Model for Advanced Threat Response (Tobey, forthcoming) is shown in Figure 3.2. The traditional
elicitation process was altered by adding vignettes and more detailed mission definition to provide
scaffolding that could help spur the generation of task descriptors by panel participants. The provision of
increased structure in conjunction with revisions to the collaboration infrastructure reported elsewhere
(Tobey et al. forthcoming) appeared to support a further acceleration of the process. In just six weeks a
comprehensive task list was developed suitable for surveying the profession. Moreover, while the
modified US. OPM process produced approximately 120 tasks across two job roles, the JPM process
approach to be used for developing the Smart Grid Cybersecurity Job Performance Model produced a list
of 706 tasks across four functional roles.
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Figure 3.2. Job Performance Model Process Methodology Timeline
In the next section we will present and discuss the results of the first four sessions.2 The overall goal
of these sessions was to produce a Job Description Report that would identify the context, mission, roles,
and processes involved in smart grid cybersecurity. This job definition was then used to develop a JAQ
by elaborating and evaluating the most critical job responsibilities and tasks.

2

The session objectives and participation of panel members for each of the sessions conducted through the date of
this report are available from the author upon request.
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4.0

Job Description Report

4.1 Job Classification
The iterative process described above begins at the abstract level typical of job descriptions and
individual development plans. Traditional job task analysis starts with a taxonomy of GWAs but such
high-level descriptors have been found to be poor discriminators of jobs (Gibson et al. 2007). The result is
a job description that is frequently used to develop employment inventories and recruiting advertisements.
Competency modeling may extend these lists to produce guides for training and testing or certification
underlying individual/personal development plans. Existing job or functional role taxonomies and
definitions are consulted to identify areas of alignment or misalignment in current conceptions of a job.
Recruitment advertisements and performance evaluations are evaluated for role definitions,
responsibilities and capabilities expected to be determinants of performance. Finally, stories of critical
incidents demonstrating either exemplary performance (use cases) or errors and omissions (―mis-use‖
cases) are collected. Collectively, the job descriptions, development plans, performance evaluations, and
critical incident descriptions establish the job context.
The word ―incident‖ in job task analysis is not simply an event requiring a response, as is frequently
the case in the cybersecurity domain. Instead, it represents a defining moment in which the differences in
skill level are notable in clearly identifiable outcomes of action taken. This may be an actual or a potential
event, and includes not only sense-and-respond situations but also proactive or sustaining events critical
to achievement of goals and objectives. Hence, the word ―incident‖ here is more broadly defined.
Accordingly, John Flanagan, the inventor of the critical-incident technique, defined an incident as:
―…any observable human activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to
permit inferences and predictions to be made about the person performing the
act. To be critical, an incident must occur in a situation where the purpose or
intent of the act seems fairly clear to the observer and where its consequences
are sufficiently definite to leave little doubt concerning its effects.‖ (Flanagan
1954, p. 327).
We define a ―vignette‖ as the collection of: a critical-incident title or description; when the incident
occurs (frequency and/or action sequence); what happens during the incident (problem or situation); who
is involved (entities or roles); and where the incident might happen, now or in the future (systems or
setting). Further definition of a vignette might include why it is important (severity or priority of
response) and how the critical incident is addressed (method or tools that might be used). A collection of
vignettes and the associated job context form the basis for developing a Job Classification Report that
may be used for comparison with other jobs or to identify when an individual is performing the job as
classified.

4.2 Job Roles and Responsibilities
The roles identified during the Job Classification step are categorized into functional roles. The
functional roles are discussed with, or ranked by, the panel of SMEs who then select one or more
functional roles to focus on for the remainder of the modeling process. This selection of functional roles
establishes an important boundary condition for the JPM. A guide to the selection process may be the
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roles targeted by a sponsoring organization or roles identified in an existing competency model, such as
the NICE Information Assurance Compliance Specialty Area (―NICE Cybersecurity Workforce
Framework‖ 2011) in the cybersecurity profession.
During the next step, the SME panel is asked to develop a list of responsibilities for the selected
functional role(s) for each vignette. These responsibilities may bear resemblance to the tasks defined
during a job task analysis or competency model, but in JPMs they represent the starting point for
decomposing a job into finer levels of detail. In effect, the responsibilities align with job duties often
listed in job descriptions or performance evaluations. One fundamental difference between job
performance modeling and previous approaches is the use of multiple roles at this step in the process.
Guided by the vignette description, the panel defines responsibilities across the entire group of functional
roles determined by the panel to provide the role boundary for the JPM process. This approach enables
elicitation of job overlap and the establishment of collaborative requirements of the job where
responsibilities are duplicated across functional roles.
During the final step for eliciting roles and responsibilities, the SME panel collaborates on developing
a list of expected outcomes, both positive (best practices) and negative (errors and omissions) for each
role involved in each vignette. These outcomes can serve to establish both learning objectives for training
programs and situational judgment outcomes for assessment instruments. In the former case, the mis-use
cases (errors and omissions) are especially important. By identifying likely errors, a training program may
be developed that enables ―failing forward‖ where common mistakes are addressed by appropriate
remedial instruction modules and practice exercises that guide the learner through a problem-based
approach to deliberate practice. Research has shown that deliberate practice is necessary to accelerate
proficiency. In the case of situational judgment test development, the mis-use cases can form a set of
distractor choices to make sure that the test taker has developed sufficient understanding, or is able to
demonstrate skilled performance during the PPA described above.

4.3 Goals and Objectives
Measurement of job performance requires the establishment of a criterion which determines the level
of success achieved (Berk 1980). Each job has a mission—a primary set of actions that are expected to
produce valued results. These primary goals are often accomplished through the pursuit of secondary
goals, and secondary goals through other subsidiary goals, collectively forming a goal hierarchy
(Cropanzano et al. 1993; Miller et al. 1960; Powers 1973; Wicker et al. 1984). Consequently, to establish
a performance model it is important to elicit multiple levels of goals to be accomplished in a job. Further,
research has shown that each goal definition should specify clear measures of performance across a broad
range of varying degrees of effort and difficulty (Locke et al. 1981). Accordingly, the SME panel is asked
to contribute goal definitions that indicate whether a goal is primary, secondary, or tertiary. For each goal
an objective measure is provided as the criterion by which performance will be assessed. Finally, specific
criterion-based outcomes are specified at five levels of performance based on the PRISM method of goal
setting (Tobey et al. 2007): Premier, Robust, Improved, Satisfactory, and Moot. Responsibilities are then
sorted into these goal categories to prepare for the next stage of the JPM process.
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5.0

Task Analysis

Task analysis in the development of a JPM marks an important departure from traditional approaches
discussed above. Our method is based on recent advances in cognitive task analysis methodology
(Crandall et al. 2006) which expand the depth of incident descriptions that are critical to understanding
and predicting job performance. While improving the elicitation of critical knowledge and skills, this
process usually requires dozens of hours of interviewing and transcribing to develop a rich description.
Thus, we need to adapt this approach to the conditions facing smart grid cybersecurity professionals, in
which the context, challenges, and required responses change rapidly. Accordingly, we developed and
tested a new approach with the Smart Grid Cybersecurity panel based on group decision support
techniques that have been found to repeatedly and predictively produce substantial increases in the quality
and quantity of creative productivity in brainstorming groups with cycle-time reductions of 80% or more
(Briggs et al. 2001; Nunamaker et al. 1997).
During the facilitated elicitation sessions, panel members begin by documenting recollections of
events or hypothetical situations facing smart grid cybersecurity professionals, called a vignette. A
―vignette‖ is defined as the label given to each event. They elaborate these brief descriptions by
identifying the goals that must be accomplished to address each of these situations. Next, they develop a
matrix of responsibilities that the SME panel determines are appropriate to be fulfilled by the job roles in
accomplishing each goal. Following that, the tasks that form the steps for fulfilling the responsibilities are
enumerated for each functional role. Optionally, published methods or software tools may be identified
for each task. Consequently, the JPM represents the documentation of how the job is performed, rather
than simply a description of job responsibilities. The detailed list of tasks is then assembled into a survey
to determine the relative frequency and importance for individuals at entry, intermediate, and master
levels of performance in the JAQ.
This section will describe the facilitation techniques used to support the SME panel virtual sessions
and weekly assignments. We will begin by reviewing definitions of key terms and then outline the
elicitation and analytical procedures for selecting goals, roles, responsibilities, and tasks. The next section
will provide a brief overview of how this information will be used to develop and administer a JAQ that
will provide the data for an exploratory factor model of job performance in the targeted job roles.

5.1 Definitions
In a review of task analysis methods, Schraagen (2006, p. 185) defines the word ―task‖ as ―what a
person is required to do, in terms of actions and/or cognitive processes, to achieve a system goal.‖ This
definition implies several important constructs which need to be elicited from SMEs to fully understand
the factors affecting performance on the job. A complete task definition would include detailed goals,
objectives, and job responsibilities. Finally, these statements, and those describing tasks, must be written
specifically to highlight the action verb that indicates the execution of the task. It is often the case, though
not a requirement of task analysis, that the action verbs used to describe goals and tasks align with
Bloom’s taxonomy of action verbs (Anderson et al. 2001; Bloom 1956).
We define a goal as a statement that expresses an action that must be successfully completed to
accomplish the job mission, or to facilitate the accomplishment of another goal. The goal objective is
defined as the measurable outcome that establishes the criteria by which the degree of success or
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effectiveness may be assessed. Job responsibilities are defined as action statements which result in
outcome states that may be monitored or assessed to determine whether an objective has been
accomplished. Accordingly, responsibility statements use passive verbs, such as ―ensure,‖ ―follow,‖ or
―obtain‖ that are not included in Bloom’s taxonomy.
For example, the SME panel identified the goal ―Analyze log files for signs of an attack or
compromise‖ with the objectives (criterion) of ―Percentage of logs that are reviewed‖ and the ―Time
required to review each source.‖ Goal accomplishment could be monitored or assessed by the job
responsibility ―Ensure incident response and recovery procedures are tested regularly.‖ The targeted
outcomes of this monitoring action would be the percentage of logs being reviewed by these procedures
and the time required to conduct each review.
Finally, following the suggestion of Crandall et al. (2006), we apply methods for capturing the SME
panelists’ stories of cybersecurity events (e.g., Boje 1991, 2001; Tobey 2008) to facilitate a
deconstruction of the tacit understanding that experts have of the relationships between goals, objectives,
responsibilities and tasks. These methods, and the studies upon which they are based, recognize that
expert stories are living, dynamic, interactive constructions between the storytellers and their audience in
which the latter do not understand the terse descriptions by which experts communicate with each other
(Boje 1991, 1995). Expert stories are not simply holistic constructions requiring interpretation or
translation (Czarniawska 1997), but are instead interconnecting fragments that are woven together into a
complete perspective only in the presence of an interlocutor (Boje 2008; Tobey 2007). Consequently, in
addition to their definition as a classification of who, what, when, where, how or why events occur (see
Job Classification section above), vignettes are also a collection of story fragments which SMEs construct
collaboratively into a multifaceted depiction of an event or scenario requiring skilled performance. These
fragments then may be categorized into collections, or master vignettes, which experts frequently label
using terse phrases such as a ―Network Attack‖ or a ―Data Leakage.‖

5.2 Role and Vignette Selection
The first critical decisions that the SME panel must make are which job roles and which master
vignettes will become the focus of the Smart Grid Cybersecurity Job Performance Model Panel. During
the sessions in which the vignettes were identified and elaborated, the panel indicated which job roles are
involved at each stage and step of the situational response process. A frequency distribution of roles
across vignettes can therefore assist in determining which job roles are the most critical, and consequently
which vignettes (that heavily involve these job roles) are most relevant for further analysis. Accordingly,
we calculate the percentage of steps in which a job role is involved for each of the master vignettes. Those
roles which have the broadest involvement across the vignettes will be candidates for selection. This
information is presented to the SME panel and they are asked to select, by a consensus of at least
two-thirds of panel members, the most critical roles which they believe should be the focus of the initial
JPM. Once the panel has made its selection, the master vignettes in which the selected roles collectively
have substantial involvement will be selected for further analysis. ―Substantial‖ involvement will be
defined as a simple majority (equal to or greater than 50%, rounded to the nearest decile) of steps in
which the selected job roles are involved.
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5.3 Goal Selection
In the Job Description Report section above we briefly described the panel process for developing a
list of goal definitions that guide the elicitation of responsibilities for each job role. A complete detailing
of the responsibilities and tasks necessary to accomplish the goals of all smart grid cybersecurity
functions would be far beyond the scope and resources of this project. Therefore, although a broad list of
goals will facilitate establishing clear boundaries for the smart grid cybersecurity profession, we need to
focus on a few select critical goals to guide the modeling of job performance. In order for this initial JPM
to have the greatest impact it is desirable for the selected goals to effectively address the largest number
of master vignettes identified by the panel. Consequently, the SME panel individually assigns the goals
elicited during a previous session to the list of master vignettes which involve the selected job roles. We
select for further analysis those goals which the panelists rank as important. The importance ranking is
based on a majority percentage of panelists (rounded to the nearest decile) indicating that the goal was
related to successful performance in at least three master vignettes.

5.4 Elicitation of Responsibilities for the Selected Roles and Goals
The selected roles and the vignette steps in which they are involved can now be used to assist the
SME panel members in brainstorming a list of responsibilities associated with each goal using the
VivoWorks VivoInsight3 idea generation tool. The VivoInsight collaboration tool includes a feature
called Follow Me which enables a facilitator to synchronize participant displays in a virtual session.
Moving down the goal list one at a time, the facilitator presents an entry screen to each participant to elicit
a list of responsibilities. The goal statement is displayed at the top of the screen. The selected job roles
and the vignette steps are shown on the left to prompt idea generation. Below an entry box where the
participant may type a new responsibility statement associated with the focal goal, a real-time feed is
shown to allow easy viewing of the contributions of others.

5.5 Task Creation
The creation of a list of tasks necessary to fill each responsibility is facilitated by the VivoInsight
Task Creation tool. The facilitator uses the Follow Me function to present the same responsibility to all
panelists at the tops of their respective screens. In addition to facilitator instructions at the start of the
activity, a help video is provided to guide the panelists through the creation of tasks associated with each
responsibility. Figure 5.1 shows an example slide from this video. The task elicitation activity begins with
the selection of an action verb from the Bloom taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001; Bloom 1956) that
matches an idea for a task that needs to be performed to fulfill this responsibility. After selecting an action
verb, a list of current tasks using that verb or its synonyms is shown on the left-hand pane. If the task is
already listed, simply clicking on the box next to the task description will add it to the live-feed section
below the entry box. If the task is not listed, the remaining portion of the description after the leading
action verb may be typed into the entry box and the ―Add‖ button clicked to add it to the live feed (see
Figure 5.2). Once all the tasks necessary to fulfill this responsibility have been added to the live feed, the
panelists may assign each task to any job role or roles they believe should be involved in executing this
task. Clicking the ―Submit‖ circle at the end of the row records their role assignments.
3

VivoInsight and SiteSpace are Software-as-a-Service programs which are the intellectual property of VivoWorks,
Inc. who has approved reference to their copyrighted and trademarked products in this report.
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Figure 5.1. VivoInsight Help Video Showing How to Select an Action Verb

Figure 5.2. VivoInsight Help System Showing How to Add a New Task

5.4

6.0

Job Analysis Questionnaire

The JAQ is the primary data collection method for developing a theoretical model of job performance
in three smart grid cybersecurity roles: Security Operations, Incident Response, and Intrusion Analysis.
Our review of both the smart grid and job analysis literature suggests this is the first comprehensive
analysis of smart grid cybersecurity tasks. The task statements contained in the JAQ will be evaluated by
nominated SMEs to determine those tasks that are most critical to perform and those tasks which best
differentiate between the performance of individuals possessing basic, intermediate, and advanced skills.
The results of the JAQ will be used in several ways. First, by identifying the most critical and
differentiating tasks we can better target workforce development programs and investments to accelerate
the proficiency of cybersecurity professionals working on the smart grid. Second, the results will be
provided to organizations distributing the survey to their members and affiliates, enabling them to
compare the responses of their community of practitioners to the overall population and highlighting areas
where differences may indicate unique requirements or emphasis for effective job performance. Third,
survey results will be published to the entire community of smart grid cybersecurity practitioners to guide
individual development plans and self-assessment of skill areas. Fourth, Human Resource managers in
organizations employing smart grid cybersecurity professionals can utilize the results to prepare
competency maps for purposes of recruiting, workforce planning and development, and performance
evaluation. Fifth, the results will support the development of simulation systems that facilitate the transfer
of knowledge into skill by enabling individuals to practice the most critical and differentiating tasks.
Sixth, the results will inform the development of new technology tools that may lower the skill
requirement to perform certain critical tasks that lend themselves to automation. By guiding the skilled
performance of novice or apprentice practitioners, these technologies would free valuable expert
resources to focus on the more difficult or novel problems. Finally, and perhaps most important, the
results will inform development of formative assessments which can be used to identify aptitude, skill
profiles, and potential performance of individuals for specific jobs. These assessments will enable
improved career paths, team composition, and targeting of learning and practice interventions necessary
to secure and defend the smart grid.
A three-phase purposive-sampling strategy combined with random selection of survey groups is used
to improve the likelihood of achieving a representative sample of SMEs with experience in one or more
of the targeted job roles. Phase one identified respondents obtained through organizations related to smart
grid cybersecurity. Phase two will send reminders through these organizational channels but also add
individuals who can complete the entire JAQ (i.e., all 37 survey groups) to obtain an adequate sample size
and to address grossly unequal distribution of responses across the three job roles. Phase three will
identify other channels through which the JAQ can be distributed to address any remaining concerns
regarding sample size or representation.
During each phase, a respondent begins by choosing from the list of the targeted job roles (i.e.,
Security Operations, Incident Response, and Intrusion Analysis) the one that most closely relates to their
current position or experience. Upon selecting a role, they are taken to a demographic survey of ten
questions (see Appendix B for a listing of these questions). The respondent next receives sequential
access to a random selection of three survey pages containing 14 task statements (for an example see
Figure 6.1). The respondent may pause the survey at any time and an e-mail will be sent to them allowing
them to continue the survey where they left off. Once they have completed the three required
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task-statement survey pages, they have the option to continue answering more of the 37 survey pages or
exiting the JAQ.
A pilot test of this process using both full and partial responses to survey pages was conducted prior
to the beginning of the first phase. The purpose of the pilot JAQ is to review and verify the survey
administration process and to evaluate the instructions, task statements, and other survey text. SME panel
members and select individuals at PNNL and Sandia National Laboratories were recruited to participate
in the pilot JAQ. Results of their analysis are provided in Appendix C along with the list of finalized task
statements and a sample section of the survey showing the rating system used to evaluate the task
statements.

Figure 6.1. Sample Job Analysis Questionnaire Task Statement Survey Page

6.2

7.0

The Competency Grid

In the Developing a JPM section above, we outlined a multidimensional framework for understanding
an individual’s development and position along a learning trajectory from novice to master. This
framework, which we called the Competency Box (Tobey, Reiter-Palmon, and Callens, forthcoming), is
summarized in Figure 7.1. The purpose of this section is to propose a new method for analyzing job
analysis data that will facilitate mapping of an individual’s competency development, as well as the tasks
that best demonstrate such development, to positions within the Competency Box.

Figure 7.1. The Competency Box
We will begin by reviewing a brief history of the development of competence and intelligence theory
and the resulting testing protocols (adapted from Tobey, Reiter-Palmon, and Callens, forthcoming). This
review will demonstrate how the Competency Box may resolve long-standing disputes over the
identification and development of expertise. Our goal is to develop a technique that can address three
important constraints to determining the capabilities of the smart grid cybersecurity workforce:
1. Job performance has not been highly correlated with existing industry measures of competence
(Evans and Reeder 2010).
2. Cyber threats are constantly changing and the practice of cybersecurity is still emerging (Assante and
Tobey 2011). Thus, measures of past performance are not good indicators of future potential to
perform.
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3. Given the emergent nature of the workforce, development is of greater importance than selection. We
therefore need formative measures that can help to identify those with the aptitude to excel, and that
can also be used to validate the interventions that shorten learning curves and help individuals reach
their maximum potential as quickly as possible.

7.1 Deriving a Measurable Definition of Intelligence and Competence
The Competency Box model is aligned with findings from research on intelligence, competence, and
cognitive neuroscience.
Research on intelligence testing provides insight for the conceptualization of the Competency Box
(cf. Ree and Earles 1991, 1993; Ree et al. 1994, Sternberg and Wagner 1993; Carroll 1993; Ackerman
1996). Recent research suggests that intelligence should be a multidimensional construct. Cattell (1963)
decomposed general intelligence into fluid intelligence, i.e. the ability to learn and encode historical
events to information; and crystalize intelligence, i.e., skills or habits formed through repeated operation.
Based on Carroll (1993) and Cattell (1963), Ackerman (1996) produced a four-factor model that
differentiated between processing, personality, interests, and knowledge. Similarly, we can adapt
Ackerman’s model to better understand the Competency Box structure and how it may help define what
intelligence (or competence) is and how to measure it. Knowledge in Ackerman’s theory clearly maps to
the knowledge dimension of the Competency Box as it measures the degree of understanding one has
gained about a specific domain. Processing relates to abilities as they facilitate perceptual speed, memory
span, spatial rotation and other generalizable capabilities that enable transfer of knowledge and skill to an
unknown or novel situation. The skill dimension of the Competency Box is most aligned with personality
in Ackerman’s theory. In this dimension, habituated activities generate consistent behavior underlying
characteristic performance by which others ascribe a personality profile to someone. However, unlike
Ackerman’s model, we propose that interest is not actually a dimension of intelligence. Instead, interest
represents the state of arousal that underlies the activation of all three dimensions of the Competency
Box, determining whether ability, knowledge, or skill are enacted in a particular situation (Tobey 2007,
2010; Tobey and Benson 2009; Tobey and Manning 2009; Tobey et al. 2010).
The Competency Box model also draws insight from research on competence. Anderson (1993)
theorized that two components of competence, declarative knowledge and procedural skill, should be
measured independently since they involve different cognitive functions and therefore. Proctor and Vu
(2006) argue that during skill acquisition, a ―hierarchy of habits‖ forms, thus resulting in consistent
performance as a result of practice. These skills are differentiated from the algorithmic approach taken in
performing tasks on the basis of what we might call mere knowledge. With sufficient and deliberate
practice (Ericsson 1996), knowledge is converted into ―holistic representations‖ (Proctor and Vu, p. 269)
that become automatically retrieved when needed. The Competency Box model suggests that these
patterns of memory formation are the instantiation of a skill in neural form, and their automatic execution
ensures consistent performance that can be measured.
Cognitive neuroscience studies show support for the Competency Box dimensions and separate
measurement of knowledge, skill, and ability, as well as the activating mechanism of arousal. For
instance, Markowitsch (2000) found that the location of activity in the brain shifts with time and practice,
driving the formation of networks that connect the diverse regions of the brain involved in the task. Other
studies have found that these networks are restructured over time to maximize flexibility while
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minimizing the distance and energy required for neuronal communication (Bassett and Bullmore 2006).
As the neural network coalesces, links form between higher and lower brain centers (Joel 1999) that may
trigger behavior outside conscious awareness. In the end, these networks may become sufficiently
optimized into a behavioral sequence, a stepwise activation of the entire neural network, which is
triggered by a single neuron based on release of a ―command‖ hormone (Kim et al. 2006). In turn, these
command hormones are controlled by a part of the brain usually associated with motor or ―non-cognitive‖
functions, but which was found to be activated during conditioned and intuitive responses (Lieberman
2000). A previous study discovered that this unconscious, instantaneous execution of neural patterns
could be identified with behavioral and physiological methods (Tobey 2001).
In summary, skilled performance is distinguishable from mere knowledge of a task and the ability to
adapt knowledge or skill to address a novel domain. The Competency Box model assumes that
fluid-intelligence tests measure abilities, while crystallized-intelligence tests must be devised to separately
measure declarative knowledge and procedural skills. The former may be measured using traditional
proficiency tests, but the latter requires a test of judgment, decision making, and action choices typical of
situational judgment tests (McDaniel et al. 2001; McDaniel and Whetzel 2005) and performance-based
tests.

7.2 The Role of Motivation and Prospective Memory
The Competency Box implies that the certification of competence requires, at a minimum, measures
of proficiency (knowledge), performance (skill), and potential (ability) for each task. For example,
measuring competency at performing a vulnerability scan would involve testing the degree of knowledge
of the procedure and tool functions, the skill at performing the scans under varying conditions, and the
ability to adapt the procedures to detect a previously undiscovered vulnerability. Furthermore, since skill
is measured as the degree of performance consistency, each skill test must contain enough trials to
determine whether performance vacillates under varying conditions. Prior research on achievement
motivation and prospective memory suggest measurement techniques and conditions that can be used to
design these skill-test trials.
According to White’s (1959) theory of effectance, a moderate state of arousal is an indicator of
competent performance. This level of neural activation is sufficient to create a motive state, but not so
intense as to evoke attributions of anxiety or fear. Once effective behavior has been executed, the aroused
motive state is expected to dissipate quickly. However, if arousal rises to extreme levels, it will tend to
narrow responses and reduce exploration of options. This relationship between arousal state and
competent performance, known as the Yerkes-Dodson Law, has been found repeatedly in empirical
studies.
Interpreting White’s effectance theory through the lens of the Competency Box suggests that it is best
applied to understanding skill, rather than competence in general. Accordingly, we propose that arousal
level and duration are expected to be good indicators of skilled performance. In other words, arousal
should peak at higher levels of stress (e.g., time pressure) in experts than in novices or those who are
proficient or competent.
Finally, effectance theory and the Yerkes-Dodson Law suggest that tests of skill should include
conditions that vary stress levels across a series of trials to determine whether responses become
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inconsistent and errors increase as the level of distress rises and extends. This may be accomplished, for
example, by varying time pressure and/or noise.
The Yerkes-Dodson effect of stress on performance is similar to the impact of distraction and
cognitive load on memory recall for actions required to prepare for, or respond to, a cybersecurity
incident. The act of remembering to perform a future action at the appropriate time or in response to a
relevant cue is called prospective memory (Ellis 1996). Research supports the theory of a dual-process
model of prospective memory (Guynn 2003; Guynn et al. 2000; Scullin et al. 2010), which suggests that
remembering to perform a future event (e.g., a step in a cybersecurity response protocol) may occur either
through monitoring of cues or through automatic activation of existing memory representations. This
dual-process theory of prospective memory suggests that deliberate process will be negatively impacted
by distraction while more automated retrieval processes will not be significantly impacted.
The Competency Box framework provides a further clarification of these dual processes and may
guide measurement of the prospective memory process engaged during execution of a complex task
sequence involving recall of future process steps. The framework suggests that the deliberate prospective
memory process involves the use of procedural understanding of the process steps. Individuals using this
memory process are operating on the basis of mere knowledge. Therefore, during a deliberate retrieval
process, arousal levels indicating motivation of intentional action should be higher and remain active
longer. The framework also suggests that an automatic prospective memory process involves an
automatic retrieval process when there is an activation of habituated memory that consists of the encoded
sequence of behaviors necessary to accomplish the goal (Aarts and Dijksterjuis 2000). A recent study by
McDaniel and Scullin (2010) found that practice enabled recall of future actions despite increased
cognitive load. Their finding suggests that the level of expertise will be directly related to prospective
memory performance. Therefore, distractions should cause greater performance detriments for novice and
proficient individuals, while experts and masters are able to perform despite having to attend to distractive
cues and stimuli.
In summary, the Competency Box framework provides an answer to the call made by Scherbaum et
al. (2012) for clearer distinction and measurement of the components of competence. We believe: 1) the
framework provides a distinct differentiation between the three proposed dimensions of knowledge, skill,
and ability as well as understanding when and how to measure which dimension is activated; 2) these
constructs and their measures are consistent with recent discoveries in cognitive science; and 3) the model
can be applied to the practical pursuit of developing talent by distinguishing the roles of knowledge, skill,
ability, and motivation as factors in predicting performance. Next, we will discuss how this can be used to
analyze the JAQ data to facilitate categorization of tasks to produce a CDM that can identify the
indicators of fundamental and differential competence. In the second phase of the project we will test the
propositions presented here.

7.3 Critical-Differentiation Matrix
The primary lesson learned from intelligence, motivation, and memory studies is that competence is
multidimensional. Competency is more than just ability, which is adequately measured by intelligence
tests. Competency is more than mere knowledge, which is adequately measured by proficiency tests, such
as many of the current cybersecurity certification exams. To the complete the picture, competency
measurement requires the identification of fundamental and differentiating skills: those activities which
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determine the threshold of performance that all must pass, and those activities that are performed
differently with substantively different outcomes if performed by someone with more expertise rather
than someone with less skill. This section will describe our approach to determining which tasks may be
assessed to best identify these critical and differentiating skills.
Early development of competency studies recognized the importance of identifying threshold and
differentiating tasks. In Boyatzis’ (1982) landmark study of managerial competence, he discovered
clusters of behaviors that were expected of anyone entering the field (i.e., threshold performance) and
other clusters of behaviors that differentiated excellent managers from those with less managerial
expertise. Similar to the conclusions of Scherbaum et al. (2012) and Senge (1990) discussed above,
Boyatzis found that master managers had developed skill in systems thinking and pattern recognition.
However, Boyatzis’s study showed that master managers have more than cognitive skills. His data
suggested two additional forms of competence: emotional intelligence and social intelligence (see also
Goleman 1995, 2006). In his most recent review of this work, Boyatzis (2008: 8) summarized the
characteristics of behaviors that might be monitored or assessed to indicate development of these
threshold and differentiating skills. These tasks should:
 be behaviorally observable
 be differentially supported by neural circuits (i.e., it should be possible to measure knowledge and
skill separately)
 be related to specific job outcomes (or goals)
 be sufficiently different from other constructs or indicators
 demonstrate convergent and discriminant validity as indicators of a skill.
Spencer and Spencer (1993: p.15) summarized and extended the work of Boyatzis and created clearer
definitions for threshold and differentiating competencies:
 Threshold Competencies: these are the essential characteristics (usually knowledge or basic skills,
such as the ability to read) that everyone in a job needs to be minimally effective but that do not
distinguish superior from average performers.
 Differentiating Competencies: these factors distinguish superior from average performers.
We constructed the JAQ to meet all five of the criteria above, though further research is required
before asserting predictive and construct validity (see Section 15.2, Implications for Future Research, for
a discussion of this issue). Following the guidance of Mansfield (1996) on the development of multiplejob competency models, we obtained ratings for each task at three levels of proficiency: novice,
intermediate, and expert. The ratings were collected from individuals identified by their organization as
qualified to complete the JAQ because of their expertise and experience in smart grid cybersecurity. The
background and experience of these respondents is detailed in Section 13, Data Analysis. A pilot test of
the questionnaire was conducted with the members of the SME panel to make sure that the task
statements and rating instructions were clear and to determine the best way to segment and randomize the
survey sections to provide for a reasonably equal distribution of responses while minimizing the time
requirement to complete the portion, or portions, of the JAQ in which the respondent elected to
participate. Since the JAQ statements and instructions were substantively changed during the process of
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conducting the pilot test, the results obtained could not be reasonably compared with the final JAQ and
are therefore not reported here.
The collected ratings of frequency and importance at each of these three levels of expertise enable the
creation of two measures, criticality and differentiation. These measures may be combined to categorize
tasks that should be strongly related to job performance, reflect current ground truth (Assante and Tobey
2011), and can be assessed to determine the position and development path within the Competency Box
for individuals or teams.
The criticality of a task is defined as the product of the arithmetic means of frequency and importance
across all levels of expertise. The differentiation of a task is determined by the slope of criticality scores,
signifying the frequency that a person with a given skill level must be involved, and the importance of
that task for determining the performer’s skill level. We define fundamental tasks as those that are rated
as highly critical but show little differentiation across these three levels of expertise. Performance on
these tasks is essential and should be considered minimal entrance requirements for the field. We define
differentiating tasks as those that exhibit both high criticality and high differentiation scores.
The result of this analysis is a 2 x 2 matrix that we call the Critical-Differentiation Matrix
(CDM; Tobey, Reiter-Palmon, and Callens, forthcoming) shown in Figure 7.2. Quadrant 1, shown in
black, contains those tasks that have low criticality and low differentiation. These tasks might be labeled
―inhibitors‖ because they actually inhibit determination of the competence. Measuring performance on
these tasks would likely attenuate difference scores between individuals as they would constrain variance
in test scores. This is not to suggest that these tasks should not be performed, simply that they are not
good candidates for development of assessment instruments. Quadrant 2, shown in blue, contains those
tasks that are low in criticality but high in differentiation. These tasks might be labeled ―esoteric‖ because
while the methods used or results gained by experts differ significantly from those of novices, they are
likely to make trivial difference in overall job performance. The final two quadrants are the most relevant
for our further analysis. Quadrant 3, shown in green, would list the Fundamental Tasks. Quadrant 4,
shown in red, would list the Differentiating Tasks.
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Figure 7.2. Critical-Differentiation Matrix
The CDM guides development of a theoretical JPM by suggesting those tasks which are best
performed by individuals who are novices (Quadrant 1), proficient (Quadrant 2), competent (Quadrant 3),
and expert (Quadrant 4). This, of course, would be a very crude depiction of the work of smart grid
cybersecurity practitioners across the three target job roles. Accordingly, once a sufficient sample has
provided input through the JAQ, an exploratory factor analysis of the tasks will be conducted to identify
the task clusters which are predicted by the respondents to explain the performance of those at varying
levels of expertise.
The next section reviews the results of our research to date. We begin with the results of the literature
review followed by the outcomes of the SME panel discussions on vignettes, processes, goals, and tasks
involved in smart grid cybersecurity work. We conclude the results section with the status of our analysis
of the JAQ responses and the plans to create a CDM and JPM for the three smart grid cybersecurity job
roles.

7.7

8.0

Literature Review

The NBISE and PNNL research teams, with help from the panel advisors and panel members,
assembled the preliminary list of documents shown in Appendix D. These documents will be consulted
by the panel members to support their collaboration during the elicitation sessions. Links to uniform
resource locators (URLs) or copies of files are made available through the panel portal site in a public
Evernote notebook entitled Smart Grid Cybersecurity Panel Literature. The initial bibliography will be
expanded during the term of the project.

8.1 Preliminary List of Job Roles
In addition to the literature above, PNNL researchers assembled a library of job requisition and
recruitment advertisements for roles expected to play a part in smart grid cybersecurity. The job roles
listed in Table 8.1 include a broad range of levels and departmental affiliations, such as analyst,
consultant, engineer, researcher, supervisor, and manager. Appendix E includes copies of the job
descriptions listed below.

8.2 Integrating the Job Roles and Classification with the NICE
Framework
The NICE, led by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), is working to establish an operational, sustainable, and continually improving
cybersecurity education program for the nation to use sound cyber practices that will enhance the nation’s
security. The initiative comprises over 20 federal departments and agencies and its work products are to
serve as a resource to both the public and private sectors.

Table 8.1. Preliminary List of Job Roles
Job Title
Manager of Technology
IT Development Supervisor
Information Security Risk Analyst III
Network Security Analyst
Senior Software Security Analyst
Smart Grid Senior Manager – Professional Services
Smart Grid Consultant
Protection Emphasis Engineer
Substation SCADA Integration Engineer
SCADA Protocol Engineer
Smart Grid Security Engineer
Integrative Security Assessment Researcher
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Classification
Manager
Supervisor
Analyst
Analyst
Analyst
Consultant
Consultant
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Researcher

There are four components under the NICE initiative, but the work of the Smart Grid Cybersecurity
panel is relevant to component three, titled ―Cybersecurity Workforce Structure.‖ The lead agency for
component three is DHS, which is coordinating its efforts through the National Cyber Security Division.
The goal is to define cybersecurity jobs, attraction, recruitment, retention, and career path strategies. The
component contains the following Sub-Component Areas (SCAs):
 SCA1 – Federal Workforce (Led by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management)
 SCA2 – Government Workforce (non-Federal, led by DHS)
 SCA3 – Private Sector Workforce (led by the U.S. Small Business Administration, U.S. Department
of Labor, and NIST)
The initial work product under this initiative includes a draft framework document that enumerates
cybersecurity functional roles across the government and extending into the private sector. This document
leveraged work performed by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and others to identify
cybersecurity roles and responsibilities across the federal government. OPM surveyed approximately
50,000 federal employees and their supervisors to establish a high-level view of cyber responsibilities and
to construct a cybersecurity-specific competency model. The development of an overarching framework
has been difficult as cybersecurity encompasses a breadth of disciplines involving law enforcement
investigations, intelligence community analysis, IT design, engineering, and operations and cyber
defense.
The NICE effort will serve as a focal point for existing and future cybersecurity workforce
development initiatives. The program outputs will certainly drive future development efforts and are
likely to shape cybersecurity roles over time. The Smart Grid Cybersecurity Project team has been
monitoring and engaging with NICE program leadership and activities to align our work and help build
upon this nationwide effort. The Smart Grid Cybersecurity Project has partnered with the NICE
organizers to improve capabilities and effectiveness of cybersecurity professionals and specifically to
align the needs of smart grid cybersecurity roles and responsibilities with this evolving standard
competency framework.
The starting point for the alignment begins by evaluating the current draft of the NICE Cybersecurity
Workforce Framework. The framework captures 31 high-level cybersecurity specialties across seven
categories. The categories include:
 Securely Provision
 Operate and Maintain
 Support
 Protect and Defend
 Investigate
 Operate and Collect
 Analyze
The scope of the Smart Grid Cybersecurity Project places a focus on operational cybersecurity job
roles employed by utilities. This focus draws cybersecurity specialties that fall primarily under the
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―Operate and Maintain‖ and ―Protect and Defend‖ categories. The structure of the Framework document
identifies and describes a specialty and provides sample job titles. The document further describes
applicable job tasks and lists high-level competencies and KSAs.
It is important to note that job roles shown in Table 8.2 below do not necessarily equate to job titles or
functional roles defined in the NICE Framework, and several roles may be represented by one specific
employee/job position. In addition to the job roles identified in the literature review, panel leadership has
suggested that the following roles may also be associated with smart grid operational cybersecurity:
 Advanced Meter Security Specialist (Platform Specialist)
 Security Administrator (certificate management, etc.)
 Security Architect (many architects are involved and consulted in new technology deployments on
operational matters)
 Network Security Specialist
 Security Operations Specialist
 Incident Response Specialist/Analyst
 Intrusion Analyst
 Penetration Tester/Red Team Technician
 Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
 Telecommunications Engineer
 Reverse Engineer
 Meter or Field Device Technician
The project team reviewed cybersecurity specialties in the following NICE Framework categories:
Securely Provision; Operate and Maintain; Protect and Defend; and Investigate. The review compared Job
Performance Panel (JPP) member input and literature review results against the current description of the
cybersecurity specialties to include the corresponding task, competencies, and KSA fields. The review
included a broader list of utility smart grid related job roles, knowing that the panel will select three to
four operational job roles to focus its work. The greatest alignment appears to be with the cybersecurity
specialties by category, summarized in Table 8.2. The complete mapping is shown in Appendix F.
Smart Grid Cybersecurity panel members extended the NICE Framework by adding roles and
responsibilities that must work closely with cybersecurity specialties to address cybersecurity issues
within the context of an organization. Panel members identified job roles within legal and public relations
department that consistently interface with cybersecurity functional roles to manage security. The Smart
Grid Cybersecurity Project team will provide that feedback to NICE representatives and share the overall
alignment review.
It is also important to note that Smart Grid Cybersecurity Project team members have joined the
Industrial Control Systems Joint Working Group Workforce Development Subgroup to help align the
current framework with the broader industrial control systems (ICS) community and continue to provide
relevant input and monitor the progression of the framework.
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Table 8.2. Mapping Smart Grid Cybersecurity Job Roles to NICE Framework
Category

Securely Provision

Operate and Maintain

Smart Grid Cybersecurity Job Role
Smart Grid Risk & Vulnerability
Analyst

Risk/Vulnerability Analyst

Smart Grid Security Architect

Solutions Architect, Systems Engineer,
Systems Consultant, etc.

Smart Grid Meter or Field Device
Technician

Technical Support Specialist

Telecommunications Engineer
Advanced Meter Security Specialist
Network Security Specialist
Security Operations Specialist

Protect and Defend

NIST Sample Job Title

Incident Response Specialist
Intrusion Analyst
Penetration Tester/Red Team
Technician
Reverse Engineer
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Converged Network Engineer, Network
Engineer, Telecommunications
Engineer/Personnel/Specialist, etc.
Platform Specialist
Network Defense Technician
Security Operator, IDS Technician,
Network Security Specialist
Incident Handler, Incident Responder,
Computer Crime Investigator
Intrusion Analyst
Penetration Tester, Red Team Technician,
Ethical Hacker, Blue Team Technician
Reverse Engineer

9.0

Vignettes

The SME panel developed a list of vignettes using VivoInsight which supports anonymity for
participants, parallel input by participants, and shifting perspectives of the participants through display of
others’ insights. These features of GDSS are frequently shown to be critical for maximizing the
productivity and creativity of problem-solving and brainstorming groups (Nunamaker et al. 1997). In the
current study, the panel identified a total of 109 vignettes in 20 minutes, though a few had been created
prior to the session by the panel leadership. This represents an idea generation rate of over 5 vignettes per
participant. A previous study (Tobey, forthcoming) using the Groupmind IdeaSet online collaboration
system which also supports anonymity and parallel input, but where perspective-shifting was constrained
by the display design, had shown idea generation rates of 2.5 vignettes per participant during a 20-minute
brainstorming session. The user interface of the VivoInsight tool selected for this panel was specifically
designed to draw attention to new contributions through highlighting the contributions by other panel
members within the focal frame of each panel participant. This may explain the significant increase in
creative production which occurred.
These vignettes were then categorized by the type of response required and analyzed to determine
those most critical to determining smart grid cybersecurity job performance. The entire list of vignettes
identified by the panel is provided in appendices at the end of this report: Appendix G lists those vignettes
that are related to maintaining a secure posture through operational excellence, and Appendix H lists
those vignettes that are related to effective response to a threat or vulnerability.
These vignette listings were included in a survey to determine the criticality of the vignette.
Criticality was defined by how frequently the issue arose (using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Never
to Constantly) and/or how severe a problem it posed or how high a priority it was that the issue was
resolved (using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Not a Problem to Critical Problem). Items were
determined to be frequent or severe if they had an average rating greater than 3.5. These highly critical
vignettes were used to develop job descriptions by defining the roles, mission, responsibilities, and
processes necessary for effective performance.
Twenty-six of the 30 panel members responded to the survey, providing a response rate of 86.6%.
However, seven of these responses were incomplete and had to be removed from the results, resulting in
19 survey responses. Interrater agreement was calculated using the aWG index (Brown and Hauenstein
2005). The panel responses were found to exhibit a moderate level of agreement (aWG = 0.556)
according to LeBreton and Senter (2008, Table 3). Overall frequency estimates showed slightly higher
levels of interrater agreement (FREQaWG = 0.582) than estimates of severity (SEVaWG = 0.53). There
was slightly greater agreement on noncritical vignettes (FREQaWG = 0.604; SEVaWG = 0.552) than on
critical vignettes (FREQaWG = 0.574; SEVaWG = 0.5211), but this difference was not significant
(p > 0.4 in both cases).
The survey results indicated that 30 vignettes should be archived as they were not critical to
maintaining an effective smart grid security posture. The results were reviewed with the panel during the
next step in the job performance modeling process to define the context for developing a Smart Grid
Cybersecurity Job Description. During this review it was determined that an additional 10 vignettes
should be included in the critical list. This final list of critical vignettes was sorted by the program
manager, the panel chairperson, and the panel vice-chairperson, into 13 master vignettes (see Appendix I).
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While on average there were 6.85 vignettes that served as examples of each master vignette, the
number of these example scenarios per master vignette ranged from a low of 3 to a high of 15. The master
vignette Network Attacks had the largest number of example vignettes. This was followed by Threat and
Vulnerability Management with 11 example vignettes. The master vignettes with the least number of
example scenarios were Access Control Maintenance, Phishing Incidents, and Security Testing; each of
these had only three examples.
Each of these 13 master vignettes was loaded into a knowledge exchange tool that is available at all
times through the VivoWorks SiteSpace portal system. The panelists were asked to: 1) discuss whether
the examples listed shared a common set of roles and methods (steps); 2) describe any notable
differences; and 3) suggest additional examples necessary to fully define this class of situations or
indicate whether an example should not be included in this classification. The unstated purpose of these
discussions is to help the panel evolve a common understanding regarding the scope of the job description
and exploratory performance model they would be developing. Panelists clearly picked up on the need for
setting these boundaries as can be seen in the anonymous posts below provided in the discussion of the
Phishing Incidents and Data Leakage and Theft vignettes:
PHISHING INCIDENTS
While this is a real threat and occurring [sic] all the time and with greater frequency - is
this too far off the main topic for defining key roles for Smart Grid? This is a much
larger issue and relates to much more than just Smart Grid.
DATA LEAKAGE AND THEFT
Similar to the phishing vignette, how far removed from direct Smart Grid experience are
some of these items? These are all significant issues, but some of them need to be dealt
with at different levels and/or more holistically and not just as it relates to Smart Grid.
Loss of PII is a much larger problem. I am only making the comment to fully understand
the actual scope of defining these roles.
Similarly, a dialogue regarding Substation/SCADA Attacks vignettes questioned whether some of the
examples were too broad and whether additional examples were necessary to address smart-grid-specific
components, such as substation controls:
These vignettes appear to be specifically targetted [sic] at malware or improper physical
controls. What about substation specific concerns; e.g. how does a vulnerability or
intrusion into a substation control affect that substation, or how does it affect networked
substations, etc.
Important question as system health or status will ultimately impact grid operation
decisions and supporting technology decisions. Real time response decisions are very
difficult in operational systems. The coordination, planning, and communication is
essential when considering actions that may impact operational systems.
The examples given don't really fit the main topic here.


Poisoned Timing Data Input to Disrupt Synchronization: This example can happen at
multiple places.
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False data input into power system state estimation model: Usually, we run the state
estimation at the utility control center.



Rogue devices with wireless communications enabled are being place in multiple
substations and accessed remotely by attacker to probe the substation infrastructure
and communications links back to the Utility. It is unknown how many substations
are affected: It is unclear whether this example is referring to AMI, or wireless
SCADA?



Compromised device has maliciously embedded hardware or chipset. Can apply to
any equipment placed in the power system.



zero day attack - new malware detected on control system components. This is too
broad and can apply to any equipment controlling the power system.



Physical security vulnerability: LAN ports in common areas in Office premises/ Substations/Datacenter allow access to anyone connecting to that port. Also applies to
different domains.

Each JPP must achieve a working consensus on the degree of specificity and scope that is necessary
to fully articulate the critical performance factors that will determine success on the job. While the
examples above suggest the panel is concerned about too broad a scope, other discussions focused on
whether some vignettes had been too narrowly defined by merging together under one master vignette
important events that may need to be analyzed separately. The vignettes therefore appear to serve as
important artifacts which may help the panel to develop a richer and more robust articulation of the
practices through which expertise and skill development affect security posture and effective response.
While the ultimate test of this will come in future JPM steps in which the panel develops the list of tasks,
methods, and tools, a good example of how vignettes serve as an impetus to a richer understanding is
shown in the dialogue around one of the examples categorized into Encryption Attacks. The discussion
ranges from whether examples are appropriately categorized to whether the scope needs to go beyond
internal staff to include vendors and other external parties:
This vignette seems out of place: Running security tests on equipment and software that
might brick [sic], reset, or crash a system [188]. Rather than an encryption attack, I
think this is a vulnerability-management vignette.
Different vendor networks probably have very different models for handling encryption
keys and the PKI in general. These differences will result in very different
understandings of what is possible and what is not, and how damaging a key compromise
may be… If a vendor has no way of revoking keys the loss of keys is a major problem. If
a vendor has well exercised tools for key revocation, then loss of keys is a simple matter
of executing the key replacement procedure and carrying out the revocation procedure…
I suspect there is a great deal of vendor specific details here.
Some of the current solutions have components that are managed by third-party
organizations. Understanding how to manage these situations is going to be critical.
Implementors [sic] need to understand how third-party services impact their deployed
encryption technologies. They also need to be training on how to interact with these
third-party organizations so that these concerns are outlined during acquisition.
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The next sections will discuss further elaboration of these master vignettes by the panel. They began
by defining a list of process stages in addition to three common stages that all vignettes share:
preconditions, onset, and conclusion. The panel reviewed and expanded the list of job roles and assigned
these to each process stage. Finally, they defined a set of goals and objectives which may be used to
assess performance in the 13 master vignettes. Collectively, these definitions form the job description for
smart grid cybersecurity.
Further elaboration of the master vignettes occurred over the remainder of the first phase of the
project. For each stage of the master vignette process, the panel detailed the plot and storyline of the
vignette. This included:
 What may happen: the situational conditions (tools, systems, software, data asset, identities, products,
monitoring, alerting and response systems) and key concepts (what prior knowledge is required)
 Where it may happen: the physical location (e.g., office, virtual, plant floor, data center), virtual
location (layer of the stack, e.g., network, operating system, application) and organizational level or
area (e.g., department, division, workgroup, center)
 Why it may happen: breakdown of root cause (specific events) or why actions are taken
 How it may happen: the decisions, procedures, options, common errors or best practices.
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10.0 Process Stages Defining Functional Responsibilities
The panel began elaborating the master vignettes by listing the stages in which the vignette was likely
to progress along with the roles that would need to be involved at each stage (see Appendix J). Each
vignette includes three stages by default: preconditions, onset, and conclusion. The ―preconditions‖ stage
occurs just prior to the organization becoming aware that the vignette had begun to play out and describes
monitoring or other situation awareness functions intended to identify when a vignette has become active.
The ―onset‖ stage begins upon the occurrence of the critical event that signals the vignette has begun. The
―conclusion‖ stage occurs upon resolution of the vignette and describes ongoing maintenance of postvignette conditions.
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11.0 Job Role Involvement in Master Vignettes
Each of the above stages was analyzed by the panel members and they assigned roles to each stage.
An analysis was performed to determine the nominal (total) and relative (percent of all) assignments that
were made for each job role. Appendix K lists each of the job roles and the number of stages within each
vignette assigned to this job role. The list is sorted by the total number of stages in which each job role
appeared. The top ten roles by a nominal count of assignments collectively represent nearly half of all role
assignments. Appendix L lists the relative involvement of roles in the vignettes. This analysis suggests
which roles may be the most critical to analyze further as they may have greater responsibility for the
overall effectiveness of cybersecurity operations. The SME panel reviewed these analyses and
unanimously agreed that further development of the performance model should focus on the three job
roles of Security Operations, Incident Response, and Intrusion Analysis.
Once the focal job roles were identified, an analysis was performed to determine the master vignettes
in which the selected roles collectively have substantial involvement. Based on the majority involvement
rule described in Section 5.2 above, the decision was made to eliminate 5 of the 13 master vignettes from
further consideration. The remaining master vignettes in which the three job roles have significant
involvement are: Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Attacks; Client-Side Attacks; Encryption
Attacks; Network Attacks; Substation/SCADA Attacks; Network Separation and Attack Paths; Phishing
Incidents; and Incident Response and Log Management.
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12.0 Goals and Objectives for Assessing Performance
The final component of a job description is a list of goals that the panel believes must be
accomplished for effective performance, and the criterion, i.e., objective measure, that will be used to
assess such performance. The panel identified a total of 108 goals and sorted them into categories:
primary, secondary, and tertiary. Primary goals must be accomplished to achieve the organizational
mission. Secondary and tertiary goals must be accomplished to successfully achieve a higher-level goal.
This resulted in a list of 27 primary goals (see Appendix M). Each goal description was elaborated using
the PRISM method for goal setting (Tobey et al. 2007) to produce a set of outcome indicators that may
later be used in assessments and certification exams to determine the relative level of performance.
The SME panel ranked the importance of each goal to achieving an effective response during each of
eight selected master vignettes. Appendix N lists the seven goals determined to be most important.
Appendix O shows the PRISM definitions for these goals which were edited to be consistent with the
Bloom taxonomy of action verbs.
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13.0 Data Analysis
Data collection from the JAQ will continue into the second phase of the project. This report provides
the preliminary results from data collected through May 22, 2012. In this section we will review
information collected about those expressing interest and responding to the JAQ. This will be followed by
a brief summary of the trends that appear to be developing through these responses. In the next section we
will report a very preliminary set of findings regarding the development of the CDM which, as discussed
above, will be the primary analytical tool along with an exploratory factor analysis of the JAQ responses
in developing the Smart Grid Cybersecurity Job Performance Model.

13.1 Participants and Respondents
As of the closing date for this report, 129 people had responded to the JAQ (100 male, 23 female, and
6 not reported). Response rates are difficult to measure for internet surveys, but the design of the
VivoSurveyTM system did enable us to track the number of people who expressed interest in the JAQ by
clicking on the link in their e-mail and accessing the introductory landing page shown in Figure 13.1
below which appeared on the survey system website.
From this landing page the interested participant could elect to participate by clicking on a link to
access the demographic survey page. We created two response-rate statistics based on this information.
First, we calculated the number of people expressing interest as a percentage of the total number of
invitations sent through the various channels distributing the JAQ. However, there was much duplication
in these lists, so we include in the calculation of interest only those channels that had at least one
respondent access the survey site. We refer to the resulting statistic as the Participation Rate, which was
7% of May 22, 2012. Second, we calculated the number completing the JAQ demographic page as a
percentage of the total number expressing interest in participating. We refer to this statistic as the
Response Rate. The response rate as of May 22, 2012 was 43.6%.
The participation rate and the response rate were monitored throughout the administration of the JAQ
and continue to be an important source for targeting groups most likely to participate. Based on this data,
we conducted three waves of survey administration. The first wave was broadly disseminated to
approximately 18 trade associations and organizations representing a large number of potential
respondents. However, the participation rate from this group was only 3.2%. Consequently, during Waves
2 and 3 of the survey administration our efforts were concentrated on utilities and related organizations
that received far fewer invitations but seemed to be yielding much higher rates of expressed interest and
response. This second group represents only 741 of the approximately 4,300 invitees, but had a
participation rate to date of 25%. Furthermore, the response rate from this group has been fantastic with
over 62% of participants becoming respondents to the JAQ. We have begun to further our focus with this
group, with webinars planned for select utilities that have committed to have their staff complete the
entire JAQ in one or more sittings.
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Figure 13.1. Job Analysis Questionnaire Landing Page

13.2 Demographic Survey Responses
The demographic survey collected basic information about the respondents that will be useful for
post-hoc comparative analyses of the JAQ data. All the information reported in this section is based on
the 129 responses received to date. The 129 respondents are well distributed across age groups (see
Appendix P) and come from organizations of various sizes, though most (43% of respondents) work at
large organizations with 10,000 or more employees (see Appendix Q). When asked to identify their job
title (or titles) from a list of 19 titles, including an ―Other‖ option, the most common job title selected by
respondents was Cybersecurity Analyst (28.47% of respondents). However, while the remaining job titles
were selected by respondents, it is interesting that the second most common choice of respondents was
Other at 20.44% of respondents (see Appendix R). Note that this question entitled the respondent to select
multiple categories, thus the total will exceed 100%. Respondents indicated that they have held their
position an average of 4.84 years (standard deviation = 4.68). Finally, the results of respondents’ answers
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to the two questions on level of experience indicate that our objective to reach those with a broad range of
experience was achieved with nearly equal representation from the Proficient, Competent, and Expert
categories in cybersecurity (see Appendix S). Responses regarding level of familiarity with smart grid
operations have a similar structure but skewed toward the early stages of development in smart grid
operations, reflecting the emergent nature of this field (see Appendix S).

13.3 Ratings of Frequency and Importance by Level of Expertise
The main body of the JAQ is the task statement ratings. As explained in Section 7, our goal is to
collect sufficient ratings to support inferences regarding the criticality and differentiation of each task in
determining the need for and factors affecting performance of individuals with varying levels of expertise.
As explained in Section 6, a number of survey pages must be submitted to obtain a complete JAQ
submission. As of the closing date of this report, between 10 and 17 responses were received for each task
in the JAQ. While this number of responses is far below that needed to effectively analyze and make
inferences from the data, we will report some trends that will be interesting to monitor as data collection
continues during the second phase of the project.
Table 13.1 provides a brief overview of the responses collected through the closing date of this report.
It is important to emphasize that the sample size is currently far too small to conclude anything from these
statistics, so they are provided simply to suggest trends that may be worth monitoring as further data is
collected. The variance in the current data set is quite broad as demonstrated by the low average
agreement using the aWG index (Brown and Hauenstein 2005). Currently, when combining ratings across
all expertise levels only three items show sufficient agreement in frequency ratings to suggest that a
consensus is emerging. Further, though it may be premature, it does appear that we can conclude that the
panel did an excellent job of identifying tasks that are essential to job performance. As shown in
Figure 13.2, the ratings are highly skewed but resemble a normal distribution within the upper bounds of
the rating scale.
Table 13.1. Overall Trends

An analysis of the ratings by expertise level shown in Table 13.2 suggests further interesting trends
are developing. First, it appears that the instructions for rating items are effective, as the ratings are
increasing as the level of expertise rises. This should be expected because individuals with lower-level
skills should not be as frequently involved and the tasks they perform should be less important in
determining the overall skill level of the performer. Also interesting is that the agreement indices vary
substantially across the levels of expertise. As reported above, overall levels of consensus on ratings are
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very low. However, the frequency ratings on novice and intermediate levels of expertise are much higher.
This may reflect that people may easily understand the limitations of early development of expertise, but
not be as clear about when experts are required. Alternatively, this artifact might have arisen because the
participants are themselves in the early stage of expertise development in smart grid operations, and hence
may be more familiar with the roles played by those with developing expertise. Finally, it is also
important to note that criticality scores are trending in the expected direction, with the criticality of tasks
performed by novices rated much lower than the criticality of those performed by individuals with higher
levels of expertise.

Figure 13.2. Histogram of Frequency Ratings
(The y-axis is the number of items rated in the range listed on the x-axis)
Table 13.2. Summary of Preliminary Job Analysis Questionnaire Results by Level of Expertise
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14.0 Differentiating Performance on Critical Tasks
Based on the responses received to date we can begin to suggest some tasks that should possibly
become the focus for Phase II activities and further analysis by the SME panel. While additional data
collection is necessary to fully analyze the results, the distribution of responses has been sufficient to
develop an initial CDM of tasks. In Section 7 above we defined criticality as the product of arithmetic
means of frequency and importance across all levels of expertise. We defined differentiation as the slope
of criticality scores, signifying the frequency that a person with a given skill level must be involved, and
the importance of that task for determining the performer’s skill level. Fundamental tasks were defined as
those that are rated as highly critical but show little differentiation across these three levels. Performance
on fundamental tasks is essential and should be considered minimal entrance requirements for the field.
Finally, differentiating tasks are those that exhibit both high criticality and high differentiation scores.
Table 14.1 lists the scores for criticality and differentiation by decile. The range of scores is
encouraging and permits experimentation with cutoff scores for development of the quadrant analysis.
Currently, especially due to the small sample size, we have elected to focus on those tasks which are
found in the top three deciles. The preliminary list of Fundamental Tasks is shown in Appendix T and the
Differentiating Tasks are listed in Appendix U. We expect that these lists will change as data is collected,
but will provide a good starting point for the initial panel discussions to take place during the first step of
Phase II of this project. The lists below are ordered by task identification because insufficient data is
available to prepare reliable weights for these tasks at this time.
Table 14.1. Criticality and Differentiation Scores by Decile
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15.0 Conclusion
The NBISE has developed a new approach to job task and competency analysis that is intended to
identify the KSAs necessary to successfully perform the responsibilities of three smart grid cybersecurity
job roles: Security Operations, Intrusion Analysis, and Incident Response. The overall goal of this first
phase of the project was to develop the frameworks and models necessary to promote advances in
workforce development to better prepare entry-level candidates for new jobs in the field. The report will
contribute to the development of valid curricula and assessments that markedly improve the knowledge,
skill and ability of all practitioners involved in smart grid cybersecurity job functions, across the
continuum from novice to expert.
The results of the preliminary analysis of job description data has demonstrated the value of shifting
away from traditional job analysis and competency models that tend to define jobs at a high level suitable
only for descriptive modeling of a job. We proposed a new approach based on an integrative,
multidimensional theory of human performance, called The Competency Box. This theory proposes that
discrete definition and measurement of knowledge, skill, and ability enables better understanding of
learning curves and individual or team positioning within the competency development space.
Accordingly, a new approach was developed to elicit the tasks that serve as indicators of progression
within the Competency Box.
This project seeks to make important contributions to the science of competency modeling and to the
practice of smart grid cybersecurity competence assessment and development:
1. Develop innovations in modeling techniques that may predict the potential of individuals or teams to
meet the future demands of a dynamic threat landscape.
2. Develop innovations in the elicitation and definition of tasks that can dramatically shorten the time
required to create and maintain detailed competency models to facilitate the inclusion of ground truth
regarding vulnerabilities, adversary strategy and tactics, and best practices for detection and defense.
3. Develop a method to produce multiple-role competency models that facilitate the creation of
interrelated competency profiles to support the maturation of organizational competence in smart grid
cybersecurity teams.
The primary objective of the initial project phase was to use this theory to derive a JPM. Unlike prior
descriptive models, JPMs are intended to support predictive inferences through the development of a
factor model. A second objective of this initial effort was to develop competency models that could
extend these inferences to predict future performance, rather than simply providing an assessment of prior
accomplishments or producing normative lists of what a job should entail. Accordingly, we developed
innovations in both the evaluation and analysis of tasks, and a method for determining whether a task is
fundamental or differentiating based on the results of a detailed JAQ in which practitioners of varying
backgrounds and experience rate the frequency and importance of tasks performed by individuals with
varying levels of expertise.
The tasks listed in the JAQ were identified through a series of brainstorming sessions with a group of
30 SMEs with broad representation across industry, academia and government. The development of a
structured elicitation protocol enabled the SME panel to generate increasing layers of detail in just a few
weeks, resulting in detailed lists of job behaviors, processes, and goals supporting effective response in
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real-world scenarios, or vignettes. Moreover, the process substantially reduced the cycle time for
competency modeling, while grounding the process in the current truths regarding vulnerability,
adversary tactics and effective defense techniques. Consequently, we expect the resulting JPM to achieve
higher fidelity than previous approaches. Finally, we argue that this ground truth approach to expertise
development may help to align education, training, practice, and assessments with the current threat
landscape and current best practices for detection and mitigation techniques.
Throughout this process, cybersecurity in the smart grid environment was presumed to involve
several functional and job roles. The panel of SMEs identified over 100 situations in which such roles
may be involved and how their individual responsibilities related to each other throughout the work
practice. A rich description of the three targeted job roles emerged from this preliminary work, based on
an innovative process of job model elicitation using vignettes to capture exemplary performance or
mis-use cases involving errors or omissions. Thus, another important contribution of JPMs may be the
development of team assessments. These models may also foster better understanding of the role of soft
skills necessary to initiate, manage, and excel in collaborative problem-solving activities typical of smart
grid cybersecurity. Finally, the catalog of the fundamental and differentiating job tasks across multiple job
roles may foster the creation of shared libraries for curricula, assessments, and lab exercises that will help
develop an adaptive and versatile workforce and identify career path options for individuals based on
their competency profile.
The next step will be to conduct a practice analysis in Phase II of the project to guide selection from
the list of fundamental and differentiating tasks. These tasks will then be further elaborated using
cognitive task and protocol analysis. The primary outcome from this effort should be the development and
validation of a set of proficiency and situational judgment item pools, as well as simulation configurations
that may be used to validate the construct and predictive validity of these items. The confirmatory
analysis performed during this phase will prepare the material necessary to develop a PPA that can
distinguish the contribution of knowledge, skill, and ability factors in producing effective smart grid
cybersecurity job performance.

15.1 Implications for Workforce Development
The preliminary results of the JAQ suggest that the design of smart grid cybersecurity development
interventions would benefit from a focus on critical incidents (Flanagan 1954). Unlike the traditional
definition of incidents in the cybersecurity domain, a critical incident is a defining moment in which the
differences in skill level are notable in clearly identifiable outcomes of action taken. By integrating
assessments, further defined below, which capture the progress against the job mission, modules can be
designed which produce development that uniquely assesses the discrete contribution of knowledge, skill
and ability in producing performance outcomes.
Our results suggest that in developing smart grid cybersecurity education and training courses or
cyber competition content the focus should be directed toward the methods or behavioral sequences
explicit or implicit in the responsibilities and tasks to be performed. Moreover, an important outcome that
emerged from this study is the importance of focusing on the right tasks and the right learning
objectives—those that are fundamental or differentiating—based on assessment data that indicates the
positioning of an individual along the progression from novice to master. Our SME panels informed us
that while a single task may occur across multiple vignettes and multiple job roles, the sequence and
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method of task execution may be substantially altered by context. Thus, an important implication of our
initial study for workforce development is the need for situational judgment tests that may assess whether
an individual has selected the right task, using the right method, at the right time. During the next phase
of the project we will elaborate on the normative models developed in the current study. We will ask the
SME panels to also identify the mis-use cases that can form a set of distractor choices to make sure that
the test taker has developed sufficient understanding, or is able to demonstrate skilled performance when
faced with the distraction or distress that accompanies simulated or real-world smart grid cybersecurity
activities.
Perhaps most important, the research on developing JPMs has shown the value of deliberate practice
for accelerating proficiency. Thus, training or future development of assessment instruments should be
designed as small, interchangeable modules that increase understanding in performing a single task,
allowing modules to be combined in varying ways to target specific areas of responsibility associated
with each job role. Practice exercises and assessment instruments should be aligned with each training
module to facilitate deliberate practice. Studies have found deliberate practice is essential to accelerate
proficiency across a broad range of expertise domains (Ericsson, 1996; Hoffman & Feltovich, 2010).
Finally, both proficiency (knowledge) and performance (skill) tests should be included that test not only
for understanding but the ability to apply the new knowledge in familiar and unfamiliar settings. In so
doing, the course will support the progression of competency from novice to master in the least time
possible.

15.2 Implications for Future Research
This has been a preliminary study intended to describe the tasks that indicate performance in three job
roles involved in smart grid cybersecurity: Security Operations, Intrusion Analysis, and Incident
Response. Our intent was to establish the foundation for expanding research into developing a holistic
approach to cybersecurity workforce development. We have previously proposed a model for accelerating
expertise development described as Ground Truth Expertise Development (Assante and Tobey 2011).
Future research is needed to develop a more complete and predictive model of both potential
performance and competence development. This will require factor analysis of the data collected through
the JAQ to produce a construct and measurement model that demonstrates convergent and discriminant
validity. The resulting factor model will then need to be confirmed through critical-incident studies. The
results of these studies should inform the development of new proficiency and performance assessments
aligned with the tasks found to be strong indicators of job performance. Finally these assessments should
be validated as predictors of scores in cyber challenges, competitions, and simulations in which the
indicator tasks are being performed. Figure 15.1 summarizes these steps and suggests both individual and
organizational benefits that may be derived from completion of this framework.
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Figure 15.1. Future Research Program
Additionally, since the JAQ was altered significantly during the pilot process, making it inappropriate
for comparison with the final JAQ responses, it may be valuable to administer the questionnaire to the
SME panel assembled in the second phase of the project. The comprehensive elicitation of tasks during
the initial phase of the project resulted in a very lengthy questionnaire. A smaller group of SMEs might
produce a comparable response to the public survey which would significantly reduce the effort and
shorten the time required to develop a JPM. This second sample should be analyzed to make sure the data
would not be biased by non-independence (Kenny et al. 2002) and that it demonstrates sufficient withingroup agreement and reliability to support aggregation (Bliese 2000; Klein et al. 2000). Finally, a power
analysis should be conducted to determine the response necessary for distinguishing the critical and
differentiating tasks.
Future research is also needed regarding how JPMs can be maintained over time, incorporating
changes in ground truth on a recurring basis. We need to better understand the dynamics of cybersecurity
and its implications for smart grid deployment and operation. Future research should study the diffusion
of knowledge related to new threats, vulnerabilities, and best practices. We need to better understand the
factors that facilitate broad dissemination, reduce sharing of ineffective practices that may lead to
maladaptive skill development, and encourage adoption across the affected organizations.
Perhaps most important is the need to better understand the dynamics of movement within the
Competency Box. Future research should include experimental and field studies to identify benchmarks
and factors influencing the shapes, slopes, and lengths of learning curves. We need better understanding
of how learning curves might differ between and among fundamental and differentiating tasks, and
therefore across job roles.
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We need better understanding of team competence. Future research might therefore seek to answer
questions such as:


How do the factors that influence team competence differ from those that influence
development of individual competence?



How do varying configurations of team member competence profiles affect team
performance?



How is team performance affected by variance in knowledge, skill, and ability of team
members collaborating in accomplishing a task?

Finally, future research may want to explore the role of motivation, arousal, and the configuration of
skills that are labeled as traits in producing individual performance and affecting team outcomes.
These, and many more questions, become possible to answer with discrete measurement of the three
core dimensions of competence: knowledge, skill, and ability.

15.3 Limitations of the Study
Due to the preliminary nature of the study findings, there are many limitations which could be
addressed by future phases of the project or through other research. We cannot possibly review in the
space provided a comprehensive list of limitations. However, three limitations are notable, involving
cautions on making inferences from our small sample to date, lessons learned from SME panel
participation, and coordination requirements for obtaining broader industry support.
First, and perhaps most important, a sufficient sample to support inferential analysis has yet to be
obtained. Therefore, no conclusions should be drawn regarding the definition of fundamental or
differentiating tasks, JPM factors, or ratings of specific task statements. Lacking an evidence-based list of
fundamental and differentiating tasks, future panel activity will need to consider a broader list of tasks in
determining the focal areas for conducting a critical-incident analysis. Critical-Incident Analysis is
defined as intensive, in-depth interviews with SMEs to document what the experts were thinking, feeling,
and doing during a critical incident. A critical incident is a characteristic and challenging event that
embodies the most important aspects of the job.
In order to make these panel sessions most effective we strongly encourage continued diligence in
obtaining responses to the JAQ, and production of incremental updates to the CDM analysis as the panel
progresses. It may prove valuable to have other cybersecurity experts who may not have extensive
control-systems experience respond to the JAQ, as many of the tasks are not specific to smart grid
deployments and therefore an adequate sample may be obtained quickly.
Second, SME panel participation as discussed in several progress reports has not met our
expectations.4 Consequently, the elicitation of information on the job context, description, and
development of the JAQ may have been biased by an insufficiently representative group of SMEs. During
the next phase of the project it is imperative that we create a longer list of prospective panel members so
4

Additional information is available from the author upon request
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that replacements can be readily made for panel members who cannot fulfill their participation
commitments. We should consider assigning a person with strong connections to the participant pool the
specific role of recruitment coordinator, with a quota established for obtaining and maintaining SME
participation rates in panel sessions and activities. Further, while anonymity is essential for public
surveys, future panel activities, where appropriate, should be attributed in order to facilitate tracking
progress and sending reminders to members who have not completed their assignments.
Third, the experience in gathering data from the JAQ suggests that unless more resources and time are
allocated to coordination, results may be biased by skewed participation rates across industry groups. The
initial wave of JAQ invitations was appropriately broad and comprehensive but produced an insufficient
participation rate. Accordingly, two additional waves were initiated that targeted invitations to utility
organizations which had provided much higher participation and response rates. However, this purposive
sampling approach may bias the results by overweighting responses obtained through disproportionate
participation from a few organizations in the sample. During Phase II industry participation will be
needed in validating panel opinions (similar to but with much reduced content than the JAQ), forming a
subject pool for the experimental studies of work practices, and forming a subject pool for a field study of
work practices. The experience in Phase I suggests that recruitment of these participants should begin
well in advance of their being needed, a much larger group than needed should be identified, and any and
all factors that could inconvenience a participant should be addressed if possible. Additionally,
recruitment of participants should be broadened to: 1) include members of other NBISE panels with smart
grid experience; 2) expand the distribution channels for recruiting, including LinkedIn® and other social
networks; and 3) engage panel chairs and members in recruiting qualified participants. Finally, a project
resource with strong ties to the industry (perhaps a PNNL representative) should be accountable to the
research team for developing the recruitment plan and managing a quota for participation that provides a
sufficient and representative sample for each activity.
Fourth, as briefly discussed in the implications for future research, the comprehensive nature of the
task elicitation may have led to the creation of an onerous questionnaire design. Further, the method used
to identify the critical and differentiating tasks by adding separate ratings for novice, intermediate, and
expert to each judgment of frequency and importance may be more complicated than necessary. Although
the preliminary data seems to provide support for this approach in producing expected and significant
differences in ratings of tasks across the levels of expertise, it may be productive to consider how the
same information may be more efficiently obtained while maintaining the validity and reliability of this
important new method for composing a predictive JPM as a replacement for descriptive task analyses and
competency models.
Fifth, this study has focused primarily on addressing three key technical gaps in credentialing smart
grid cybersecurity professionals:
 competency measurement gap (what competencies should be tested?)
 training gap (transferring training/knowledge to real world)
 certification gap (defining certification framework that integrates knowledge and skill to facilitate
predicting operational performance).
However, this phase of the study has not contributed to understanding two additional important
deficiencies: the assessment gap and the support gap. The guided process framework for this study, the
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Ground Truth Expertise Development model (Assante and Tobey 2011), suggests that these two gaps are
essential near-term and long-term workforce development tools, respectively.
The importance of addressing these gaps in the second or third phase of the project should be well
understood. Throughout this project and reflected without due acknowledgement throughout this report,
we have greatly benefitted from the critical guidance provided by the research team at PNNL, especially
the thoughtful review and advice provided by Dr. Frank Greitzer. In closing this report, there is no better
way to illuminate the limitations of the current study in addressing the technical needs of the smart grid
cybersecurity profession than to quote the insightful comments provided by Dr. Greitzer in his review of
an earlier draft of this report:
Assessment gap: A major challenge for assessment is to construct
tests that accurately differentiate between simple declarative
knowledge versus skilled performance. Assessment and performance
measures/metrics are key to the development of an effective
certification process. It is clear that certification is the primary focus
of work on this project to date. My previous critique of the project
plans and approach suggested that it is premature to judge the
project’s potential for addressing the assessment gap. The report
clearly identifies previous research and technical issues surrounding
this need—it is by no means a problem that has been solved in
current practice. As the scenarios become specified in more detail,
the challenge will be to specify KSAs in a sufficient level of detail to
yield operational definitions of expected behavior, with associated
performance measures, to inform this analysis. I have previously
stated that this is the most difficult challenge facing the program.
The report alludes to the relevance of the recognition-primed
decision making (RPDM) framework (Gary Klein’s work)—this
should offer some help in structuring an approach to the problem,
particularly with regard to inferring mental models that may be
useful to help distinguish varying levels of understanding (Greitzer,
Podmore, Robinson & Ey, 2009).
Support gap: As noted in my previous reviews, the documentation of
the methodology to date does not provide a specific description of
how the approach will address the Support gap by identifying
potential decision support tools to enhance performance.
Nevertheless, the systematic approach being used to break down
tasks into lower-level constructs appears to offer good potential to
address the support gap, since the identification of KSA
requirements and learning objectives that inform an accelerated
learning paradigm can also be examined as possible requirements or
objectives that may be applied to tool and/or enhanced visualization
development. To date, the concepts and requirements derived
through the interactions and knowledge engineering activities with
SMEs have not been specifically applied to inform tool development
(decision support).
15.7

As I said in previous Notes, the devil is in the details—but given the
work to date I would say that the potential for addressing the support
gap has improved based on the work described, even though there
has not yet been a sufficiently detailed description of assessment
methods and metrics that can inform certification methods and
metrics.
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Appendix B – Job Analysis Questionnaire
Demographic Questions
1. [R0-001] How many employees work at your facility?
Please choose only one of the following:
Less than 10
10-99
100-999
1,000-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000 or more
2. [R0-002] What job title best describes you?
Please choose all that apply:
Control systems engineer
Control systems operator
Control systems manager
Training specialist
IT Executive
IT manager
IT professional
IT systems administrator
Network engineer
Intrusion analysis staff
Intrusion analysis manager
Incident handling staff
Incident handling manager
Cyber security analyst
Cyber security operations staff
Cyber security operations manager
Cyber security manager
Cyber security executive
Other:

3. [R0-003] How long have you held this position? (Years):
Please write your answer here:

4. [R0-004] How many people report directly to you?
Please choose all that apply:
No direct reports
1-5
6-30
More than 30

B.1

5. [R0-005] What job title best describes the position you had prior to your current job?
Please choose all that apply:
Control systems engineer
Control systems operator
Control systems manager
Training specialist
IT executive
IT manager
IT professional
IT systems administrator
Network engineer
Intrusion analysis staff
Intrusion analysis manager
Incident handling staff
Incident handling manager
Cyber security analyst
Cyber security operations staff
Cyber security operations manager
Cyber security manager
Cyber security executive
Other:

6. [R0-006] How would you classify your level of expertise in the cybersecurity field?
Please choose only one of the following:
Novice: minimal knowledge, no connection to practice
Beginner, working knowledge of key aspects of practice
Competent: good working and background knowledge of the area
Proficient: depth of understanding of discipline and area of practice
Expert: authoritative knowledge of discipline and deep tacit understanding across area of practice
7. [R0-007] What level of familiarity do you have with smart grid operations?
Please choose only one of the following:
Novice: minimal knowledge, no connection to practice
Beginner, working knowledge of key aspects of practice
Competent: good working and background knowledge of the area
Proficient: depth of understanding of discipline and area of practice
Expert: authoritative knowledge of discipline and deep tacit understanding across area of practice
8. [R0-008] What level of familiarity do you have with smart grid cybersecurity?
Please choose only one of the following:
Novice: minimal knowledge, no connection to practice
Beginner, working knowledge of key aspects of practice
Competent: good working and background knowledge of the area
Proficient: depth of understanding of discipline and area of practice
Expert: authoritative knowledge of discipline and deep tacit understanding across area of practice
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9. [R0-009] What is your gender?
Please choose only one of the following:
Female
Male
10. [R0-010] What is your age?
Please choose only one of the following:
Under 20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
Over 60
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Appendix C – Revised Job Analysis Questionnaire
Task List Based on Pilot Test
The JAQ is the primary data collection method for developing a theoretical model of job performance
in three smart grid cybersecurity roles: Security Operations, Incident Response, and Intrusion Analysis.
The task statements below were contained in the JAQ that was evaluated by nominated SMEs to
determine those tasks that are most critical to perform and those tasks which best differentiate between
the performance of individuals possessing basic, intermediate, and advanced skills.

Task

Task Statement

9638

Collect all data necessary to support incident analysis and response.

9818

Map activities observed in the network to systems to help establish the baseline.

9186

Review event correlation (for example look at baseline data to determine the type and frequency of
events during normal operations).

9640

Analyze the intrusion by looking for the initial activity and all follow-on actions of the attacker.

9637

Assign an incident response manager for all incidents.

9641

Collect images of affected system for further analysis before returning the system to an acceptable
operational state.

9639

Communicate incident information and updates to affected users, administrators, and security staff and
request additional information that may support analysis and response actions.

9643

Establish or update a repository for all incident-related information and index and catalog this
information with assigned incident numbers for easy retrieval.
Test incident storage repository to make sure it is functioning properly and can only be accessed by
authorized personnel.

9644

Verify incident or case files are complete and managed properly by the assigned incident manager.

9137

Analyze individual threat activity by correlating with other sources to identify trends.

9819

Analyze the security incident and identify defining attriubutes [sic].
Protect classified or proprietary information related to the event, but release general incident
information to stakeholders.

9642

9709

9770

Report security incident classification (category selected) to management and record in incident
management system.
Communicate incident response plan and team member roles to stakeholders and team members to
ensure that they understand commitment and responsibilities when team is stood up.

9364

Communicate with other analysts to work as a team on larger incidents.

9579

Coordinate notification strategies with other units, such as Compliance.

9180
9613

Coordinate reactive and proactive responses.
Coordinate with compliance to make all regulator required security incident reports in compliance with
the standards.

9772

Develop an incident response program / plan.

9768

Develop a detailed incident response action plan and team roles.

9697

Document call trees and reporting and coordinating procedures to all parties.

9779

Document stakeholders that must be contacted for each affected system in an incident.

9109

Identify known information to include event details and an accurate sequence of events.

9876

Maintain a single sequence of events with change control throughout the incident investigation.

9771

Identify people resources by skills, expertise, and roles to support analytical efforts.

9825

C.1

Task

Task Statement

9780

Maintain knowledge of professional resources within the organization.

9777

Maintain professional credentials and networking relationships with professional organizations.

9122

Prioritize alerts into predefined categories.

9778

Recognize dissenting opinions among analysts.

9769

Establish a team of internal intrusion detection experts for second-tier incident response.

9775

Test the incident response program / plan.

9774

Train staff on the incident response program / plan.

9776

Update the incident response program/plan based on testing results.

9706
9701
9704

Identify the source of infections or successful attacks.
Monitor all systems that were suspected or confirmed as being compromised during an
intrusion/incident.
Report incident response status to management, including confidence levels for eradication actions.

9703

Review running processes to determine if incident response successfully removed malware.

9707
9686

Train users in phishing identification and malware distribution methods.
Analyze incident response team actions and performance of team members against the incident response
plan.

9684

Develop a response plan for the incident and assign actions and deadlines.

9688
9685

Identify impacts occurring from response actions and consider timeliness of response efforts.
Monitor incident response performance and actions and compare them to the incident response plan.

9687

Understand necessary deviations or unanticipated actions from the incident response plan.

9830
9832
9829

Analyze reoccurring activity that is not flagged as a security event and troubleshoot likely cause.
Coordinate watch rotation turnover so that no active event analysis is dropped between team changes.
Review event logs and alerts to ensure as much as possible that they have been processed and
categorized.

9361

Review log files for signs of intrusions and security events.

9259

Assess whether network scan results are real or false positives.
Communicate with external agencies such as law enforcement, ICS-CERT, and DOE regarding incident
reports.

9206
9849
9621
9430
9696
9694
9700
9695
9699

Report the time of discovery for all reportable events and incidents and the time of notification.
Develop escalation process and procedures for network activity that has not been shown to be
authorized.
Verify all devices are being submitted to Security Information and Event Management for full network
visibility.
Collect necessary information for inclusion in the communications plan.
Communicate with business management to identify additional parties that should be included in
communication and response plans.
Review the communication plan and make changes as appropriate.
Understand changes to organizations and the business to identify stakeholders to be included in the
communications plan.

9412

Verify communication plan and contact information with all parties at an appropriate frequency.
Test the SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) implementation with a alert triggers
based on how the monitor has been configured.
Test incident response system and planning remains effective against the latest attacker methodologies
and tools.
Test IR (Information Response) specialists to verify they maintain a current understanding of threats and
how to analyze.

9676

Test remediated systems and the effectiveness of containment measures.

9169
9591

C.2

Task

Task Statement

9874

Test to verify that there is a correct flow of intrusion events to incident cases and that there is a
coordinated response between Incident Response Specialist, Intrusion Analyst, and System Operations
Specialist stakeholders.
Analyze actions indicating malicious events may be spreading or providing opportunities for an attacker
to move.
Analyze actions indicating malicious events that provide opportunities for an attacker to close down
command and control channels.

9875

Analyze actions indicating malicious events to determine strategy for blocking outside IPs to contain an
incident.

9666

Analyze logs and system information to determine which systems have been affected by an attacker and
what actions were taken by the attacker.

9592
9873

9677
9670

Analyze the incident's technical and business impacts.
Assign response team members to collect data for analysis from systems within the containment
boundary.

9668

Communicate the boundary around affected systems being contained.

9187

Coordinate with the Help Desk to identify user complaints that may be related to the investigated event.

9680

Coordinate with outside parties to determine if containment efforts are successful (for example, call FBI
and confirm the Command and Control channel has been closed).

9675

Coordinate containment with system owners and determine impact of proposed actions after identifying
affected system.
Assess if the incident needs to be re-rated and re-evaluate the response plan based on containment
efforts.

9667

Define the boundary around suspect systems to minimize the spread and impact of an identified security
incident.

9674

Document all actions taken to contain systems.

9683

Document all external communications.

9877

Minimize spread of the incident by ensuring contaminated systems are monitored.
Minimize spread of the incident by ensuring contaminated systems cannot communicate to systems
outside of the network boundary.

9673

9878
9671
9679

Establish boundaries or shut down infected systems.
Identify appropriate parties to participate in the incident response including legal, communications, and
others.

9682

Maintain asset management information during containment process.

9681

Monitor performance of incident response staff.

9678
9672

Report business and technical impacts of the incident and response activities.
Report to security management and system owners when systems have been successfully contained.

9856

Conduct security drills that incorporate the latest threats and vulnerabilities in the scenarios.
Alert operators to events occurring so that they may increase system logging or retain logs where
normally such logs may be simply lost due to system storage constraints.

9128
9401
9397

Analyze test results to ensure systems are functioning nominally.
Develop a schedule for testing elements of the incident response plan and organizations involved in the
process.

9407

Develop incident report template to be used when reporting the final status of an incident response.

9214

Develop incident response scenarios.

9622

Develop schedule, test plans, evaluation criteria, and sign-off for evaluating test success and/or failure.

9398

Document all incident response exercises and tests.

C.3

Task
9409

Task Statement

9400

Document gaps and outcomes to multiple parties to improve process and procedures.
Document shortcomings and lessons learned from Incident Response exercises and formulate action
plans to ensure they're corrected as rapidly as possible.

9126

Escalate analysis findings in accordance with defined plan.

9405

Maintain a set of packaged scenarios with injects and data to exercise the response process.

9139

Maintain documented procedures for analyzing logs and handling log archive.

9343

Maintain technical competence using industry tools for attacks (i.e., backtrack).

9408

Report to internal and external incident stakeholders involved during and after incident response.

9403

Report status to management at defined stages of response per procedure.
Understand incident response process and initiate incident handling according to documented policies
and procedures.

9116
9191
9239
9106

Understand incident response, notification, and log handling requirements of business.
Develop attack scenarios that might be used to intrude upon systems and networks and use tabletop
exercises to gauge how personnel might respond in these situations.

9354

Analyze logs by correlating all suspect systems.
Analyze compromised system’s configuration by determining if the Intrusion Detection System alert is
real.

9134

Report what was analyzed and the list of flagged events, key findings, issues, actions taken.

9351

Review logs, network captures, and traces.
Update security tools (Security Event and Information Management, Intrusion Detection/Prevention
System, Firewalls) with information pertinent to network tools or attacks.

9240
9565

9135

Configure alerts to monitor for old signatures and failed updates.
Collect data from proxies and e-mail systems to profile events involving malicous [sic] links or
attachments and try to correlate to business process and assets.
Decide on a subjective and/or objective measure to determine the likelihood that an event is an incident.
(i.e., a confidence factor).
Develop correlation methods to associate identified vulnerabilities with events identified by security
monitoring solutions (Intrusion Detection System, Security Event and Information Management, etc).
Develop procedures for addressing anomalous events in the logs that cannot be immediately identified
as known threats, etc.

9121

Prioritize suspect log entries and preserve on master sequence of events list.

9124

Identify systems not logging or components that are blind spots.

9184
9607

Collect a sequence of events and continue to add information based in the investigation process.
Verify that alert thresholds and incident response procedures result in capturing enough data to support
incident analysis and response efforts.

9658

Assign the incident to a category or type if possible.

9659

Assess an incident rating calculated on the potential severity and impact of the incident.

9657

Assess if an event meets the criteria to be investigated and opened as an incident.

9655

Assess if the event is applicable to your organization.

9660
9656

Document closure of all incidents.
Document that no action will be taken for events that have been logged but do not meet incident
response criteria.

9662

Document the activity being evaluated as an event.

9665

Report all events being investigated to security management.

9663

Review incident criteria.

9654

Verify that the event has occurred.

9248
9204
9284

C.4

Task
9664

Task Statement

9356

Verify that the event meets the criteria for further investigation.
Assess whether all necessary expertise is available to address the problem (in one physical or virtual
room).

9189

Develop an incident tracking mechanism to classify and track all security incidents.

9190

Open an event ticket to track the potential incident.
Open event tickets and notify interested parties when a probable event occurs and track the event as it
unfolds.
Identify and properly respond to situations in which log management applications may be attacked or
compromised.

9113
9136
9588
9192

Test the incident response procedure/plan to ensure correct workflow and functionality.
Understand the basic components of an incident response process (Prepare, Identify, Contain, Eradicate,
Recover, Lessons Learned).

9203

Establish clear metrics that distinguish types of incidents. Users can then correctly categorize incidents.

9589

Document updates to incident response procedure/plan.

9808

Communicate warning signs of security events to internal stakeholders.

9802

Define security events and incidents with evaluation criteria.

9803
9785

Develop procedures to escalate an event to an incident.
Maintain a current list of stakeholders' contact information and link this information to notification
requirements.

9806

Test security staff with drills to determine if events and incidents are being properly characterized.

9708

Develop and publicize ways to distinguish between routine system errors and malicious activities.

9826

Document logic behind why an event was determined to be false.
Escalate findings to appropriate personnel to review event and ensure accuracy of false-positive
findings.

9831
9117
9719
9327

Identify and filter out false positives; if determined to be an incident, assign to incident handler.
Monitor all logs associated with third party accessing your systems; this may require a manual review
against historic use profiles.

9318

Implement penetration testing and vulnerability assessments to improve incident identification.
Understand environment (culture, staff) to create a better relationship for transmitting delicate and
sometimes poorly understood information.

9814

Escalate vendor breach of contract to management and legal team.

9786

Develop role-based access control matrix.

9783

Maintain knowledge of reporting requirements associated with systems.

9200
9604

Identify repeat incidents involving the same person or persons, systems, or adversaries.
Maintain incident data repository and analyze data and metrics regarding types of incidents, frequency,
and systems impacted.

9605

Review incidents over time to determine lessons learned or how to better align security tools.

9857

Develop a standardized process to ensure appropriate steps are taken during and after an event occurs.

9711

Monitor systems that were affected and the entire sub-network for activity associated with the attack.

9712

Report closing of the incident and all incident response processes that were followed.

9710

Review incident response actions to ensure actions were taken properly.

9791

Monitor for unauthorized access to tools and data.
Report the attack Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (used in the last 6months against the
organization).
Develop working theories of the attack and look for correlated evidence to support or reject the working
theories.

9610
9181

C.5

Task

9202
9129
9304
9119

Task Statement
Document the incident response activities to determine positive and negative results from actions and
security controls. These should be the starting point for Lessons Learned discussions and follow-on
preparation activities.
Review known intrusion Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures and observables to assist in profiling log
events and capture event information that may relate to known signatures.
Understand how phishing attacks can adversely impact web-based management applications.
Verify log analysis findings through alternate means such as local log storage or affected system
state/configuration.

9633

Define how systems were initially compromised and how the attack progressed and what observables
were available for detection and response.
Develop mitigations based on incidents analyzed and recommend improvements in security capabilities
or tools as appropriate.

9632

Identify security incidents that require training or awareness for users and security staff.

9635

9197

Implement lessons learned from the analysis of material incidents.
Test the security staff and deployed solutions against scenarios developed from incidents with
significant lessons learned.
Maintain chain of custody and integrity of log files if they are to be used by law enforcement at a later
date.
Develop a chain-of-custody process and consider forensic images if needed as the investigation
progresses.

9232

Identify third-party vendors who specialize in remediation of security penetrations and forensics.

9112

Maintain access control permissions to log files.

9797

Collect proper approvals before individuals are granted access to tools and data.

9796

Define authorized staff for specific security tools and data sources.

9800

Develop roles and responsibilities that can be implemented through Roles Based Access Controls and
authorization group memberships.

9789

Establish process to provide authorization for tool use and credentials to access tools.

9790

Maintain centralized Roles Based Access Controls lists for all security tools.

9299

Access a current smart grid inventory and asset list.

9822

Collect change management information to automatically update baseline.

9526

Collect existing device configurations.
Develop base scenario and publish results to show what the log files would/should look like without
attack or compromise.

9634

9636
9114

9110
9702
9827

Test all security controls or changes that were implemented during a response.
Verify that security monitoring systems and management systems are working and providing expected
coverage.

9178

Analyze security device and application configurations for technical impacts (e.g., network congestion).

9151

Configure system in compliance with the baseline configuration manual.

9159

Coordinate with network operations and system adminstrators [sic] to plan for the implementation and
scheduling of required outages or notifications during the deployment.
Coordinate with other departments to properly prepare for additional resources required by the security
monitoring solution (i.e., network, database, access management, etc).

9550

Coordinate with project managers to understand current and future projects that will install systems.

9166

Coordinate with system administrators to reboot hosts or restart necessary processes after the software
or device has been installed to ensure the monitoring solution is online and functioning.

9620

Develop an approval workflow for accountability, traceability, and reporting.

9152

C.6

Task
9434

Task Statement

9551

Develop configuration manuals on all custom solutions.
Document certification and accreditation (baseline configuration, vulnerability assessment,
authorization to operation).

9175

Document deployment information in company asset management systems.

9332

Identify deployment risks including technological, geographic, and privacy related.

9543

Review checklist for implementing a device or system for necessary approvals.

9552

Review deployment plans and as planned configurations.

9545

Schedule implementation with affected business owners and IT support staff.

9546

Test implementation with planned configurations to determine any deployment issues.

9176

Test the installation against the functional and performance requirements.

9541

9630

Verify health status of host security tools.
Verify that operating systems, services, and applications are hardened in compliance with regulatory
guidance.
Verify that operator and implementer procedures require acknowledgment of authorization prior to
implementing.
Update all asset management systems with deployed mitigations, configuration changes, or patches and
versions.

9296

Assess if solutions that cannot handle abnormal network traffic should be retired.

9612

Review closed tickets for false positives for unacceptable results.

9844

Review network topologies, composition, and activity to determine security tool needs.

9645
9845
9795

Test security operations staff in the planning and execution of security operations and tools.
Test tools against existing operational environments to determine ability to handle stress and loads, and
operate as advertised.
Test that security tool systems and data cannot be accessed by unauthorized internal or external entities.

9341

Maintain a security configuration/coverage map of tools used across the enterprise.

9173

Analyze monitoring solution to determine if newer technology better accomplishes the mission.

9278
9433

Analyze which systems are being scanned and which systems are being missed.
Assign significance to custom Security Event and Information Management rules for unknown event
types.

9352

Configure alert rules for Security Event and Information Management solution to automate alerts.

9255

9131

Configure assets IP address and pertinent metadata.
Configure rules for Security Event and Information Management tools to capture and flag events known
to be intrusion indicators.
Configure Security Event and Information Management rules and alerts for unsupported devices such as
those used in the smart grid and Advanced Metering Infrastructure.

9156

Configure system technical policies that set thresholds and parameters for monitoring.

9432

Develop custom Security Event and Information Management parsers for unknown event types.

9345
9593
9431
9429

Establish a test lab where tools can be practiced and learned.
Maintain an asset inventory of both hardware and software. Link this inventory to other security tools.
Review healthy log collection metrics to understand baseline from which to measure normal
performance.
Review Service Level Agreements/Operating Level Agreements to understand expected thresholds.

9348

Understand how to run wireshark [sic] and tcpdump.

9150

Understand the selected Security Event and Information Management tool.

9293

Understand the effort required to plug the solution into custom or specific software and hardware.

9111

Verify that all systems are logging to a central location.

9441
9549

9105

C.7

Task

Task Statement

9103

Analyze available logs and note gaps and time periods.

9420

9428

Analyze system logs for Network Time Protocol synchronization anomaly messages.
Configure your security log management tool to sort and filter data in a manner that is best suited for the
event being analyzed.
Implement a Datum Secure/Network Time Protocol capability for environments where a secure
connection to a root time stamp authority is required.

9531

Maintain change management records for systems that are operational.

9108

Maintain log file storage and archive older events.

9527

Update database of device configurations upon changes to configurations.

9421
9359

Verify Network Time Protocol server is using Universal Time Code format to avoid time zone issues.
Decide where to install security monitoring solutions such that the overall expense is minimized and the
coverage is maximized.

9566

Develop procedure to perform manual updates.

9568

9563

Develop procedure to respond to failed alerts.
Document procedures for configuring monitoring solutions to correctly obtain vendor software and
signature updates.
Monitor the monitoring solution to ensure vendor software and signature updates are being downloaded
correctly.
Monitor vendor notifications for updates to software and signatures and compare against deployed
versions.
Review daily, weekly and monthly reports for systems that are not updating or out of baseline with the
rest of the system population.

9325

Review system security architecture and governance for new system extensions.

9558

Review updates and version and confirm with vendor.

9559

Schedule update timelines for existing and new solutions.

9557

Subscribe to vendor publications relevant to the product line at hand.

9560

Test functionality after update to ensure system is operating.

9571
9570

Test to ensure that automatic updates occur securely.
Train staff on the procedures for configuring monitoring solutions to correctly obtain vendor software
and signature updates.

9564

Manually update monitoring solution with vendor software and signature updates.

9561
9618

Verify configuration against procedures.
Convert (and parse) unknown asset log formats to compatible log format for given monitoring solution.

9574

Define which devices require logging and what level of detail logs need to be configured for.

9142

9363

Develop a centralized logging system.
Develop a periodic verification process to ensure that the assets are logging in alignment with the
intended operational architecture.
Develop and/or procure a data logging and storage architecture that scales and is fast enough to be
useful for analysis.

9573

Develop a procedure to categorize systems for monitoring.

9422

Identify holes in Network Time Protocol structure system-wide.

9342

Identify sources of targets to scan.

9572

Implement solution to identify new devices connecting to the network(s).
Maintain a list of components that can direct logs to a central logging system, and components that
cannot. Configure a method of collecting forensic data from systems that cannot.

9104

9569
9562
9567

9619

9145

C.8

Task

9263
9418
9581
9157
9580

Task Statement
Test all vulnerability scanners for modes or configurations that would be disruptive to the
communication paths and networks being tested and host communication processing looking for
possible con(f)licts that may result in negative operational impacts.
Test server to make sure Network Time Protocol service is operating.
Coordinate with administrators from other departments (i.e., networking, operating systems, servers) to
identify strengths and weaknesses in the organization's logging implementations.
Develop reporting logic and work with security operations staff to configure how often, what
information, and what priorities are sent from monitoring tool alerts.

9587

Develop standard communication procedure to use when writing rules.
Establish baselines for setting incident alert levels in Security Event and Information Management
systems and periodically review and adjust the levels to ensure optimal monitoring.

9582

Test system for performing according to desired functionality and configured policies.

9583

Verify that configuration alert types and alerts are working.
Coordinate periodic testing of alerting mechanisms to ensure the methodology is functioning as
expected.

9585
9280
9161
9288

Develop baseline scanning as a part of Configuration Management policies and procedures.
Develop custom internal network monitoring tools (non-vendor solution) to detect anomalies that
vendor tools would not be able to identify.

9258

Develop custom scan rules to provide deeper scans or avoid problematic checks.
Develop management interface view to maintain situational awareness of the monitoring tools' or
agents' health and operating conditions.
Identify metrics by which tools will be measured against to ensure they are still meeting requirements
and goals.

9149

Implement intrusion prevention/detection solution.

9289

Implement secondary scanner should the initial scanner experience usage issues.

9143
9606

Implement web content filtering.
Review past incidents to determine if host security solutions and logs are providing data that can
identify an event.

9270

Develop a scanning plan and make sure all network operations staff and key stakeholders are consulted
and notified about the timing of test initiation.

9163

9295
9807

Communicate timing and schedule of scans.
Develop Security Event and Information Management rule sets to detect documented event classes for
each monitored system.

9538

Communicate changes to user security tools and information regarding identified events and incidents.

9828

Change existing system logic to prevent the same false positive from occurring.
Review tool configurations and target configurations to reduce false positives based on historic
information.

9611
9725
9734

Access company policies to verify that the software being downloaded is allowed.
Establish a sandbox in which experimental software may be installed and analyzed for malevolent
behavior.

9736

Implement technology that will create inventories/database of the software installed for offline analysis.

9729

Scan systems in an attempt to detect the use of unacceptable software.

9723

Search existing list of acceptable software prior to installing.

9722

Understand company policies and procedures for downloading and installing third-party software.

9715

Search asset management system to collect a list of all system vendors for prioritized technology.

9720

Decide what mitigations should be implemented on remote connections.

C.9

Task

Task Statement

9268

Coordinate assessment of any target systems with System Owners ahead of time.

9273

Develop a deconfliction profile for company planned and executed scans with log analysis.

9597

Maintain or be able to access a list of assigned system owners.

9254
9858

Configure vulnerability scanners to operate safely and effectively in the targeted environment.
Review best practices and standards documentation to determine appropriate configuration settings.
Test the vulnerability assessment solution in a development environment to see if desired results are
achieved.
Understand desired outcome as well as purpose of assessment so that the solution can be configured
appropriately.

9860
9859
9748
9754
9746

Configure security tools to automatically apply patches and apply updates.
Configure signatures for host and network based IPS to ensure optimal configuration and reduce
likelihood of business disruption.

9744

Create policy/procedures for how to patch tools.
Define criticality levels for all tool types and identify security tools as among the most critical security
tools that need to be patched and updated properly.

9750

Define reports on the current patch and update status of all security tools and identify any variances
against vendor releases.

9755

Document current patch levels and updates before use in critical situations.

9751

Establish a systems and tools patching program and schedule.

9739
9740

Identify current patch level of security tools.
Identify primary support resources for each of the production tools to ensure team members understand
their responsibilities.

9757

Implement replica production (i.e., LAB) environment for testing of patches prior to production release.

9749

Maintain a list of approved security tools and their approved patch levels.

9649

Monitor security tool providers for updates and patches for tools that are in use.

9738

Monitor security tool vendors for updates and patches.

9745

Monitor vendor feeds for published patches.

9213

Review latest penetration test tools.

9752

Review signatures (for the tools that use them) to determine applicability once implemented.

9756

Schedule periodic reviews to determine when patches and updates are required.

9781

Sign up for vendor notifications and alerts.
Test toolset upgrades against old version to ensure new patches don’t adversely affect results or impair
performance.

9782
9742
9747

Understand the process by which security tools are updated before use.
Verify versions of security tools against vendors latest release version or review exception for not
updating the software.

9690

Assess what configuration settings result in capturing the required information for monitoring.

9689

Identify logging and monitoring capability of deployed devices.

9426

Implement a reference time source to remove external dependencies for Network Time Protocol.

9861

Implement monitoring system that meets design criteria.

9691
9834

Implement necessary communications and repository to receive data.
Implement procedural and technical controls to ensure logs are maintained for expected period of time
per policy.

9523

Prioritize critical systems for monitoring.

9693

Test the data repository to ensure it remains online and is available to receive data.

C.10

Task
9692

Task Statement

9599

Verify that the system is reporting the expected information based on the configurations.
Coordinate with system owners to modify schedule based on work or operational changes that affect
security scanning.

9260

Define scope of systems and system exclusions for vulnerability testing.

9598

Review scanning schedule results for anomalies.

9609

Coordinate with smart grid suppliers to confirm settings and scans for their equipment.

9279
9144

Coordinate with vendors running scanners on their equipment to develop your scanning program.
Understand the resources and processes used by the security monitoring tool; and identify constraints,
impacts to host or network systems, and required configurations to develop an implementation plan.

9601

Verify with the vendor the system processes or states that are authorized for smart grid components.

9765

Configure the security monitoring solution so that it provides a list of hosts that are being monitored and
cross-reference that with the asset inventory in place.

9763

Coordinate an assessment of the current monitoring solutions coverage with a third party.

9760
9140

Coordinate an assessment to test the effectiveness and coverage of security monitoring tools.
Coordinate with administrators from other departments (i.e., networking, operating systems, servers) to
identify strengths and weaknesses in the organization's logging implementations.

9160

Identify metrics that will be used to show performance of monitoring solution.

9766

Implement a process and technology to re-test effectiveness after each system update.

9837

Configure log management systems and other log repositories to maintain logs for documented period
of time per policy.

9833

Document in policy the appropriate length of time to store documents.

9835
9839

Review security operating procedures and policy for data storage requirements.
Schedule log management system and other log repositories to purge data that is older than the
documented retention period.

9228

Test in a sandbox new and potentially malicious tools appropriately.

9838
9836

Test storage periods by calling up events and incidents logged by the security operations team.
Verify event/incident categorization to make sure associated data is being stored for the appropriate
period.

9146

Implement application (layer 7) firewalls.

9798

Implement Data Leakage Prevention system for security tool systems and data.

9302

Implement penetration tests on deployed components.

9439

Implement the multiple (layered) solution control options for mitigation.

9256
9437

Implement vulnerability scan.
Document any changes made to the operating system or other components to trace possible causes of a
system malfunction.

9792

Document system configuration and access control.

9794
9321

Implement controls to prevent unauthorized access tools and data.
Develop an asset inventory of both hardware and software. Link this inventory to other security tools.

9315

Develop technical libraries for all protocols in use and note security issues.

9172
9148

Establish Operational Level Agreements and/or Service Level Agreements where appropriate.
Identify business, contractual, Service Level Agreements and legal requirements that can be met by
monitoring solution.

9344

Understand how specific tools (e.g., nmap, nessus, metasploit [sic]) accomplish their results (i.e., what
methods and protocols are used).

9320

Understand the ANSI C12 Standards (i.e., C12.18, C12.19, C12.21, C12.22).
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Task

Task Statement

9292

Update network deployments to segregate systems that cannot handle vulnerability scans.

9335

Identify the inter-dependencies between the data network and the power system, including fault
isolation and protection.

9155
9648
9650
9847
9850
9339

Identify stakeholders who would be users of monitoring solution and their unique requirements.
Document procedures for the successful and proper use of all security tools with a special attention to
constraints.
Review security operations procedures for tool use and current versions.
Maintain a list of all required reporting requirements to include what is reported, how it is to be
reported, and when it is to be reported (e.g., within 24 hours).
Verify that all reported events and incidents were handled in compliance with the reporting
requirements.

9313

Communicate risks to internal stakeholders.
Document risk and impact analysis, including business impact, of smart grid components for
management.

9338

Understand NERC CIP and audit requirements.

9525

Implement policy enforcement tool.

9530

Report exceptions to company configuration management policy and standards.

9805

Review a sampling of events to determine if they were properly characterized.

9731

Monitor software installed on end-points for compliance with the company policy.

9726
9716

Monitor software used in the infrastructure and correlate it to a list of acceptable software.
Verify that contracts require vendors to provide proper notice of a security breech or incident that may
affect the security of your organization's systems.

9493

Report risk in accordance with defined risk categorization model.

9310
9813

Inventory the component supply chain pipeline process and document it for suppliers.
Review contracts to ensure vendors will notify you if they are breached, their system or solutions are
compromised, and/or they have a significant security issue that could directly affect you.

9812

Establish metrics for vendors to assess compliance with notification requirements in the contract.

9767

Communicate results of independent security review to system stakeholders.

9762
9764

Report findings of the independent review to management.
Schedule an independent [sic] review and verification after the security monitoring solution has been
implemented.

9209

Communicate with external stakeholders (Law Enforcement Organizations, Public Relations, Legal, IT,
Marketing) when necessary to understand regulatory requirement and breach notifications.

9793

Coordinate with internal audits to audit security tool use.

9788

Review access rights to tools and data on a defined frequency to ensure access is appropriate.

9799

Verify access control privileges are working as designed.

9787
9842

Verify tool access and logs for authorized use.
Test security staff on access procedures, company policies, and technical standards for accessing
systems.

9714

Verify that staff have read and understand how to access policies and standards for refresher.

9578

Develop policy to determine which critical systems are to be monitored and at what level.

9576

Develop policy to ensure critical systems are monitored.

9577

Understand data classification levels and how to identify such levels with assets.

9575

Understand the data classification strategies that are in place.

9728

Communicate company policy for downloading and installing third-party software.
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Task

Task Statement

9732

Develop a policy that requires system administrators to follow company procedures for downloading
and installing third-party software.
Establish a basis or requirement for third-party software before use (e.g., what business purpose does it
satisfy, why is it needed, etc.).

9848

Develop a process by which staff must acknowledge they have read and understand all applicable
policies and procedures.

9721

9713
9522

Review policies and standards that apply to work area.
Analyze cost of monitoring solution vs. features of each solution to ensure maximum Return on
Investment.

9226

Establish a budget to handle the scope of an incident that might have the worst possible impact on your
infrastructure and ensure that it is available in case an incident occurs.

9141

Analyze market options for Security Event and Information Management tools.

9761

Develop relationships with vendor partners who specialize in this testing.

9758

Define scope of an independent review and budget necessary resources.

9647

Collect information about the security tools employed by the organization.

9646

Review security operations staff performance in the execution of their duties.

9817

Scan systems to establish baseline.

9410

Identify training materials and information sources regarding cyber attacks and techniques.

9220

Identify training opportunities that teach methodologies associated with current attack tools.
Analyze attacker Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures and deconstruct in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of protective measures.
Collect observed attacker Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures from available sources to include
Information Sharing and Awareness Councils, peer utilities, government sources.
Collect the most recent (or predicted future) threats into a comprehensive list to disseminate to all
employees.
Collect vendor knowledge bases and DOE / DHS generated testing reports of known vulnerabilities to
specific smart grid components. Supplement that information with open source reporting and internal
red teaming or tabletop assessments.

9810
9809
9306

9305
9820
9811

Develop a heat map to illustrate current high-level security posture for executive consumption.
Identify observables that flow from particular attacker Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures to optimize
your security monitoring capabilities.

9547

Identify external scanning needs that an internal scanner may not be able to adequately assess.

9544

Monitor for new systems installed on the network.

9402

Report summary of test results to management.

9425

Scan for configuration anomalies.

9444

Scan for gaps in system configuration against a benchmark configuration manual.

9555

Scan internal and external networks for new and unauthorized systems.

9624

Assign a technical point of contact for vulnerability remediation and assistance.

9625

Assess the risk ratings of the vulnerability based on the technical information and how the technology is
deployed and the importance of the systems.

9626
9623
9627
9628

Consult with vendor or integrators and internal system owners to develop appropriate mitigations.
Document all vulnerability information alerts or disclosures that apply to deployed technology and note
the time and responsible party to develop the risk picture and initiate workflow.
Implement vulnerability mitigations in accordance with the plan to include patches or additional
security controls.
Scan all affected systems to ensure the patch or mitigations are present and the risk associated with the
vulnerability has been reduced as expected.
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Task
9629

Task Statement
Test all identified mitigations or patches to make sure they remove or mitigate the vulnerability as
expected with no negative impacts.

9326

Analyze vulnerabilities for business impact.

9603

Develop a method to characterize vulnerabilities that includes risk scores.
Develop a process for scoring the risk associated with identified vulnerabilities to support prioritization
of mitigation recommendations.
Develop a process to create and prioritize job tickets for analysis and distribution of information to
specific recipients.

9294
9229
9314

9404

Alert end users of potential risks and vulnerabilities that they may be able to mitigate.
Coordinate with other departments to ensure that routine business operations are not affected during
testing.
Develop a RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) matrix to ensure all roles clearly
understand their responsibilities in the testing process.

9406

Identify all systems that may be affected by testing.

9331

Identify threat actors.

9244
9298

Report vulnerabilities to staff and stakeholders.
Coordinate efforts with the vendor to develop an understanding of the component and security
implications.

9596

Coordinate with external governments on threat intelligence.

9853

Communicate new threats or newly discovered vulnerabilities to the entire security operations staff.

9614

9815

Develop threat awareness content that can be included in security awareness and outreach efforts.
Monitor industry groups and forums to stay up to date on the latest security vulnerabilities related to
smart grid components.
Monitor intelligence sources for information that indicates that a vendor you are working with may have
been compromised.

9852

Test security to staff to assess understanding of current threats and vulnerabilities.

9854

Train security operations staff when significant changes in threat or vulnerability have occurred.

9416

Alert external government entities with new intelligence.
Develop a threat analysis testing environment and sandbox where Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
can be analyzed and considered.

9399

9319

9252
9333
9225

Develop attack trees of attack vectors against vulnerable systems.
Develop possible attack techniques against specific technologies and implementations in your smart
grid deployments.

9413

Identify sources of intelligence to use for threat analysis.

9615

Review threat tables and conduct analysis of existing incident response data.

9267

Develop a prioritized list of critical resources.

9205

Analyze events against industry sharing initiatives to identify anomalies/possible events.

9489

Analyze vendor Knowledge Bases and DOE and DHS generated testing reports of known
vulnerabilities to specific smart grid components.

9265

Analyze vulnerability reports.

9491

Monitor vulnerability reports.

9262

Review vulnerability scan results.

9595

Maintain a prioritized list of critical resources.

9307

Collect issues to identify trends with particular vendors or manufacturers.

9556

Communicate with the vendor to ensure you are registered to receive updates.
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Task
9201
9276
9718
9717
9230

Task Statement
Prioritize systems within your network to determine which ones are of the High, Moderate, or Low
impact value.
Review assessment results in accordance with defined risk categorization model.
Communicate with vendors about a vulnerability or incident in order to understand risk and devise a
mitigation strategy.
Monitor security news and intelligence sources to include vendor webpages for vulnerability
disclosures, incident announcements, and knowledge briefs.

9301

Communicate with research firms to keep abreast of new changes and methodologies.
Identify methods to detect vulnerabilities in smart grid components with help from industry groups and
thought leaders.

9215

Identify sources for information regarding attacks, exploit capability and tools, and newly discovered
vulnerabilities.

9346

Review ICS-Cert, NERC, and other source reports of attacks and develop understanding of how the
threats actually work against specific vulnerabilities.

9211

Subscribe to appropriate industry security mailing lists.

9219

Subscribe to intelligence services and open source information subscriptions to be aware of events.

9222

Subscribe to various information-sharing portals relevant to the content.

9316

Subscribe to vulnerability feeds and maintain information-sharing subscriptions.
Verify that assessment tool outputs contain all necessary data elements for vulnerability analysis and
risk determination.
Prioritize vulnerability scan results.

9608
9492

9243

Analyze vulnerabilities to determine risk based on how you have deployed the technology and the
likelihood for exploitation.
Develop contract language that requires your technology vendors and service providers to provide
information about vulnerabilities and threats to the technology you purchase.

9816

Map newly discovered vulnerabilities to equipment and vendors to track compliance.

9759

Hire independent third-party auditor to assess/audit toolset coverage and effectiveness.

9602

Maintain a table of attack techniques that align with your deployed technology and business processes.

9253

Implement a honeypot and research the attacks it collects.

9631

Analyze all intrusions to determine lessons learned and identify requires changes to security procedures,
technology, or training.

9616

Develop an attack technique table.

9415

Coordinate presentations on latest threats to management and senior management.

9411

Develop schedule to have all Incident Response specialists complete training to refresh and keep
knowledge current.

9414

Review all internal incidents for the purposes of staying current in threats and how to to stay up to date
on current threats and determine the best way to analyze them, review all internal incidents.

9235

Train information collection, analysis, and dissemination.

9286

Train staff on Train staff on requirements and procedures for using vulnerability scanning.

9600

9590

Develop various security/attack monitoring courses and require all employs to attend training to ensure
widespread understanding of baseline requirements.
Train non-security team members (CXO, Legal, etc.) on how to follow incident response
procedure/plans.

9183

Understand the company's incident response process and procedures .

9536

Analyze user behavior in stopping security services or use of the tools and services.

9617

Train Incident Response Team on the usage of the attack technique table.

9217
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Task
9652
9653
9241

Task Statement
Train new security staff and provide refresher training at required intervals.
Verify all security staff have the necessary training and required certifications or qualifications to
operate tools.

9727

Communicate with new staff or external stakeholders.
Review and familiarize new staff with company policies and procedures for downloading and installing
third-party software.

9497

Develop training sessions about attack techniques.

9245

Develop training sessions about attack tools.

9496

Train other departments on attack tools.

9498

9237

Train other departments on attack techniques.
Develop training materials for other team members about current attack tools, technologies, and
techniques to compromise systems and intrude upon systems and networks.
Review past events and lessons learned within your organization and develop a plan based on those
insights.

9651

Develop training for new operators and refresher training for previously trained staff.

9840

Train security staff on accessing policies and standards and topics addressed.

9350
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Appendix E – Job Descriptions
Job descriptions are an excellent source of job classification data. Accordingly, this appendix will
include sample job descriptions from recruitment advertisements across the industries that are involved in
the smart grid. These advertisements were collected from firms in the energy industry, profession services
firms, and technology vendors. Further information on the selection of these descriptions may be obtained
from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.

Security Technology - Smart Grid Consultant
Job Location: CA - San Francisco; GA - Atlanta;
IL - Chicago; NJ - Florham Park; NY -New York;
TX - Dallas; VA - Reston
Job Number: 00136772
Schedule: Full-time
Organization:
Location:
Travel:

Technology Growth Platform
Location Negotiable
100% (Monday - Friday)

Accenture's Technology Growth Platform
(TGP) offers a full range of global delivery
services-from enterprise solutions, system
integration, technical architectures, business
intelligence, infrastructure consulting, and
technology research/development.
Accenture's Security Practice helps organizations
work through complex business and technology
issues to provide innovative and holistic
approaches for dynamic cyber defense,
enterprise risk management, information
assurance and information security. Our security
professionals bring deep technology skills and
industry knowledge to any organization and work
closely with clients to design and implement a
security solution closely tied to enterprise
objectives.
Smart Grid Security Consultant:
Our professionals deliver innovative security
solutions and provide expertise in all aspects of
cyber security for our utility client's smart grid
security challenges. Our consultants identify and
evaluate security gaps and will help to create
and implement security strategies and plans to
address. They also anticipate security
requirements and identify sound security controls
for applications, systems, processes, and
organizations. Our consultants work on
dedicated security projects, and well as with
cross disciplinary teams to integrate security
controls on projects.
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We are currently looking for consultants for our
Security Practice with experience in Smart Grid
Security technologies.
Key Responsibilities may include one or more of the below:
• Working directly with clients and Accenture
teams to design and implement security
solutions for smart grid projects, across
platforms and vendors
• Developing smart grid security strategy for clients
• Performing risk assessments of smart grid infrastructure and/or applications
• Assisting client teams in implementing security
solutions for their existing or new
applications/infrastructure, including advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) and meter data
management (MDM)
• 100% Travel
Basic Qualifications:
· Minimum 3 years experience in Information Technology
· Minimum 3 years hands-on experience
implementing security solutions and/or security
assessments (e.g. certification and accreditation,
risk assessments)
· Minimum 1 year experience in smart grid security
· Minimum Bachelor's degree
Preferred Skills:
· Familiar with smart grid vendors such as
SSN, OPower, Ambient, Trilliant, GE Meters,
Oracle MDM, Oracle CC&B, etc.
· Expertise with smart grid security
frameworks such as NISTIR 7628, NERC- CIP,
or NIST SPs.
· Strongly prefer industry-adopted security certification(s) (e.g. Security+, CISSP,
CISA, CISM, CEH)
· Knowledge of computer networking and standard protocols (e.g. TCP/IP)
· Knowledge of wireless technologies (e.g. Cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee)
· Electric power/gas/water utility or energy industry experience
Professional Skill Requirements:
·
·
·
·

Eagerness to contribute in a team-oriented environment
Ability to work creatively and analytically in a problem-solving environment
Desire to work in an information systems environment
Excellent communication (written and oral) and interpersonal skills
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Security Technology - Smart Grid Senior
Manager
Job Location: CA - San Francisco; GA - Atlanta;

IL - Chicago; NJ - Florham Park; NY -New York;
TX - Dallas; VA - Reston
Job Number: 00136778
Schedule: Full-time
Organization: Technology Growth Platform
Location:
Location Negotiable
Travel:
100% (Monday - Friday)
Accenture's Technology Growth Platform
(TGP) offers a full range of global delivery
services-from enterprise solutions, system
integration, technical architectures, business
intelligence, infrastructure consulting, and
technology research/development.
Accenture's Security Practice helps organizations
work through complex business and technology
issues to provide innovative and holistic
approaches for dynamic cyber defense,
enterprise risk management, information
assurance and information security. Our security
professionals bring deep technology skills and
industry knowledge to any organization and work
closely with clients to design and implement a
security solution closely tied to enterprise
objectives.
Smart Grid Security Senior Managers:
Our Senior Managers assist clients with the
identification and evaluation of holistic security
gaps with a focus on the infrastructure and
business applications layer.
They also anticipate security requirements and identify sound security controls for
applications, systems, processes and
organizations. Our senior managers can easily
work with non-security teams to integrate
security controls on projects.
Key Responsibilities may include one or more of the below:
- Working within Utility Industry compliance
frameworks, specifically FERC, NERC CIP
and recently released NIST Smart Grid
security requirements
- Defining Security & Control capabilities of Accenture Smart Grid offerings
- Working with Oracle, EMC, RSA, Cisco,
Symantec and Silver Springs Networks as part of
a Smart Grid Solution
- Developing and presenting at industry conferences as an expert in the Utilities
Security and Smart Grid field
- Play substantive or lead role in establishing Accenture's presence within the
Utilities/Smart Grid field
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- Business development responsibilities
- Demonstrate ability to create and direct proposal efforts
- Ability to travel 100%
Basic Qualifications:
· Minimum 5 years experience in Information Technology
· Minimum 5 years hands-on experience
implementing security solutions and/or security
assessments (e.g. certification and accreditation,
risk assessments)
· Minimum 1 year experience in smart grid security
· Minimum 3 years consulting sales experience.
· Minimum 2 years experience with developing
and communicating proposals for security and
privacy services
· Minimum Bachelor's degree
Preferred Skills:
· Familiar with smart grid vendors such as
SSN, OPower, Ambient, Trilliant, GE Meters,
Oracle MDM, Oracle CC&B, etc.
· Expertise with smart grid security
frameworks such as NISTIR 7628, NERC- CIP,
or NIST SPs.
· Strongly prefer industry-adopted security
certification(s) (e.g. Security+, CISSP, CISA,
CISM, CEH)
· Knowledge of computer networking and standard protocols (e.g. TCP/IP)
· Knowledge of wireless technologies (e.g. Cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee)
· Electric power/gas/water utility or energy industry experience
Professional Skill Requirements:
· Eagerness to contribute in a team-oriented environment
· Ability to work creatively and analytically in a problem-solving environment
· Desire to work in an information systems environment
· Excellent communication (written and oral) and interpersonal skills
· Proven track record with client facing
presentations and business development
activities
· Needs analysis, positioning, business justification and closing skills
· Ability to effectively lead/ manage large teams (often global in location)
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Appendix F – National Initiative for Cybersecurity
Education Framework
Securely Provision – Specialty areas concerned with conceptualizing, designing, and building secure
information technology (IT) systems, with responsibility for some aspect of the system’s development.

Table F.1 NICE Framework: Securely Provision
SGC Job Role

NICE Specialty Area Label

NIST Sample Job Title

Smart Grid Risk
& Vulnerability
Analyst

Information Assurance Compliance – oversees,
evaluates, and supports the documentation, validation,
and accreditation process necessary to assure that new
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
IT systems meet organization’s IA requirements.
Ensures compliance from internal and external
perspectives.

Smart Grid
Security
Architect

Systems Requirements Planning – Consults with
customers to gather and evaluate functional
requirements and translates these requirements into
technical solutions. Provides guidance to customers
about applicability of information systems to meet
business needs.

Solutions Architect, Systems
Engineer, Systems
Consultant, etc.

Operate and Maintain – Specialty areas responsible for providing the support, administration, and
maintenance necessary to provide effective and efficient IT system performance and security.

Table F.2. NICE Framework: Operate and Maintain
SGC Job Role

NICE Specialty Area Label

NIST Sample Job Title

Smart Grid Risk
& Vulnerability
Analyst

Information Assurance Compliance – oversees,
evaluates, and supports the documentation, validation,
and accreditation process necessary to assure that new
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
IT systems meet organization’s IA requirements.
Ensures compliance from internal and external
perspectives.

Smart Grid
Security
Architect

Systems Requirements Planning – Consults with
customers to gather and evaluate functional
requirements and translates these requirements into
technical solutions. Provides guidance to customers
about applicability of information systems to meet
business needs.
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Solutions Architect, Systems
Engineer, Systems
Consultant, etc.

Protect and Defend – Specialty areas responsible for the identification, analysis, and mitigation of
threats to internal IT systems or networks.

Table F.3. NICE Framework: Protect and Defend
SGC Job Role

NICE Specialty Area Label

NIST Sample Job Title

Network Security
Specialist

Computer Network Defense – Uses defensive
measures and information collected from a variety
of sources to identify, analyze, and report events
that occur or might occur within the network in
order to protect information, information systems,
and networks from threats.

Network Defense Technician

Security Operations
Specialists

Computer Network Defense & Computer Network
Defense Infrastructure Support – Tests,
implements, deploys, maintains, and administers
Security Operator, IDS
the infrastructure hardware and software that are
Technician, Network Security
required to effectively manage the computer
Specialists
network defense service provider network and
resources. Monitors network to actively remediate
unauthorized activities.

Incident Response
Specialists

Incident Response – Responds to crisis or urgent
situations within pertinent domain to mitigate
immediate and potential threats. Uses mitigation,
preparedness, and response and recovery
approaches, as needed, to maximize survival of
life, preservation of property, and information
security. Investigates and analyzes all relevant
response activities.

Incident Handler, Incident
Responder, Computer Crime
Investigator

Intrusion Analyst

Incident Response – above

Intrusion Analyst

Penetration
Tester/Red Team
Technician

Vulnerability Assessment and Management –
Conducts assessments of threats and
vulnerabilities, determines deviations from
acceptable configurations, enterprise or local
policy, assesses the level of risk, and develops
and/or recommends appropriate mitigation
countermeasures in operational and nonoperational situations.

Penetration Tester, Red
Team Technician, Ethical
Hacker, Blue Team
Technician

Reverse Engineer

Vulnerability Assessment and Management –
above

Reverse Engineer
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Appendix G– Operational Excellence Vignettes
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Description
Grid operating in a known non-secure mode when operators believed it to be running securely.
Request to operator to disable a security component where security infrastructure is believed to be
confusing to a normal systems task.
Usage of administrator or original user profile on a network-linked computer. (Far easier to be hacked
than a non-administrator user profile.)
Improper or incomplete testing of application code causes master system to fail once code is rolled into
production.
Insufficient separation of communication functions between a general-purpose information technology
(IT) network/system and a control system network (via Internet Protocol or Ethernet).
Impetus to centralize or simplify existing network architecture.
Lack of patching of a general-purpose operating system (Microsoft Windows, Linux, Unix, etc.) (lack
of operational control) used for control systems.
Unknown vendor or third-party service organization engineering level (back door) access to various
systems and devices that get published and abused.
New threat issued against a specific piece of hardware (HW) or software (SW).
Utilizing unvalidated or untested third-party components (RNG, IC) or third-party software in your
meter, product, platform.
Control system vendors shipping products with insecure web or other internet services running.
Provisioning and de-provisioning of users and access control - (employee terminations and hires, etc.)
RCE of various utility and vendor internal engineering/configuration tools to discover embedded
credentials or methods of access to system and devices that would bypass established security controls.
System categorization changes, e.g., high system connects to medium system and is detected. Need to
redefine architecture or revisit system.
New data point, new data is requested from a smart grid device that has not been yet been used.
Vendor source code shows up at DEFCON.
Share account usage on ICS/Line devices - no centralized authentication.
System and/or device disposal/retirement.
Mandate to submit annual reports to governing body detailing compliance of cybersecurity measures.
Field device aggregation point configured to allow remote administration of the cellular modem via
multiple management interfaces.
Misconfiguration of field network device allowing network leakage.
Arbitrary electrical usage increases.
When attempting to send a disconnect command to a smart meter, you do not get confirmation that the
disconnect switch was tripped.
Frequency hopping (FHSS) sequence vulnerable to hardware bus sniffing.
Misconfiguration or inadequate security controls implemented based on false sense of security of closed
system.
Default SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) community strings used on internal and/or
field devices.
Poor vendor participation in deployment and security assessments.
Inadequate security control management due to lack of policy and procedure development.
Lack of an incident response process.
Risk-based decision making that balances business, compliance, safety, and security.
You want to get more out of less, and want to do so by investigating any possible opportunities to
centralize.
Signatures and responding to what matters to eliminate the noise from the field and enterprise.
Running security tests on equipment and software that might brick, reset, or crash a system.
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Item
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Description
When to start and document the chain of custody of digital evidence and maintain it during an
investigation.
My honeynet is fulfilling its operational function, how far do I let this activity continue?
Neighborhood network usage spikes exceed normal or expected network traffic. Authorized meter
traffic does not account for the increased usage.
Strategic decision making around the purchasing, timing, cost, and placement of security.
Field network goes down for 24 hours and no visibility into devices and no logs. Do we trust them?
How to effectively scan the network and produce actionable reports to find and monitor all active and
known devices?
Supply chain security and trust thereof.
From my evidence pattern, can I distinguish what my adversary is, a who, what, when, and why?
Nation state - trusted insider- criminal activist.
A series of field walk-downs has identified unaccounted-for devices and connections in substations and
field sites associated with the new smart grid technology being deployed. Your policy calls for strong
asset management and security has been tasked to identify any unauthorized connections or devices.
Project manager wants to deploy, however, significant security risks are present -- how to effectively
and logically communicate and drive change that makes business sense?
My historical event data is mined, and correlated into a real-time engine, providing predictive events,
critical functions are mapped into this engine, allowing immediate impact analysis to determine
appropriate response action.
Define a plan to allow for routine updates of firmware for security fixes, etc.
How to effectively deal with any shared accounts on devices, especially when employees are term.
Some systems do not support centralized key management and/or easy key rotation. Could be an issue if
a key is compromised.
Distribution Automation Control remote terminal unit (RTU) firmware snippets are being reported by
NESCO as being recovered from two underground webpages associated with hacking research. The
firmware snippets are being reported as belonging to equipment that you have recently deployed.
Seed value generation and nonce composition during key derivation.
HW and SW vendor selection – with respect to security functionality.
Senior management has been warned that employees are using personal e-mail accounts (e.g., gmail,
yahoo) to mail company documents that may include sensitive info. Privacy and internal audit want to
talk with security about technical options for discouraging if not stopping this behavior.
Vendor management and related procurement language.
Out-of-band networking is utilized for security activities; one may also be used for enterprise social
media as a sandbox.
Internal guidance discouraging the use of Universal Serial Bus (USB) sticks in IT and particularly OT
systems do not seem to be working. What can be done to protect equipment from malware using this
vector? What are the options?
A regional NERC auditor asked for artifacts of security vulnerability assessments covering your phasor
data concentrators and phasor measurement units communication network.
What are the criteria to establish one as a Qualified Witness in a legal process?
Receive a vulnerability alert impacting a deployed smart grid device.
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Appendix H– Threat or Vulnerability Response Vignettes
Item
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

85

86
87

Description
Smart-meter electronic tampering (electricity theft).
Resource depletion through flooding.
Command set or data interception.
DNS Spoofing Portals and Gateway Devices.
Smart-meter wireless carrier distributed denial of service (DDOS).
Individual smart meter denial of service (DOS).
MiM attack to capture new encryption keys.
Worm enables code execution on a deployed utility meter.
Poisoned timing data input to disrupt synchronization.
False data input into power system state estimation model.
Loss of business-sensitive or personally identifiable information (PII) data.
Suspected or actual intrusion into or capture of operator public key infrastructure.
Disruption of information flow between different operational systems used in utility operations with the
intent to destabilize the power system.
Remote access methods through an Internet Protocol network with the intent to escalate privileges and
gain control over control systems management computers.
Capture of confidential information through unmonitored external storage device (USB, CD, etc.).
Denial-of-service attack on utility communications network to disrupt system control.
Phishing attack directed toward an entry-level position/new account in an effort to obtain valuable
login/network access to various systems and devices that get published and abused.
Rogue device attached to secure network, grabbing IP address of authorized device, generating security
event management alerts.
Introduction of unauthorized content (e.g. PDFs, images, executables, etc.) with embedded
malware/advanced threats through local and privileged access ports (e.g. USB ports and devices).
Smart meter optical port password (c12.18 master password) for an entire utility territory is posted to
the internet along with instructions on how customers can reconfigure their meter to decrease actual
consumption readings. This information is actively being used by customers.
Creation of DOS conditions in power system components through gaming or abuse of poorly
implemented security controls.
Discovery or suspicion of a cloned device (e.g. alert of a device operating on the network in a way that
no one device could, such as same device ID appearing in two service territories.)
Reported theft of a hand-held or mobile terminal that can access the smart grid.
Gaming/excessive generation of intrusion detection/prevention events in order to blind a system to a
real attack, or have defenders loosen rules to facilitate a real attack.
Unauthorized access to a network or system (same for unauthorized data manipulation).
Rogue devices with wireless communications enabled are being placed in multiple substations and
accessed remotely by attacker to probe the substation infrastructure and communications links back to
the utility. It is unknown how many substations are affected.
Targeted resource exhaustion (e.g., packets of death, message floods, bad configuration states, etc.) of
critical control/monitoring devices in order to disable power or information system protections.
It was recently discovered that a rogue communications tunnel was set up between the control center
network and the internet using a corporate machine as an intermediate proxy. Upon further
investigation, it is realized that firewall rules between the control center and corporate network have
been changed to enable this tunnel.
Introduction of viruses/malware into control system computers via smart grid operators’ use of
removable media (e.g., USB thumb drives).
Malware infects hybrid vehicles (causing explosive battery overcharging).
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Item
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

102
103
104
105
106

Description
Social engineering of utility and vendor personnel to discover undocumented accesses to various
systems and devices that get published and abused.
You learn that a specific field device you recently deployed uses non-secure wireless communications
and is being attacked by unknown persons.
Unencrypted memory storage components in meters that contain C12.18 security codes.
You learn that the vendor that processes your meter data has been compromised via news wire.
Unencrypted C12.18 communications allowed for the interception of the C12.18 security code.
Several customers call into your help desk and report their power out and there are no known natural
incidents (such as lightning strikes, snow storms, etc.) that have been detected in the area.
Loss or unauthorized access/release of PII data.
You believe an opponent has gained access to your network, and you want to detect where.
Your PKI (public key infrastructure) has been compromised and you want to react.
A rogue device is introduced to the AMI network.
Compromised device has maliciously embedded hardware or chipset.
Mobile radio frequency (RF) jamming is detected through node outages, can I overlay these to
geographical information system (GIS) mapping?
Same meter password is used on all meters and is now posted on a public website.
An e-mail has been sent to key project team leaders associated with smart grid deployments. The e-mail
referenced a presentation provided by one of the company's executives and contained a .pdf document.
The document was found to contain code that executed.
The security desk receives a call from the local FBI field office requesting information about the type
of smart meters your utility is deploying. An active criminal investigation has led to a warrant search
that turned up several smart meters at a warehouse suspected of criminal activity.
Hostile malware has affected my systems. Is this local or are neighboring entities affected (my
vendors/partners/other neighboring utilities)?
A message from ―anonymous‖ was posted on a community message board warning of a campaign
against your company for failing to address meter billing problems and your company’s decision to
build a new advanced light water reactor at one of your existing nuclear power plant sites.
Use advanced visual analytics to rapidly find the outlier of events in big data as an investigation
technique. Or, mine deeply to find the imbedded event that wishes to cloak its activities.
A member of the public utility commission e-mailed a complaint received from a customer that
suggested an employee of the company was providing information about individual customer electricity
usage on Facebook.
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Appendix I – Master Vignettes
Data Leakage/Theft
Loss of business sensitive or PII data.
Capture of confidential information through unmonitored external storage device (USB, CD, etc.).
Reported theft of a hand-held or mobile terminal that can access the smart grid.
Misconfiguration of field network device allowing network leakage.
Loss or unauthorized access/release of PII data.
The security desk receives a call from the local FBI field office requesting information about the type of
smart meters your utility is deploying. An active criminal investigation has led to a warrant search that
turned up several smart meters at a warehouse suspected of criminal activity.
Senior management has been warned that employees are using personal email accounts (e.g. Gmail,
yahoo) to mail company docs that may include sensitive info. Privacy and internal audit want to talk with
security about technical options for discouraging if not stopping this behavior.
A member of the public utility commission e-mailed a complaint received from a customer that suggested
an employee of the company was providing information about individual customer electricity usage on
Facebook.
Network Attacks
Resource Depletion through Flooding.
Command set or data interception.
DNS Spoofing Portals and Gateway Devices.
Smart Meter Wireless Carrier DDOS.
MiM attack to capture new encryption keys.
Disruption of information flow between different operational systems used in utility operations with the
intent to destabilize the power system.
Denial of service attack on utility communications network to disrupt system control.
Rogue device attached to secure network, grabbing IP address of authorized device, generating SEM
alerts.
Creation of DoS conditions in power system components through gaming or abuse of poorly implemented
security controls.
Gaming/excessive generation of intrusion detection/prevention events in order to blind a system to a real
attack, or have defenders loosen rules to facilitate a real attack.
Targeted resource exhaustion (e.g. packets of death, message floods, bad configuration states, etc ) of
critical control/monitoring devices in order to disable power or information system protections.
You learn that a specific field device you recently deployed uses insecure wireless communications and is
being attacked by unknown persons.
Frequency hopping (FHSS) sequence vulnerable to hardware bus sniffing.
Signatures and responding to what matters to eliminate the noise from the field and enterprise.
Man in the middle attack detected - sensitive information/ PII data between the head end systems and the
data collector has been compromised.
Security Testing
Improper or incomplete testing of application code causes master system to fail once code is rolled into
production.
Unknown vendor/3rd party service organization engineering level (back door) access to various systems
and devices that get published and abused.
Utilizing unvalidated or untested third party components (RNG, IC) or third-party software in your meter,
product, or platform.
Substation/SCADA Attacks
Poisoned Timing Data Input to Disrupt Synchronization.
False data input into power system state estimation model.
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Rogue devices with wireless communications enabled are being place in multiple substations and
accessed remotely by attacker to probe the substation infrastructure and communications links back to the
Utility. It is unknown how many substations are affected.
Compromised device has maliciously embedded hardware or chipset.
“Zero Day” attack - new malware detected on control system components.
Physical security vulnerability: LAN ports in common areas in Office premises/ Sub-stations/ Datacenter
allow access to anyone connecting to that port.
AMI Attacks
Smart Meter Electronic Tampering (Electricity Theft).
Worm enables code execution on a deployed utility meter.
Smart meter optical port password (c 2 8 master password) for an entire utility territory is posted to the
Internet along with instructions on how customers can reconfigure their meter to decrease actual
consumption readings This information is actively being used by customers.
A rogue device is introduced to the AMI network.
Same meter password is used on all meters and is now posted on a public website.
Client Side Attacks
Introduction of unauthorized content (e.g. PDFs, Images, Executable, etc.) with embedded
malware/advanced threats through local and privileged access ports (e.g. USB ports and devices).
Usage of administrator or original user profile on a network-linked computer (Far easier to be hacked than
a non-administrator user profile).
Unauthorized access to a network or system (same for unauthorized data manipulation).
It is recently discovered that a rogue communications tunnel was set up between the control center
network and the Internet using a corporate machine as an intermediate proxy. Upon further investigation,
it is realized that firewall rules between the control center and corporate network have been changed to
enable this tunnel.
Introduction of viruses/malware into control system computers via smart grid operator’s use of removable
media (e.g. USB thumb drives).
Internal guidance discouraging the use of USB sticks in IT and particularly OT systems doesn't seem to be
working. What can be done to protect equipment from malware using this vector? What are the options?
Phishing Incidents
Phishing attack directed toward an entry-level position/new account in an effort to obtain valuable
login/network access to various systems and devices that get published and abused.
Social engineering of utility and vendor personnel to discover undocumented accesses to various systems
and devices that get published and abused.
An e-mail has been sent to key project team leaders associated with smart grid deployments. The e-mail
referenced a presentation provided by one of the company's executives and contained a PDF document.
The document was found to contain code that executed.
Risk management, compliance and audit
Mandate to submit annual reports to governing body detailing compliance of cybersecurity measures.
Risk-based decision making that balances business, compliance, safety, and security.
Strategic decision making around the purchasing, timing, cost, and placement of security.
Project manager wants to deploy, however, significant security risks are present -- how to effectively and
logically communicate and drive change that makes business sense?
HW and SW vendor selection – W. R. T. security functionality.
Network Separation and Attack Paths
Remote access methods through an Internet Protocol network with the intent to escalate privileges and
gain control over control systems management computers.
Insufficient separation of communication functions between a general-purpose IT network/system and a
control system network (via Internet Protocol or Ethernet).
Impetus to centralize or simplify existing network architecture.
System categorization changes, e.g., high system connects to medium system and is detected. Need to
redefine architecture or revisit system.
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Field device aggregation point configured to allow remote administration of the cellular modem via multiple
management interfaces.
Incident Response Process & Log Management
Grid operating in a known non-secure mode when operators believed it to be running securely.
New data point, new data is requested from a Smart Grid device that has not been yet been used.
Lack of an incident response process.
You believe your an opponent has gained access to your network, and you want to detect where.
When to start and document the "chain of custody" of digital evidence and maintain it during an
investigation.
My honeynet is fulfilling its operational function, how far do I let this activity continue?
Neighborhood network usage spikes exceed normal or expected network traffic. Authorized meter traffic
does not account for the increased usage.
Field network goes down for 2 hours and no visibility into devices and no logs. Do we trust them?
Hostile malware has affected my systems. Is this local or are neighboring entities affected (my
vendors/partners/other neighboring utilities)?
Use advanced visual analytics to rapidly find the outlier of events in big data as an investigation technique.
Or, mine deeply to find the imbedded event that wishes to cloak its activities.
Encryption Attacks
Suspected or actual intrusion into or capture of operator public key infrastructure.
Your PKI has been compromised and you want to react.
Some systems don’t support centralized key management and/or easy key rotation. Could be an issue if
a key is compromised.
Seed value generation and nonce composition during key derivation.
Control system vendors shipping products with non-secure web or other Internet services running.
Poor vendor participation in deployment and security assessments.
Inadequate security control management due to lack of policy and procedure development.
Running security tests on equipment and software that might brick, reset, or crash a system.
How to effectively scan the network and produce actionable reports to find and monitor all active and
known devices?
Threat & Vulnerability Management
Lack of patching of a general-purpose operating system (Microsoft Windows, Linux, Unix, etc.) (lack of
operational control) used for control systems.
New threat issued against a specific piece of HW/SW.
Vendor source code shows up at DEFCON.
You learn that the vendor that processes your meter data has been compromised via news wire.
Misconfiguration or inadequate security controls implemented based on false sense of security of closed
system.
Default SNMP community strings used on internal and/or field devices.
Supply chain security and trust thereof.
A series of field walk-downs has identified unaccounted-for devices and connections in substations and
field sites associated with the new smart grid technology being deployed. Your policy calls for strong
asset management and security has been tasked to identify any unauthorized connections or devices.
Define a plan to allow for routine updates of firmware for security fixes, etc.
Distribution Automation Control RTU firmware snippets are being reported by NESCO as being recovered
from two underground webpages associated with hacking research. The firmware snippets are being
reported as belonging to equipment that you have recently deployed.
Remote Code Execution vulnerability detected on several AMI components - smart meter, data collector,
etc. due to patch related issue.
Access Control Maintenance
Provisioning and de-provisioning of users and access control - (employee terminations and hires, etc).
Share account usage on ICS / Line devices - no centralized authentication.
How to effectively deal with any shared accounts on devices, especially when employees are terminated.
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Appendix J – Master Vignettes Process Stages
Data Leakage / Theft
Preconditions
Onset
Analysis of information and risk
Actively test or assess networks for evidence of leakage or misconfigurations
Asset management inventory and review of known good configuration files
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Observe artifacts of data leakage, theft, misconfigured devices
Identify suspicious activity or suspect configurations and analyze
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Contain the incident
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Correct any misconfigurations or findings
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Root cause analysis as to why configurations were not as planned or expected
Conclusions
Network Attacks
Preconditions
Onset
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Contain the incident
Analysis of information and risk
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Notify users whose information has been compromised
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Conclusions
Substation / SCADA Attacks
Preconditions
Onset
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Analysis of information and risk
Contain the incident
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Conclusions
AMI Attacks
Preconditions
Onset
Design and implement or update the policies of implemented Security Incident and Event
Management (SIEM) to make sure that such breaches are detected, alerted, ticket created and
response provided.
Create or update the security incident detection and response framework
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Contain the incident
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Analysis of information and risk
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Conclusions
Client-Side Attacks
Preconditions
Onset
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Contain the incident
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Analysis of information and risk
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Notify users whose information has been compromised
Asset Management: Ensure that all the IT assets are accounted for within in the infrastructure and
they are monitored.
Electronic Perimeter: define the perimeter and the information exit points in the infrastructure and
implement appropriate controls like firewall, IDS/ IPS. Data Loss Prevention, etc
Conclusions
Phishing Incidents
Preconditions
Onset
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Contain the incident
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Analysis of information and risk
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Conclusions
Network Separation and Attack Paths
Preconditions
Onset
Identify attack routes.
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Contain the incident
Identify Purpose of Network Connection (e.g. why is the network configured this way.)
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Analysis of information and risk
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Conclusions
Incident Response Process & Log Management
Preconditions
Onset
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Identify stakeholders and incident response parties internal to the organization
Educate all employees and stakeholders on the process and program
Identify parties to coordinate with and notify external to the organization
Design and implement security information management tools, platforms, and alert logic
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Contain the incident
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Analysis of information and risk
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Review risk management, Business Impact, and risk registry information to incorporate into Incident
Response
Conclusions
Encryption Attacks
Preconditions
Onset
Observable identified by organization through user reports or security alert
Security Group/Help Desk initiates Incident Response process
Contain the incident
Collect and gather information and evidence to support analysis
Analysis of information and risk
Eradication and ongoing mitigations
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Develop after-action report and assess loss if any
Conclusions
Security Testing
Preconditions
Onset
Establish testing program requirements and resources
Establish rules of engagement
Identify Vendor Security Contacts
Develop Site Acceptance Testing Procedure that will identify insecure or unnecessary services
Set testing targets and timeline
Test equipment during SAT
Develop exploit or custom code to evaluate possible vulnerabilities if required
Chose and train security tools
Develop schedule and test plans based on risk
Conduct test - evaluate attack surface and scan for vulnerabilities
Record findings and prioritize based on risk
Present findings and recommendations
Act on findings and update programs/policy as required
Work with vendor to solve the problem or develop working mitigations
Test mitigations and develop a security operations plan to monitor remaining weaknesses/attack
scenarios
Conclusions
Threat & Vulnerability Management (patching, hardening)
Preconditions
Onset
Monitor open source information and vendors for vulnerability and threat information
Analyze vulnerability reports, alerts, and exploit tools or code
Conduct inventory of software, hardware, technology and map to business process
Determine risk, mitigation options, investment, and action plan
Review Risk Map and Risk Assessments and map to vulnerability management process
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Deploy mitigations and or additional controls, reduce access, heighten monitoring
Work with vendor and internal teams to plan, test, and deploy patches
Update risk assessments and risk registry based on analysis
Update audit playbook and plans
Update education programs such as awareness and training
Validate mitigations and assess policy/strategy
Conclusions
Access Control Maintenance
Preconditions
Onset
Take inventory of devices and systems that use shared accounts
Review authorization and provisioning process for users that have shared access
Conduct risk assessment based on results of inventory and reviews
Consider mitigation options and present risk reduction ROI to management
Implement mitigations if any
Prepare security operations, incident response, and intrusion detection
Test shared user accounts for exploitable process and weaknesses
Conclusions
Risk Management, Compliance and Audit
Preconditions
Onset
Identify all compliance requirements
Analyze risk and obligations against current state (investments, controls, risk/rewards)
Identify decision points and business process (like budgeting)
Conduct a strategic risk assessment for the organization
Define overarching security policy
Link efforts to governance process and enterprise risk management process
Audit and test decisions, fielded controls/mitigations, and investments
Conclusions
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Appendix K – Nominal Number of Job Roles

Job Roles
Security Operations Specialists
Chief Security Operations Manager
Incident Response Specialist/Analyst
Manager of Technology
Security Administrator
Intrusion Analyst
Control System Engineer
Advanced Meter Security Specialist
Cyber Threat Analysis
Hardware Support Specialist
Meter or Field Device Technician
Network Security Analyst
Telecommunications Engineer
Information Security Risk Analyst III
Smart Grid Security Engineer
Exploitation Analysis
Security Investigator
Substation SCADA Integration Engineer
Network Security Specialists
SCADA Protocol Engineer
Protection Emphasis Engineer
All Source Intelligence
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
Privacy Analyst
Penetration Tester/Red Team Technician
Legal Advice and Advocacy
Operational Security Testing
Professional
Reverse Engineer
Utility Chief Operating Officer
Education and Training
Strategic Planning and Policy
Development
Senior Software Security Analyst
Security Architect
Smart Grid Operations Engineer
Information Security Analyst
Enterprise Architect
IT Auditor
IT Development Supervisor
Smart Grid Architect
Data/Information Quality Analyst
Integrative Security Assessment
Researcher

Access Control
Maintenance
2

AMI Attacks
9
5
7
4
5
6
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
5
3
3
2
2
3
1
2
1
1

Client-Side
Attacks
9
7
6
4
6
6
4
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
3
2
1
2
2
1
3
1
2

Data
Leakage/Theft
11
5
7
6
5
5
8
9
4
9
9
7
9
3
6
3
4
6
6
5
4
2
2
4
2
1

1

1

2

2
1
1

2
2
2

2
1

4

1

1

1

2
4

1

1

1

2

1

3
1

1
7
8
2
6
6
5
6
5
3
1
4
5
3

2
2
4
2
3

4
3

3

1

4
1

K.1

Job Roles
Smart Grid Sr. Manager – Professional
Services
Provisioning Specialist
Smart Grid Consultant
Security Operations Specialists
Chief Security Operations Manager
Incident Response Specialist/Analyst
Manager of Technology
Security Administrator
Intrusion Analyst
Control System Engineer
Advanced Meter Security Specialist
Cyber Threat Analysis
Hardware Support Specialist
Meter or Field Device Technician
Network Security Analyst
Telecommunications Engineer
Information Security Risk Analyst III
Smart Grid Security Engineer
Exploitation Analysis
Security Investigator
Substation SCADA Integration Engineer
Network Security Specialists
SCADA Protocol Engineer
Protection Emphasis Engineer
All Source Intelligence
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
Privacy Analyst
Penetration Tester/Red Team Technician
Legal Advice and Advocacy
Operational Security Testing
Professional
Reverse Engineer
Utility Chief Operating Officer
Education and Training
Strategic Planning and Policy
Development
Senior Software Security Analyst
Security Architect
Smart Grid Operations Engineer
Information Security Analyst
Enterprise Architect
IT Auditor
IT Development Supervisor
Smart Grid Architect
Data/Information Quality Analyst
Integrative Security Assessment
Researcher
Smart Grid Sr. Manager – Professional

Access Control
Maintenance

AMI Attacks

Client-Side
Attacks

1

Data
Leakage/Theft
2

1
10
5
8
4
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
5
4
2
2
3
2
2
2
1
1

11
9
11
7
5
6
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
6
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
4

9
8
7
4
5
7
4
3
6
3
3
5
5
3
4
5
5
3
4
3
2
3
2
3
1
2

9
5
9
5
8
8
4
4
5
3
4
7
4
5
3
5
5
3
4
4
3
3
2
1
3
2

2

1

1

2
1
3

2
4
2

2
2
2

3
1
2

1

1

1

2

2
3

1

2
4

1
2
2
1
2

1
1
1
2
1

K.2

Access Control
Maintenance

Job Roles
Services
Provisioning Specialist
Smart Grid Consultant

Job Roles
Security Operations
Specialists
Chief Security Operations
Manager
Incident Response
Specialist/Analyst
Manager of Technology
Security Administrator
Intrusion Analyst
Control System Engineer
Advanced Meter Security
Specialist
Cyber Threat Analysis
Hardware Support Specialist
Meter or Field Device
Technician
Network Security Analyst
Telecommunications
Engineer
Information Security Risk
Analyst III
Smart Grid Security
Engineer
Exploitation Analysis
Security Investigator
Substation SCADA
Integration Engineer
Network Security Specialists
SCADA Protocol Engineer
Protection Emphasis
Engineer
All Source Intelligence
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
Privacy Analyst
Penetration Tester/Red
Team Technician
Legal Advice and Advocacy
Operational Security Testing
Professional
Reverse Engineer
Utility Chief Operating
Officer

AMI Attacks

Client-Side
Attacks

Data
Leakage/Theft

1
Threat &
Vulnerability
Management

Phishing
Incidents

Risk
Management

Security
Testing

Substation/
SCADA
Attacks

10

1

3

8

4

6

8

11

5

10

8
4
6
6
4

7
4
1

7
2
2
3

4
5
6
4

7
4
5
6

3

4

6

3
3

4
3

5
6

4

3

4

6

4

2

3

6

4

3

4

5

4

2

5

3

3

5

2

4
4

4

4

3

4

5

2
2

1
3

3
3

3
6

3

3

2

4

1

4
4
4

4

1

4

3
3
5

1

2
2
2

2
4
4

2
3
1

3
1
2

5
5
4

1

2

11

1

1

1

5

3

1

4

1

2

11

1

1

2

2

3

1

1

1

2
1

7
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Job Roles
Education and Training
Strategic Planning and
Policy Development
Senior Software Security
Analyst
Security Architect
Smart Grid Operations
Engineer
Information Security
Analyst
Enterprise Architect
IT Auditor
IT Development Supervisor
Smart Grid Architect
Data/Information Quality
Analyst
Integrative Security
Assessment Researcher
Smart Grid Sr. Manager –
Professional Services
Provisioning Specialist
Smart Grid Consultant

3
1

Access Control
Maintenance
1
3

1
1

AMI Attacks
1

Client-Side
Attacks
1

1

1

1

1

1

5

2
1

1
3
2
1

Data
Leakage/Theft
2

1
2

3

1

5

2

3
2
2
2

3
2

1
1

2
1
2

K.4

Appendix L – Percent of Role Involvement
Table L.1. Percent of Role Involvement in Access Control Maintenance, AMI Attacks, Client-Side
Attacks, and Data Leakage/Theft
A frequency distribution of roles across vignettes were used to assist in determining which job roles are
the most critical, and consequently which vignettes (that heavily involve these job roles) are most relevant
for further analysis. Accordingly, we calculate the percentage of steps in which a job role is involved for
each of the master vignettes. Those roles which have the broadest involvement (sorted by rows with
greatest number of green cells below) across the vignettes will be candidates for selection.

Job Roles
Security Operations Specialists
Incident Response Specialist/Analyst
Chief Security Operations Manager
Intrusion Analyst
Security Administrator
Manager of Technology
Security Investigator
Advanced Meter Security Specialist
Hardware Support Specialist
Meter or Field Device Technician
Network Security Analyst
Control System Engineer
Cyber Threat Analysis
Telecommunications Engineer
Information Security Risk Analyst III
Smart Grid Security Engineer
Substation SCADA Integration
Engineer
Exploitation Analysis
Network Security Specialists
SCADA Protocol Engineer
Protection Emphasis Engineer
Information Security Analyst
Privacy Analyst
All Source Intelligence
Security Architect
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
Legal Advice and Advocacy
IT Auditor
Reverse Engineer
Operational Security Testing
Professional
Penetration Tester/Red Team
Technician
Utility Chief Operating Officer
Enterprise Architect
IT Development Supervisor

Access Control
Maintenance
20.00%
10.00%

AMI Attacks
69.23%
53.85%
38.46%
46.15%
38.46%
30.77%
38.46%
30.77%
23.08%
23.08%
23.08%
23.08%
23.08%
30.77%
23.08%
23.08%

Client-Side
Attacks
64.29%
42.86%
50.00%
42.86%
42.86%
28.57%
35.71%
21.43%
28.57%
21.43%
21.43%
28.57%
28.57%
21.43%
21.43%
21.43%

Data
Leakage/Theft
64.71%
41.18%
29.41%
29.41%
29.41%
35.29%
23.53%
52.94%
52.94%
52.94%
41.18%
47.06%
23.53%
52.94%
17.65%
35.29%

23.08%

21.43%

35.29%

30.77%
23.08%
15.38%
15.38%

28.57%
14.29%
7.14%
14.29%

15.38%
23.08%

21.43%
14.29%

17.65%
35.29%
29.41%
23.53%
5.88%
23.53%
11.76%

7.69%
7.69%

7.14%
14.29%

15.38%

14.29%

11.76%
5.88%
17.65%
11.76%

30.00%

7.69%

7.14%

11.76%

20.00%

7.69%

7.14%

11.76%

7.69%

14.29%

5.88%

20.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
60.00%
50.00%
30.00%
60.00%
50.00%
10.00%
40.00%
50.00%

30.00%
20.00%
20.00%
40.00%

40.00%
40.00%

30.00%
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Job Roles
Education and Training
Data/Information Quality Analyst
Smart Grid Operations Engineer
Senior Software Security Analyst
Strategic Planning and Policy
Development
Provisioning Specialist
Smart Grid Architect
Integrative Security Assessment
Researcher
Smart Grid Sr. Manager – Prof.
Services
Smart Grid Consultant

Access Control
Maintenance

AMI Attacks
7.69%

Client-Side
Attacks
14.29%

20.00%

15.38%
7.69%

7.14%
7.14%

23.53%
17.65%
5.88%

40.00%

7.69%

7.14%

5.88%

10.00%

Data
Leakage/Theft

10.00%
5.88%
10.00%

11.76%

Table L.2. Percent of Role Involvement in Encryption Attacks, Incident Response Process, Network
Attacks, and Network Separation and Attack Paths

Job Roles
Security Operations Specialists
Incident Response Specialist/Analyst
Chief Security Operations Manager
Intrusion Analyst
Security Administrator
Manager of Technology
Security Investigator
Advanced Meter Security Specialist
Hardware Support Specialist
Meter or Field Device Technician
Network Security Analyst
Control System Engineer
Cyber Threat Analysis
Telecommunications Engineer
Information Security Risk Analyst III
Smart Grid Security Engineer
Substation SCADA Integration Engineer
Exploitation Analysis
Network Security Specialists
SCADA Protocol Engineer
Protection Emphasis Engineer
Information Security Analyst
Privacy Analyst
All Source Intelligence
Security Architect
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst

Encryption
Attacks
90.91%
72.73%
45.45%
54.55%
54.55%
36.36%
45.45%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
27.27%
36.36%
27.27%
18.18%
18.18%
27.27%
18.18%
18.18%
18.18%

L.2

Incident
Response
Process
73.33%
73.33%
60.00%
40.00%
33.33%
46.67%
40.00%
20.00%
20.00%
20.00%
26.67%
20.00%
26.67%
20.00%
20.00%
20.00%
20.00%
20.00%
20.00%
13.33%
13.33%
13.33%
20.00%
13.33%
20.00%
13.33%

Network
Attacks
75.00%
58.33%
66.67%
58.33%
41.67%
33.33%
41.67%
25.00%
25.00%
25.00%
41.67%
33.33%
50.00%
41.67%
25.00%
33.33%
25.00%
41.67%
33.33%
25.00%
16.67%
25.00%
25.00%
16.67%

Network
Separation and
Attack paths
64.29%
64.29%
35.71%
57.14%
57.14%
35.71%
35.71%
28.57%
21.43%
28.57%
50.00%
28.57%
35.71%
28.57%
35.71%
21.43%
21.43%
35.71%
28.57%
28.57%
21.43%
7.14%
21.43%
28.57%
14.29%

Job Roles
Legal Advice and Advocacy
IT Auditor
Reverse Engineer
Operational Security Testing Professional
Penetration Tester/Red Team Technician
Utility Chief Operating Officer
Enterprise Architect
IT Development Supervisor
Education and Training
Data/Information Quality Analyst
Smart Grid Operations Engineer
Senior Software Security Analyst
Strategic Planning and Policy Development
Provisioning Specialist
Smart Grid Architect
Integrative Security Assessment Researcher
Smart Grid Sr. Manager – Prof. Services
Smart Grid Consultant

Encryption
Attacks
9.09%
18.18%
9.09%
9.09%

27.27%

9.09%

Incident
Response
Process
26.67%
6.67%
13.33%
13.33%
13.33%
26.67%
13.33%

Network
Attacks
16.67%
16.67%
8.33%
8.33%
16.67%

Network
Separation and
Attack paths
14.29%

13.33%

16.67%

21.43%
7.14%
21.43%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
14.29%

13.33%
6.67%

8.33%
8.33%
8.33%

14.29%
14.29%

13.33%

7.14%
14.29%
7.14%
7.14%

Table L.3. Percent of Role Involvement in Phishing Incidents, Risk Management, Security Testing,
Substation/SCADA Attacks, and Threat and Vulnerability Management

Job Roles
Security Operations Specialists
Incident Response Specialist/Analyst
Chief Security Operations Manager
Intrusion Analyst
Security Administrator
Manager of Technology
Security Investigator
Advanced Meter Security Specialist
Hardware Support Specialist
Meter or Field Device Technician
Network Security Analyst
Control System Engineer
Cyber Threat Analysis
Telecommunications Engineer
Information Security Risk Analyst III
Smart Grid Security Engineer
Substation SCADA Integration Engineer
Exploitation Analysis
Network Security Specialists
SCADA Protocol Engineer
Protection Emphasis Engineer

Phishing
Incidents
90.91%
72.73%
54.55%
54.55%
54.55%
36.36%
45.45%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
27.27%
36.36%
27.27%
18.18%
18.18%
27.27%

Risk
Management
10.00%

Security
Testing
16.67%

80.00%

61.11%
11.11%
11.11%
38.89%

10.00%
40.00%

10.00%
10.00%
40.00%

10.00%

L.3

16.67%
16.67%
16.67%
11.11%
16.67%
16.67%
16.67%
22.22%
16.67%
16.67%
11.11%
5.56%
16.67%
16.67%

Substation/
SCADA
Attacks
72.73%
63.64%
45.45%
54.55%
45.45%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
27.27%
36.36%
27.27%
36.36%
36.36%
36.36%
18.18%
27.27%
36.36%
36.36%
27.27%
27.27%
18.18%

Threat &
Vulnerability
Management
28.57%
71.43%
35.71%
28.57%
50.00%
42.86%
42.86%
42.86%
42.86%
42.86%
35.71%
35.71%
35.71%
35.71%
35.71%
28.57%
21.43%
42.86%
28.57%

Job Roles
Information Security Analyst
Privacy Analyst
All Source Intelligence
Security Architect
Risk/Vulnerability Analyst
Legal Advice and Advocacy
IT Auditor
Reverse Engineer
Operational Security Testing Professional
Penetration Tester/Red Team Technician
Utility Chief Operating Officer
Enterprise Architect
IT Development Supervisor
Education and Training
Data/Information Quality Analyst
Smart Grid Operations Engineer
Senior Software Security Analyst
Strategic Planning and Policy Development
Provisioning Specialist
Smart Grid Architect
Integrative Security Assessment Researcher
Smart Grid Sr. Manager – Prof. Services
Smart Grid Consultant

Phishing
Incidents

Risk
Management

18.18%
18.18%

40.00%
20.00%
10.00%
40.00%
50.00%
30.00%

18.18%
9.09%
18.18%
9.09%
9.09%
9.09%

27.27%

9.09%
9.09%

Substation/
SCADA
Attacks
18.18%
27.27%
9.09%
9.09%

20.00%
20.00%
70.00%
10.00%
20.00%
10.00%

11.11%
61.11%
61.11%
5.56%
11.11%
16.67%
5.56%

18.18%
9.09%
9.09%
9.09%

30.00%

5.56%
5.56%
5.56%

18.18%
9.09%
9.09%

10.00%
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Security
Testing
5.56%
5.56%
11.11%
11.11%
16.67%
16.67%

11.11%
5.56%

9.09%

Threat &
Vulnerability
Management
35.71%
28.57%
35.71%
7.14%
35.71%
28.57%
14.29%
21.43%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
21.43%
14.29%
14.29%
7.14%
21.43%
35.71%
7.14%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
7.14%

Appendix M – Primary Goals
Goals
Maintain understanding of current attack tools, technologies, and techniques to compromise systems
and intrude upon systems and networks.
Analyze log files for signs of an attack or compromise.
Successful deployment of new monitoring tool to scan smart grid deployment for intrusion attempt
indicators. New tool is scanning and reporting, initial configuration stabilized and exceptions flagged
for analysis. Simulated attack shows system highlighted the situation.
Investigate security events and analyze if they are incidents.
Analyze system logs for intrusions and security events.
Understand the security vulnerabilities of the smart grid components; meters, headend, etc.
Install security monitoring solutions.
Respond to security alerts generated by security systems.
Notify the appropriate parties to security incidents and actions taken or current situation and risk
associated with intrusions, policy violations, unknown activity causing technical impacts, threats,
alarms, or events that require deviation from normal operating protocols.
Contain known devices that are suspected to be compromised or to possess unauthorized
executables and software.
Identify and classify technology to include hardware, software, systems, and data by their importance
or overall risk to the organization (e.g. critical systems and data).
Maintain situational awareness of operating conditions for the business process or system (e.g.
maintain level of awareness of the distribution system’s status, outages, major evolutions,
constraints, or current operating conditions).
Perform a penetration test of a system.
Identify the impact of security efforts to operational risk. Security efforts sometimes create
operational risks; we need to understand what these impacts are so that we can approach the
implementation of security efforts in a manner that minimizes operational impact.
Evaluate system aspects to arrive at a security posture.
Develop a sustainable cybersecurity program.
Maintain awareness of current cybersecurity threat and vulnerability environment.
Develop a cybersecurity awareness, training, and education program for the utility and its customers.
Implement specific security requirements within the operational system.
Evaluate alerts and advisories as applicable when released to determine overall risk/exposure and
next steps.
Lead a cross-functional team incident response process.
Conduct routine assessments of networks and underlying infrastructure.
Determine system baseline configuration to meet security requirements.
Develop policy, standards and guidelines for others to follow.
Apply security policies to meet security objectives of the system.
Conduct pre-deployment cybersecurity testing on new equipment. Certify hardware and firmware
versions for deployment, compatibility and interoperability.
Project management including the identification and prioritization of goals to balance business and
security objectives.
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Appendix N – Important Goals
Goal

N.
1

Maintain understanding of current
attack tools, technologies, and
techniques to compromise systems and
intrude upon systems and networks.
Analyze log files for signs of an attack
or compromise.
Successful deployment of new
monitoring tool to scan smart grid
deployment for intrusion attempt
indicators. New tool is scanning and
reporting, initial configuration
stabilized and exceptions flagged for
analysis. Simulated attack shows
system highlighted the situation.
Investigate security events and analyze
if they are incidents
Analyze system logs for intrusions and
security events.
Understand the security vulnerabilities
of the smart grid security components;
meters, headend, etc.
Install security monitoring solutions

Network
Attacks

Substation
& SCADA
Attacks

AMI
Attacks

ClientSide
Attacks

Phishing
Incidents

Network
Separation
and Attack
Paths

Incident
Response
& Log
Mgt

Encryption
Attacks

59%

55%

55%

55%

50%

59%

59%

55%

60%

50%

50%

60%

30%

30%

70%

40%

60%

60%

60%

60%

20%

30%

70%

40%

63%

58%

58%

58%

54%

33%

96%

58%

50%

40%

50%

40%

20%

20%

100%

20%

48%

48%

61%

43%

22%

48%

43%

48%

48%

48%

48%

48%

35%

48%

78%

39%

Appendix O – PRISM Definition for Important Goals

O.
1

Goal
Understand current
attack tools,
technologies, and
techniques to
compromise
systems.
Analyze log files
for signs of an
attack or
compromise.
Apply new
monitoring tools to
scan smart grid
system for security
incident indicators.

Objective Measure
Percentage of
employees and
contractors passing
the annual or semiannual security quiz.

Premier
100% of employees
and contractors
attended and passed
the quiz.

Robust
80% of employees
and contractors
attended and passed
the quiz.

Improved
60% of employees
and contractors
attended and passed
the quiz.

Satisfactory
40% of employees
and contractors
attended and passed
the quiz.

Moot
30% of employees
and contractors
attended and
passed the quiz.

Percentage of logs
reviewed; time to
review each source.

> 98% log coverage in
less than 8 hours

> 90% log coverage
within 24 hours

> 90% log
coverage within 48
hours

> 80% log coverage
within 48 hours

Less than 75% log
coverage or greater
than 72 hours

Percent of smart grid
system components
being monitored.
Percent of smart grid
system baseline
established. Event
detection
effectiveness.

Monitoring 100%;
100% of baseline
configuration
identified; simulated
attack shows system
affected; exceptions
flagged for analysis.

Monitoring 75%;
75% of baseline
configuration
identified; simulated
attack shows system
affected; exceptions
flagged for analysis.

Monitoring 50%;
25% of baseline
configuration
identified; simulated
attack shows system
affected; exceptions
not yet identified.

Evaluate security
events and analyze
if they are incidents

Number of events
analyzed. Timeliness
of analysis.

Security events
(telemetry: syslog,
snmp...) are
automatically
correlated with
vulnerabilities and
normal system activity
to determine whether a
security event is an
Incident and
automatically provide
recommended
mitigation.

Security events
(telemetry: syslog,
snmp...) are sent to a
centralized log
management
system.
Non-real-time
scripts review old
logs for events and
send alerts/reports.

Monitoring 50%;
50% of baseline
configuration
identified;
simulated attack
shows system
affected;
exceptions flagged
for analysis.
Security events
(telemetry: syslog,
snmp...) are sent to
a centralized log
management
system. Log
review is manual.

Monitoring 50%;
0% of baseline
configuration
identified;
simulated attack
does not show
system affected;
exceptions not yet
identified.
Security events are
not collected.

All security events
are collected and
forensically
recorded.

Goal
Analyze system
logs for intrusions
and security events.
Understand the
security
vulnerabilities of
the smart grid
components;
meters, headend,
etc.

Install security
monitoring
solutions.

O.
2

Objective Measure
Percentage of logs
reviewed, time to
review each log
source.
Comprehensive list of
security components
(perhaps ordered by
vulnerability)
including specific
risks to each; steps to
mitigate these
vulnerabilities or
reduce risk
How much of the
entire network is
covered or how many
devices out of all
devices are being
actively monitored.

Premier
> 98% log coverage in
less than 8 hours

Robust
> 90% log coverage
within 24 hours

Improved
> 90% log
coverage within 48
hours

Gather a list of
components involved;
identify security
mechanisms and audit
mechanisms; carry out
audit across system;
collect data; collect
mitigation steps.
If you are able to
demonstrate that every
cyber asset is being
monitored by a
security monitoring
solution, then this is
the premier state.

Satisfactory
> 80% log coverage
within 48 hours

Moot
Less than 75% log
coverage or greater
than 72 hours

Make a
comprehensive list of
all security
components, with
specific
vulnerabilities of
each highlighted.

If you are able to
demonstrate that
75% or more of
every cyber asset is
being monitored by
a security
monitoring solution,
then this is the
robust state.

If you are able to
demonstrate that
50% – 75% or
more of every
cyber asset is being
monitored by a
security monitoring
solution, then this
is the improved
state.

If you are able to
demonstrate that
25% – 50% or more
of every cyber asset
is being monitored
by a security
monitoring solution,
then this is the
satisfactory state.

If you are able to
demonstrate that
less than 25% of
every cyber asset is
being monitored
by a security
monitoring
solution, then this
is the moot state.

Appendix P – Distribution of Respondents
Age Group

Percentage of
Respondents

21–30

9%

31–40

27%

41–50

28%

51–60

22%

Over 60

4%

Not reported

10%

P.1

Appendix Q – Size of Respondent Organization
Number of
Employees

Percentage
of Respondents

Less than 10

2%

10–99

11%

100–999

15%

1,000–4,999

16%

5,000–9,999

5%

10,000+

43%

Unreported

8%

Q.1

Appendix R – Job Titles of Respondents
Respondents were asked to identify their job title (or titles) from a list of 19 titles, including an ―Other‖
option. A total of 129 responses were received to this question with the distribution indicated below. Note
that this question entitled the respondent to select multiple categories, thus the total will exceed 100%.
Job Title

Percentage of Respondents

Control systems engineer (CT01)

5.84%

Control systems operator (CT02)

0.73%

Control systems manager (CT03)

1.46%

Training specialist (CT04)

2.19%

IT Executive (CT18)

2.19%

IT manager (CT05)

4.38%

IT professional (CT06)

16.06%

IT systems administrator (CT07)

3.65%

Network engineer (CT08)

9.49%

Intrusion analysis staff (CT11)

5.84%

Intrusion analysis manager (CT12)

2.19%

Incident handling staff (CT13)

5.11%

Incident handling manager (CT14)

2.92%

Cybersecurity analyst (CT15)

28.47%

Cybersecurity operations staff (CT09)

10.22%

Cybersecurity operations manager (CT10)

5.11%

Cybersecurity manager (CT16)

10.95%

Cybersecurity executive (CT17)

6.57%

Other

20.44%
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Appendix S – Levels of Experience
How would you classify your level of expertise in the cybersecurity field?

Percentage

Novice: minimal knowledge, no connection to practice (LE1)

2.92%

Beginner, working knowledge of key aspects of practice (LE2)

14.60%

Competent: good working and background knowledge of the area (LE3)

24.09%

Proficient: depth of understanding of discipline and area of practice (LE4)

24.82%

Expert: authoritative knowledge of discipline and deep tacit understanding across area of practice
(LE5)

23.36%

No answer

10.22%

What level of familiarity do you have with smart grid operations?

Percentage

Novice: minimal knowledge, no connection to practice (LE1)

19.71%

Beginner, working knowledge of key aspects of practice (LE2)

26.28%

Proficient: good working and background knowledge of the area (LE3)

26.28%

Competent: depth of understanding of discipline and area of practice (LE4)

10.22%

Expert: authoritative knowledge of discipline and deep tacit understanding across area of practice
(LE5)

8.03%

No answer

9.49%
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Appendix T – Preliminary Fundamental Tasks
Task

Task Description

9103

Analyze available logs and note gaps and time periods.

9111

Verify that all systems are logging to a central location.

9116

Understand incident response process and initiate incident handling according to documented policies and
procedures.

9117

Identify and filter out false positives; if determined to be an incident, assign to incident handler.

9137

Analyze individual threat activity by correlating with other sources to identify trends.

9149

Implement intrusion prevention/detection solution.

9150

Understand the selected Security Event and Information Management tool.

9183

Understand the company's incident response process and procedures.

9191

Understand incident response, notification, and log handling requirements of business.

9200

Identify repeat incidents involving the same person or persons, systems, or adversaries.

9201

Prioritize systems within your network to determine which ones are of the High, Moderate, or Low impact
value.

9244

Report vulnerabilities to staff and stakeholders.

9254

Configure vulnerability scanners to operate safely and effectively in the targeted environment.

9259

Assess whether network scan results are real or false positives.

9262

Review vulnerability scan results.

9263

Test all vulnerability scanners for modes or configurations that would be disruptive to the communication
paths and networks being tested and host communication processing looking for possible conflicts that
may result in negative operational impacts.

9265

Analyze vulnerability reports.

9268

Coordinate assessment of any target systems with System Owners ahead of time.

9270

Develop a scanning plan and make sure all network operations staff and key stakeholders are consulted
and notified about the timing of test initiation.

9276

Review assessment results in accordance with defined risk categorization model.

9295

Communicate timing and schedule of scans.

9298

Coordinate efforts with the vendor to develop an understanding of the component and security
implications.

9304

Understand how phishing attacks can adversely impact web-based management applications.

9314

Alert end-users of potential risks and vulnerabilities that they may be able to mitigate.

9318

Understand environment (culture, staff) to create a better relationship for transmitting delicate and
sometimes poorly understood information.

9319

Monitor industry groups and forums to stay up to date on the latest security vulnerabilities related to smart
grid components.

9331

Identify threat actors.

9342

Identify sources of targets to scan.

9361

Review log files for signs of intrusions and security events.

9363

Develop and/or procure a data logging and storage architecture that scales and is fast enough to be useful
for analysis.
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Task

Task Description

9399

Coordinate with other departments to make sure that routine business operations are not affected during
testing.

9406

Identify all systems that may be affected by testing.

9430

Verify all devices are being submitted to Security Information and Event Management for full network
visibility.

9538

Communicate changes to user security tools and information regarding identified events and incidents.

9544

Monitor for new systems installed on the network.

9556

Communicate with the vendor to make sure you are registered to receive updates.

9572

Implement solution to identify new devices connecting to the network(s).

9575

Understand the data classification strategies that are in place.

9595

Maintain a prioritized list of critical resources.

9597

Maintain or be able to access a list of assigned system owners.

9604

Maintain incident data repository and analyze data and metrics regarding types of incidents, frequency,
and systems impacted.

9606

Review past incidents to determine whether host security solutions and logs are providing data that can
identify an event.

9610

Report the attack Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (used in the last 6 months against the organization).

9611

Review tool configurations and target configurations to reduce false positives based on historic
information.

9619

Develop a periodic verification process to make sure that the assets are logging in alignment with the
intended operational architecture.

9628

Scan all affected systems to make sure the patch or mitigations are present and the risk associated with the
vulnerability has been reduced as expected.

9629

Test all identified mitigations or patches to make sure they remove or mitigate the vulnerability as
expected with no negative impacts.

9632

Identify security incidents that require training or awareness for users and security staff.

9633

Develop mitigations based on incidents analyzed and recommend improvements in security capabilities or
tools as appropriate.

9640

Analyze the intrusion by looking for the initial activity and all follow-on actions of the attacker.

9641

Collect images of affected system for further analysis before returning the system to an acceptable
operational state.

9674

Document all actions taken to contain systems.

9690

Assess what configuration settings result in capturing the required information for monitoring.

9701

Monitor all systems that were suspected or confirmed as being compromised during an intrusion/incident.

9703

Review running processes to determine whether incident response successfully removed malware.

9708

Develop and publicize ways to distinguish between routine system errors and malicious activities.

9709

Protect classified or proprietary information related to the event, but release general incident information
to stakeholders.

9710

Review incident response actions to make sure actions were taken properly.

9711

Monitor systems that were affected and the entire sub-network for activity associated with the attack.
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Task

Task Description

9717

Monitor security news and intelligence sources to include vendor web pages for vulnerability disclosures,
incident announcements, and knowledge briefs.

9718

Communicate with vendors about a vulnerability or incident in order to understand risk and devise a
mitigation strategy.

9720

Decide what mitigations should be implemented on remote connections.

9722

Understand company policies and procedures for downloading and installing third-party software.

9725

Access company policies to verify that the software being downloaded is allowed.

9729

Scan systems in an attempt to detect the use of unacceptable software.

9750

Define reports on the current patch and update status of all security tools and identify any variances
against vendor releases.

9751

Establish a systems and tools patching program and schedule.

9755

Document current patch levels and updates before use in critical situations.

9781

Sign up for vendor notifications and alerts

9785

Maintain a current list of stakeholders' contact information and link this information to notification
requirements.

9791

Monitor for unauthorized access to tools and data.

9802

Define security events and incidents with evaluation criteria.

9807

Develop Security Event and Information Management rule sets to detect documented event classes for
each monitored system.

9808

Communicate warning signs of security events to internal stakeholders.

9809

Collect observed attacker Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures from available sources to include
Information Sharing and Awareness Councils, peer utilities, government sources.

9819

Analyze the security incident and identify defining attributes.

9831

Escalate findings to appropriate personnel to review event and accuracy of false-positive findings.

9849

Report the time of discovery for all reportable events and incidents and the time of notification.

9850

Verify that all reported events and incidents were handled in compliance with the reporting requirements.

9859

Understand desired outcome as well as purpose of assessment so that the solution can be configured
appropriately.

9860

Test the vulnerability assessment solution in a development environment to see whether desired results
are achieved.

9861

Implement monitoring system that meets design criteria.

9878

Minimize spread of the incident by making sure contaminated systems cannot communicate to systems
outside of the network boundary.
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Appendix U – Preliminary Differentiating Tasks
Task

Task Description

9129

Review known intrusion Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures and observables to assist in profiling log
events and capture event information that may relate to known signatures.

9192

Understand the basic components of an incident response process (Prepare, Identify, Contain, Eradicate,
Recover, Lessons Learned).

9267

Develop a prioritized list of critical resources.

9338

Understand NERC CIP and audit requirements.

9348

Understand how to run wireshark and tcpdump.

9414

Review all internal incidents for the purposes of staying current in threats and how to stay up to date on
current threats and determine the best way to analyze them.

9491

Monitor vulnerability reports.

9527

Update database of device configurations upon changes to configurations.

9577

Understand data classification levels and how to identify such levels with assets.

9605

Review incidents over time to determine lessons learned or how to better align security tools.

9625

Assess the risk ratings of the vulnerability based on the technical information, how the technology is
deployed and the importance of the systems.

9627

Implement vulnerability mitigations in accordance with the plan to include patches or additional security
controls.

9634

Define how systems were initially compromised, how the attack progressed and what observables were
available for detection and response.

9649

Monitor security tool providers for updates and patches for tools that are in use.

9712

Report closing of the incident and all incident response processes that were followed.

9719

Monitor all logs associated with third party accessing your systems; this may require a manual review
against historic use profiles.

9749

Maintain a list of approved security tools and their approved patch levels.

9783

Maintain knowledge of reporting requirements associated with systems.

9857

Develop a standardized process to make sure appropriate steps are taken during and after an event
occurs.

9877

Minimize spread of the incident by making sure contaminated systems are monitored.
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Appendix V – Glossary of Terms

A
Ability
Ability is the application of skills to new domains. Thus ability is measured by the degree of skill transfer,
from narrow to broad.

Accreditation
Recognition of an organization that has met a standard of performance

Achievement Assessment
Achievement assessments are used to assess knowledge acquisition.

Achievement Test
Achievement tests measure the proficiency of recall of past knowledge. These tests are descriptive, and a
score is determined based on a candidate’s depth of understanding of a domain (whether that domain is
broad or narrow). These tests can prove valuable in a college classroom, for example, where a professor is
attempting to gauge mastery of a certain specific subject matter or where a trainer wants to validate that
her students are grasping the content of a lecture-heavy course. These instruments measure the
―observed‖ score on a test: a candidate might be expected to significantly improve their score by studying
harder before a retest.

ADAPTS
Advanced Defender Aptitude and Performance Testing and Simulation Program
Through its Advanced Defender Aptitude and Performance Testing and Simulation Program, the NBISE
is working to bring the collective resources of a wide range of academic institutions, from leading
universities to community colleges and institutes, to bear on the U.S.’s growing cybersecurity workforce
crisis. Innovative and groundbreaking, the ADAPTS program is focused on developing, evaluating, and
validating state-of-the-art assessment instruments, curriculum components proven to accelerate students’
skills acquisition, and hands-on simulation practice ranges to help students and professionals hone their
skills for a range of cybersecurity professions.
The ADAPTS virtual laboratory will also support the continuing development of cybersecurity science by
providing researchers a real-time and real-world data collection opportunity to work with both students
and practitioners as they demonstrate and hone their skills against a growing library of current threats,
vulnerabilities, and system failures available through the ADAPTS ―practice range.‖

ADAPTS Libraries
The ADAPTS libraries are maintained by NBISE as part of its mission to serve the public interest through
development of Job Performance Models and associated assessment and development techniques to
facilitate the development and measurement of cybersecurity skills.
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Advanced Threat Response Panel
The Advanced Threat Response Panel is focused on advanced cybersecurity threats such as advanced
persistent threats and other highly sophisticated threat vectors.

Aptitude Test
Aptitude tests are assessment instruments designed to measure the future potential of a candidate to
perform in a specific role. These tests are considered predictive – forecasting how the tested individual
can be expected to perform in the future. These tests use adaptive testing techniques and statistical
analyses to measure a candidate’s ―true‖ score on a test: studying is generally not expected to
significantly alter a candidate’s score during a retest.

B
Behavioral Consistency
Given the same set of conditions defining the environment of performance, behavioral response will be
repeated within a very limited range of variability across numerous trials.

C
Causal Model of Job Performance
A set of factors and relationships among factors which explain and predict individual or group
performance differences in a job.

Certificate (examination)
Training that has an examination at the end to determine whether the learning outcomes have been
achieved.

Certification
A third-party assessment of validated knowledge and skills, reassessed at defined intervals, has due
processes to take away the certification, and is ―firewalled‖ away from training.

Construct
―any variable (i.e., entity capable of assuming two or more values) of a mental or conceptual nature.‖
From Schwab, DP (1980). Construct validity in organizational behavior. Research in Organizational
Behavior, 2, p. 5.

Construct Validity
―representing the correspondence between a construct (conceptual definition of a variable) and the
operational procedure to measure or manipulate that construct. From this definition it is acceptable to
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think of construct validity as representing the correlation coefficient between the construct and the
measure.‖
From Schwab (1980), p. 6.

Content Validity
―prototypical characteristics of the target persons, settings, treatments, and outcomes that study operations
are thought to reflect.‖
From Shadish WR, TD Cook, and DT Campbell. 2002. Experimental and quasi-experimental designs
for generalized causal inference. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin.

Critical-Differentiation Analysis
A statistical analysis of task statement ratings to determine the degree of criticality for job performance
and the degree to which the task differentiates in the method or outcome by which the task is performed
by persons of varying levels of expertise.

Critical-Differentiation Matrix
A technique for identifying influential task performance, the Critical-Differentiation Matrix identifies the
fundamental and differentiating tasks that should best predict job performance.

Critical Incident
Any event or situation that threatens individual or organizational harm. An incident being a specific event
identified with a description of who, what, when, where, how and why a person, organization, or system
is impacted by the event.

Critical-Incident Analysis
Intensive, in-depth interviews with subject matter experts to solicit critical incidents and documenting
what the experts were thinking, feeling, and doing during the incident. A critical incident is a
characteristic and challenging event that embodies the most important aspects of the job.

Criticality
The product of arithmetic means of frequency and importance across all levels of expertise.

Cyber Learning Diversity
Despite their broad distribution and use, electronic learning management systems for cybersecurity have
yet to undergo rigorous testing to determine how they impact learning patterns, skill profiles, practice
routines, and use by students of diverse gender, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status. The large and rapidly
growing demand for cybersecurity talent requires that underrepresented groups be encouraged and
supported in joining the workforce.

D
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Differentiation
The slope of criticality scores, signifying the frequency that a person with a given skill level must be
involved, and the importance of that task for determining the performer’s skill level.

Differentiating Tasks
Those tasks that exhibit both high criticality and high differentiation scores.

F
Face Validity
Constructs in a model appear to reflect the phenomena they intend to measure.

Functional Area Definition
Functional Area Definition is a scoping statement used for Job Performance Panels.

Fundamental Tasks
Those tasks that are rated as highly critical but show little differentiation across different levels of
expertise. Performance on these tasks is essential and should be considered minimal entrance
requirements for the field.

G
Goal
A statement that expresses an action that must be successfully completed to accomplish the job mission,
or to facilitate the accomplishment of another goal.

Goal Objective
The measurable outcome that establishes the criteria by which the degree of success or effectiveness may
be assessed.

Ground Truth
Current vulnerabilities or techniques being exploited or used by adversaries in attacking a system.

Ground Truth Expertise Development
A model for accelerating expertise development.
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I
Item Difficulty Index
The percentage of students who answered the item correctly.

Item Discrimination Index
Distinguishes for each item between the performance of students who did well on the exam and students
who did poorly.

J
Job Audit (or Analysis) Questionnaire
The Job Analysis Questionnaire is a set of surveys forming the primary data collection method for
developing a theoretical model of job performance.

Job Performance Lab
A laboratory facility for administering aptitude, achievement, and performance tests and validating Job
Performance Models or the associated assessment instruments.

Job Performance Model
A Job Performance Model is a list of competencies, often organized into five or more groupings or
clusters, attributable to satisfactory or exceptional employee performance for a specific job role.
Competency models are used throughout various professions to define success in a given job role,
allowing for the development of tailored training and development programs, assessment and examination
instruments, and other job aids. Competency models are developed by working with a group of experts to
identify the tasks that they complete as part of their jobs. This list is then distributed to a broader audience
of experts who rate the tasks for their importance and the frequency with which they are conducted. This
data is augmented by ―critical-incident analysis‖—intensive, in-depth interviews with subject matter
experts to solicit critical incidents and documenting what the experts were thinking, feeling, and doing
during the incident. A critical incident is a characteristic and challenging event that embodies the most
important aspects of the job.

Job Performance Model Driven Workforce Development
Panels contribute to identifying the job tasks, goals, and levels of satisfactory performance in a given job,
as well as the methods and tools professionals should be familiar with. These are built into a survey,
which is more broadly disseminated within the community and seeks to gauge both the relative
importance of given tasks and the frequency with which they are conducted. In parallel with survey data
analysis, NBISE staff and researchers work with experts to augment the growing competency model
report with critical-incident analyses—intensive, in-depth interviews geared toward documenting
characteristic and challenging events that embody the most important aspects of the job. Further work is
done with these ―critical incidents‖ and ―situational judgment scenarios‖ to determine how the actions
taken by a novice, apprentice, journeyman, and expert-level practitioner are differentiated.
Once the competency model process is complete, this model is used to develop assessment instrument
items (e.g., questions) and packaged components (e.g., tests), curriculum components (e.g., e-learning or
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in-class course segments), and simulation exercises (e.g., hands-on, Virtual Machines based practice
ranges). Once developed, these items are distributed into the classroom through NBISE’s ADAPTS
Research Network. Items are piloted, evaluated, and improved. Data is then provided back to NBISE to
accelerate the validation process.

Job Performance Panel
A panel of experts and practitioners in a specific field of the cybersecurity workforce, established to
consult on and contribute to the development of a Job Performance Model.
NBISE panels play a crucial role in defining the current and future cybersecurity workforce needs of
industry and government. Once a role or job has been identified by the National Board as critical to a
cybersecurity team, a panel of experts and practitioners in that field is established to consult on:
 What does a successful professional in this role need to know and do?
 What methods and tools must she be familiar with?
 What defines successful performance?
 How should the job be segmented into specialties & tasks?
 What differentiates an expert from a novice?
 Identifying and developing scenarios for critical-incident analysis and assessment instruments
 Providing review and consulting on resulting course/test/simulation/performance support components
(curriculum tools).
Input from the panel is used to create a comprehensive competency and measurement model for the role
and to identify ―ground truths‖ and real-world scenarios experienced by practitioners on the front lines.
Once these tasks are complete, the panel provides additional guidance on the development of skill and
performance-based assessments for individuals in the field and provides ongoing direction and insight to
NBISE’s ADAPTS cybersecurity workforce development network: university and institutional
researchers, collegiate educators, K-12 teachers, and corporate trainers.

Job Performance Panel Advisory Group
National Board advisors are people who hire, contract, and apply cybersecurity talent to manage risk to a
system or organization. They advise the National Board in the commissioning process of a Job
Performance Panel, through the nomination process and charter development, and serve as a resource for
panel work product feedback. Advisors engage with NBISE staff for a total time commitment of four
hours over a two-week period during the panel’s startup phase and will be called upon to conduct short
reviews of work product over the course of the panel’s work plan.
National Board advisors are responsible for applying cybersecurity teams in the defined scope of the
specific Job Performance Panel they advise on. An advisor should be knowledgeable of key talent in the
community performing in the identified job roles and have a strong understanding of the goals associated
with job performance for those roles.

Job Performance Panel Chair
The subject matter expert co-leader of a Job Performance Panel.
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Job Performance Panel Member
A participant in a Job Performance Model Panel.

Job Performance Panel Vice Chair
The subject matter expert co-leader of a Job Performance Panel.

Job Responsibilities
Defined as action statements which result in outcome states that may be monitored or assessed to
determine whether an objective has been accomplished. Accordingly, responsibility statements use
passive verbs, such as ―ensure,‖ ―follow,‖ or ―obtain‖ that are not included in Bloom’s taxonomy.

K
Knowledge
Knowledge is the understanding of a concept, strategy, or procedure. Thus, knowledge is measured by
depth of understanding, from shallow to deep.

Knowledge, Skills, Abilities
Knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to successfully perform the responsibilities of a job role.

Knowledge, Skills, Abilities and Other
Knowledge, skills, abilities, and other work-related characteristics including attitudes and motivation.

L
Levels of Competencies
Competencies defined at novice, apprentice, journeyman, and expert levels for multiple roles
(organizational language).

Licensure
A legal credentialing process administered by the federal or state government based on some type of
examination process or recognition of a national certification.

Literature Review
The process of identifying and reviewing literature pertaining to the focus of a Job Performance Panel.
The review is primarily two things: 1) job descriptions and/or evaluations for personnel in the private and
public sector performing relevant job roles; 2) articles or descriptions of methodologies or recommended
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procedures, vulnerabilities, errors and omissions, and incidents involving cybersecurity practices affecting
the Job Performance Panel’s focus area.

M
Master Vignettes
A collection of vignettes which experts frequently label using terse phrases such as a ―Network Attack‖ or
a ―Data Leakage.‖

Metrics of Cybersecurity Skill Assessment and Development
The high-level metrics include:
1. Job Performance Model development (Are we measuring the right things?)
2. Assessment instrument development and validation (Are we measuring the right way?)
3. Aptitude vs. achievement testing (Are our measures meaningful?)

N
National Board
The National Board provides national leadership to industry, government, and academia on cybersecurity
workforce development. Comprising executive-level leaders and expert practitioners, academics, and
policy makers, the National Board advises on NBISE strategy and priorities, oversees the work of NBISE
panels, and specifically consults on:
 What roles within an information security team are most needed?
 What are the major trends affecting the cybersecurity workforce?
 What guidelines of performance should be established and maintained for cybersecurity knowledge,
skills, and abilities?
 What guidelines for learning should be established and maintained for cybersecurity education and
training?
 What guidelines in simulation of cybersecurity environments should be established and maintained to
provide appropriate practice ranges for converting knowledge into skill?
 What guidelines for assessment should be followed by student and professional development,
selection and certification organizations?
 What guidelines of research should be established and maintained to further advance the science of
information assurance and cybersecurity?
In its leadership capacity, the National Board provides crucial guidance to the academic sector in
targeting programs of research and curriculum development to the areas of greatest need.
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National Board of Information Security Examiners (NBISE) Community
These groups work collaboratively to support NBISE programs. NBISE’s work involves identifying the
critical job roles that make up the cybersecurity workforce of today and tomorrow, defining competency
models for those roles, and developing a standards-based library of validated assessment, curriculum, and
simulation-based learning components.

NBISE Programs
NBISE is instituting programs designed to bring all players to the table to create a virtuous circle of
information exchange, collaborative research, and the creation of state-of-the-art assessment, curriculum,
and simulation instruments capable of predicting on-the-job performance. NBISE’s work involves
identifying the critical job roles that make up the cybersecurity workforce of today and tomorrow,
defining competency models for those roles, and developing a standards-based library of validated
assessment, curriculum, and simulation-based learning components.

O
Operational Security Testing
The Operational Security Testing Panel is focused on penetration testing, red teaming, and attacker
emulation testing.

P
Performance-Based Assessment
Performance-based assessments are used to assess efficacy in both skillful application of knowledge (i.e.,
practical test) and the ability to adapt to real-time, dynamic alteration of the threat landscape that occurs
during the active defense of an information system (i.e., interactive challenge event).

Performance Profile
Provided to an individual assessment/test taker to aid in self-assessment. The use of a visual indication of
performance bands reflecting the precision of measurement (narrow bands indicate greater precision).

Personal Development Plan
By identifying the timing of cognitive change through formative assessments, the psychometrics of
learning may enable personalized selection of interventions best suited to expand the depth of knowledge,
increase the consistency of skilled performance, and improve the ability to transfer skills into new
domains.

Potential Performance Analysis
The meaning of skill and its effect on future performance.
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Predictive Validity
The ability of a test or measure to predict the results of an analysis of the same data made with another
test instrument or measurement tool.

PRISM
A method for eliciting goals and objectives (Tobey 2007)

R
Registration
Listing in a registry based on the ―Qualifications‖ of an individual (e.g., education, experience).

Reliability Index
Degree to which a measurement instrument produces the same results under repeat administrations.

S
Scenario
One of several possible event sequences for how a vignette may play out.

Simulation Research
Intended to advance understanding of how situated, immersive, and low- and high-fidelity simulations
may impact learning curves in volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous environments. Low-fidelity
simulations depict hypothetical job environments within a training session, such as in virtual reality
games. High-fidelity simulations involve performing work under conditions very similar to the
workplace, such as during interactive challenge events involving active defense of an information system.

Situational Judgment Test
A type of psychological test which presents the test taker with realistic, hypothetical scenarios and asks
the individual to identify an appropriate response.

Skill
Skill is the reliable application of knowledge to achieve desired outcomes. Thus, skill is measured by the
degree of reliability, from inconsistent to consistent.

Skill Assessment Instrument
A validated assessment methodology capable of determining the depth of understanding and when
knowledge has become ―conditionalized‖ through situated enactment into fluent and adaptive
performance. By identifying the timing of cognitive change, the psychometrics of learning may enable
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personalized selection of interventions best suited to expand the depth of knowledge, increase the
consistency of skilled performance, and improve the ability to transfer skills into new domains. NBISE
will use recent advances in cognitive science that provide methods for identifying when knowledge is
converted into skill. Using these techniques we can assess the shape and timing of learning curves as
strategy (knowledge) and skill (consistency at applying knowledge) are developed.

Smart Grid Cybersecurity Panel
The Smart Grid Cyber Security Panel is formed in conjunction with the U.S. Department of Energy and
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. The Panel is focused on securing all elements of the smart grid
from a utility perspective, from meter data to operational systems. The functional job area named Smart
Grid Cybersecurity Specialist is a person charged with cybersecurity operations and management in a
smart grid environment. Their jobs include the security functions for day-to-day operations, but not
engineering the architecture. The protection of the smart grid network and core SCADA control systems
requires a very challenging blend of control engineering and security, which can best be executed by
security engineers who have a very special mix of abilities, acquired skills, and learned knowledge.

T
Tasks
In a review of task analysis methods, the word ―task‖ is defined as ―what a person is required to do, in
terms of actions and/or cognitive processes, to achieve a system goal.‖ (Schraagen 2006, p. 185) This
definition implies several important constructs which need to be elicited from subject matter experts to
fully understand the factors impacting performance on the job.

TestLet
A module of an assessment system containing items that pertain to a specific learning objective for
demonstrating knowledge, skill or ability in one of factors identified in a Job Performance Model.

ThinkLet
The smallest unit of intellectual capital required to create one repeatable, predictable pattern of thinking
or behavior by an individual or group working toward a goal.

V
Vignettes
A vignette is the label (terse description) given to various scenarios, which contain various critical
incidents.

VUCA
An acronym used to describe the volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity contained in specific
problem, event, or environment.
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Appendix W – Acronym Descriptions
Advanced Threat Response Panel
The Advanced Threat Response Panel is focused on advanced cybersecurity threats such as advanced
persistent threats and other highly sophisticated threat vectors.
Critical-Differentiation Matrix
A technique for identifying influential task performance, the Critical-Differentiation Matrix identifies the
fundamental and differentiating tasks that should best predict job performance.
Critical-Incident Analysis
Intensive, in-depth interviews with subject matter experts to solicit critical incidents and documenting
what the experts were thinking, feeling, and doing during the incident. A critical incident is a
characteristic and challenging event that embodies the most important aspects of the job.
Functional Area Definition
A Functional Area Definition is a scoping statement used for Job Performance Panels
General Work Activities
Categorization of activities used during elicitation in the O*NET method for job task analysis.
Group Decision Support Systems
Computer software that facilitates collaborative decision analysis.
Ground Truth Expertise Development
A model for accelerating expertise development based on aligning assessment and learning systems with
a job performance model.
Industrial Control Systems Joint Working Group
A group of organizations interested in industrial control systems technology.
Knowledge Exchange
A cloud computing tool for exchange of ideas among a group of individuals sharing interest in a topic.
National Board of Information Security Examiners
A Maryland not-for-profit corporation formed to leverage the latest advances in assessment and learning
science toward the solution of one of the United States’ most critical workforce shortages: cybersecurity
professionals. Through its Advanced Defender Aptitude and Performance Testing and Simulation
(ADAPTS) program, NBISE coordinates the work of teams of practitioners, researchers, and educators
who develop and validate or enhance existing performance-based learning and assessment vehicles to
materially accelerate the acquisition of hands-on skill and tacit knowledge by students and practitioners in
collegiate and continuing education programs. NBISE’s work and research seeks to develop assessment
instruments to reliably predict future performance and aptitude for cybersecurity jobs, allowing for a
better understanding of the efficacy of performance-based learning platforms.
National Cyber Security Division
A division of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security that seeks to protect the critical cyber
infrastructure by coordinating the cyber leadership, processes, and protocols that will determine when and
what action(s) need to be taken as cyber incidents arise.
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National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education
(Source: http://csrc.nist.gov/nice/aboutUs.htm)
National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) evolved from the Comprehensive National
Cybersecurity Initiative, and extends its scope beyond the federal workplace to include civilians and
students in kindergarten through post-graduate school. The goal of NICE is to establish an operational,
sustainable and continually improving cybersecurity education program for the nation to use sound cyber
practices that will enhance the nation’s security.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is leading the NICE initiative, comprising
more than 20 federal departments and agencies, to assure coordination, cooperation, focus, public
engagement, technology transfer and sustainability. Many NICE activities are already underway and
NIST will highlight these activities, engage various stakeholder groups and create forums for sharing
information and leveraging best practices. NIST will also be looking for ―gaps‖ in the initiative—areas of
the overarching mission that are not addressed by ongoing activities.
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(Source: http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/nandyou.cfm)
Founded in 1901 and now part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, NIST is one of the nation’s oldest
physical science laboratories. Congress established the agency to remove a major handicap to U.S.
industrial competitiveness at the time—a second-rate measurement infrastructure that lagged behind the
capabilities of England, Germany, and other economic rivals. Today, NIST measurements support the
smallest of technologies—nanoscale devices so tiny that tens of thousands can fit on the end of a single
human hair—to the largest and most complex of human-made creations, from earthquake-resistant
skyscrapers to wide-body jetliners to global communication networks.
Operational Security Testing Panel
A Job Performance Model Panel under NBISE focused on penetration testing and red teaming.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(Source: http://www.pnnl.gov/about/)
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is one among ten U.S. Department of Energy national laboratories
managed by U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Science.
Potential Performance Analysis
Calculation of an individual’s aptitude and achievement in developing knowledge, skill, and ability in
performing a set of tasks contained within a TestLet.
Processing, Personality, Interests, and Knowledge
A model of motivation developed by John W. Atkinson.
Smart Grid Cybersecurity Panel
A Job Performance Model Panel under NBISE focused on smart grid cybersecurity.
Subject Matter Expert
A domain expert. Someone who has demonstrated significant expertise in a particular area or topic.
Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity
The volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity contained in specific problem, event, or
environment.
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